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Pioneering in development of

the frequencies of the future
Even as Amperex engineers distinguished themselves by exclusive developments
in the design and structure of ultra-high frequency transmitting tubes ...s.> are
they now intent upon exploring the infinitely higher frequencies.
While these improvements originating in our research and engineering departments are entirely restricted to military operations, they will be released, in due
time, for broadcast, industrial and electro -medical application.
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Tubes and Their Functions

A discussion of the electron tube as a circuit element in industrial applications. Based on the tube characteristics described in Section I, the fundamental operations of tubes as relays, rectifiers, amplifiers, light-operated
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PHOENIX DEFIES
MOISTURE GHOSTS
Your hands are never dry. Perspiration stains ordinary tracing
cloth, producing opaque spots. or
"ghosts." that show on blueprints.
Water splashes make even more
disagreeable stains.
PHOENIX Tracing Cloth withstands actual immersion in water
for more than so minutes at atime
without il/effects! Perspiration will
not stain it!

HERE'S A TRACING CLOTH

proofed against

MOISTURE GHOSTS

PHOENIX LESSENS
SMUDGE GHOSTS

Perspiration stains and water marks hold no terrors for this improved tracing cloth—and it holds pencil smudges or erasure scars
at a minimum. Now you can have clean tracings, in pencil or ink,
free from these untidy "ghosts" that reproduce on blueprints!
The secret of this amazing performance lies in aremarkable
new process that defies moisture, and gives PHOENIX an unusually durable working surface. You can use harder pencils with
this improved cloth and get sharper lines with less tendency
to smudge. Even 6H pencil lines show clearly, and reproduce
strongly! Erasing does not mar the drawing surface; erased arcas
take pencil smoothly—and ink without feathering. The new
white color and increased transparency provide excellent drawing contrast and produce strong blueprints.
Let PHOENIX speak for itself on your own drawing board.
See your K&E dealer, or write for agenerous working sample
and an illustrated brochure.

The improved surface of
PHOENIX Tracing Cloth permits
you to use harder pencils (5H and
6H) and to get sharper lines with
less tendency to smudge.
Result: Cleaner tracings and
blueprints.

PHOENIX REDUCES
ERASURE GHOSTS
Ordinary tracing cloths become
scarred when erased. Erased spots
produce ghosts on the blueprints.
PHOENIX has adurable drawing surface that reduces working
scars to aminimum.

EST. 1867

KEUFFEL 84 ESSER CO.
NEW YORK
CHICAGO • ST. LOUIS
REG. U.S

• SAN FRANCISCO

PAT. Orr.

TRACING CLOTH
for pencil and ink

fe,
•

•s. ,,4.••

•

• HOBOKEN, N. J.

fee

• LOS ANGELES

DETROIT

MONTREAL

f.1

instrument dia

"How can we keep instrument dials from discoloring?" That's a
question to which industry has wanted an answer for years. Today
the answer is ready.
Make this test for yourself—Take an ordinary instrument
dial and one of the new Westinghouse permanent white dials. Place
them overnight in an oven heated to 300° F. Then look at them.
That is how they will look after approximately two years cf service
in the average plant. Other destructive conditions, such as exposure
to corrosive fumes of excessive humidity, as may be experienced
in many instrument applications, will have a similar effect. The
Westinghouse dial will stay white because all Westinghouse instrument dials are faced with aplastic-base material, which resists
the effects of time, industrial fumes, heat and moisture.
Accurate readings are easier—and panel appearance is
neater when the dials are white. The jet-black characters, printed
by aspecial process or hand marked, do not flake or fade.
This is only one example of the special steps we take to make
our instruments the best you can buy. Detailed information on
other features, including nonblunting pivots, nonaging springs,
permanent magnets, and tubular pointers, is in our Bulletin 3013.
Address Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, East
Pittsburgh, Pa., Department 7-N.
J-40334

INDUSTRY'S

MOST

S-35 is an attractively styled
switchboard instrument for projection mounting on medium size
panels. Accuracy within 2' ;

COMPLETE

LINE

OF

For flush mounting on small panels Type V-35 is an instrument of
attractive design. Accuracy within
2' ;.

TA Industrial Analyzer—in one case all the instruments
needed for complete a-c data in any industrial plant.

QUALITY

ELECTRICAL

On large switchboards where it is
desirable to have large full-face
round type instruments with high
accuracy, the Type S is the answer.

The Type A recorder with low first
cost, low maintenance unit gives good
service in a variety of applications.

INSTRUMENTS

High visibility in a switchboard
instrument is one of the features
of this KA-25 with flush-mounted
case 5' 2 inches square. Accuracy is

PC-135, a through type current
transformer gives 1through 250
ampere: in primary, 5 amperes in
secondary.

1

r
itei
HALLCROSS
APPARATUS FOR
ELECTRICAL MEASUREMENTS

Some of the SHALLCROSS Products ...
•Ayrton Universal Shunts

'High Voltage Measuring Apparatus

'Ratio Boxes

•Wheatstone Bridges

•Accurate Wire Wound Resistors

•Kelvin-Wheatstone Bridges

(1 ohm to 10 million ohms)

•Standard Resistances

'Bonding Testers

(0.0025 ohm to 1,000 Megohms)

•Milli-ohm-meters

'Secondary Standards

•Decade Resistance Boxes

Multi-Resistance Standards

'Megohm Decade Resistance Standards

•Telephone Transmission Testing

•Potentiometers—Decade Type
•Decade Resistance Standards
(Heavy Duty)

ON

'Fault Location Bridges

'Rotary Selector Switches

•Percent Limit Bridges

US

•Kilovoltmeters

•Ground Resistometers

•Megoh m meters

CONSULT

Equipment

YOUR

(Solid silver contacts)

INDIVIDUAL

PROBLEMS.

OUR

SPECIALTY

IS DESIGNING AND BUILDING SPECIAL APPARATUS.

MEMBER
ENGINEERING • DESIGNING • MANUFACTURING
INSTRUMENTS •RESISTORS •SWITCHES

COLLINGDALE, PENNA.
()
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Constant Voltage
.undistorted
•

•

•

SOLA Constant Voltage Transformers are famous for
low distortion ... Now available in units that deliver an
almost Perfect Sine Wave* ...A regulated source of
Constant Voltage, free from harmonic distortion ... A
final solution to your voltage regulation problems.
Harmonic Analysis*
Primary 115 Volts
harmonic

60 Cycles

Full Load

No Load

3rd

0.56%

1.34%

5th

0.51

0.56

7th

0.21

0.67

.

What is your problem?

SOLA ELECTRIC COMPANY
2525 CLYBOURN AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.
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1.5Ce" MAX.
.28&

CLASS D
CLASS A

l
a

CLASS

Centralato

CERAMIC TUBULAR
FIXED CAPACITORS

Bulletin 597 describes the CENTRALAB CERAMIC TUBULAR Fixed
Capacitors with controlled temperature sensitive characteristics.
Centralab Ceramic Trimmers feature capacity ranges and stability, the equivalent of air trimmers, plus a saving in space and
weight. Write for bulletins that supply full Ceramic Trimmer data.

Centrale
CERAMIC TRIMMERS

Always specify Centralab —
whether for ceramic products ... Fixed Resistors ...
or Volume Controls . . .

CENTRALAB
DIV.

OF GLOBE-UNION INC.

MILWAUKEE

WISCONSIN

2 MOUNTING HOLE
4-36 mACH SCREW
,f DEEP

ize

—T 750'

.12670.137

328

328'

,11111c

10 12
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One thing above all others makes Formica the valuable material it is
in so many industries — electrical, mechanical, aviation, chemical, and
that is:

once a Formica part is installed it remains unchanged almost

regardless of conditions.

It really stays put!

When you build a part of Formica you can challenge the elements to
do their worst and they won't accomplish much.
Changes in temperature do not alter its dimensions appreciably.
Humidity or lack of it leaves it untouched.

Electrical currents can't push

through it because it is an excellent insulator for high or low frequency
currents.

No atmospheric condition, anywhere in the world, can cause

it to corrode, or roughen and destroy its surface, because it is inert
e

chemically

. . . The Formica data book tells this story in terms of

precise engineering tests.

THE
4628
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SPRING GROVE AVENUE

Send for it.

FORMICA

INSULATION

COMPANY
CINCINNATI, OHIO

9

LET DUNCO SOLVE YOUR

QUALITY UNITS, TAILOR-MADE
TO FIT YOUR APPLICATION
ooe' T miss riits!.••

Don't engineer "around" Relays and Timers !
Don't waste time and effort trying to utilize
units

that

almost

meet

your

requirements!

Come to Dunco where one of the nation's
The NEW DUNCO CATALOG

largest relay businesses has been built solely

AND RELAY DATA BOOK

on the ability to supply exactly the right relay

We sincerely believe this is the
finest, most helpful, and most complete volume of its kind ever
issued. Contains 48 pages, profusely illustrated with photos, diagrams and charts. Write for
your copy today.

or timing device for the job—tailor-made to
fit your specifications

like a glove.

engineers

cooperate

will

gladly

in

Dunco
solving

your relay problems.

STRUTHERS DUNN, INC., 1326 CHERRY ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
lo
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...Anode* and
Cathodet Sleeves
for the Electronics
Industry...
* SUPERIOR SEAMLESS

t SUPERIOR PATENTED LOCKSEAM AND SEAMLESS

SUPERIOR TUBE COMPANY, NORRISTOWN,

Tubing front 5/
8"OD down. ..t l'E
BR t%% N

effll

NN

II d

1 •1.
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PENNSYLVANIA

and •Irawi, Stainless.

Seam le›, in vari tttt sanalyses.WELDHAM N
-

NI

1
- aiiil

Iii f1'.SE t‘11 ESS and

t• t•I

hsl V11

atlande Slee%es.

11

FOR ACTIVE
MILITARY
SERVICE!
A

S
. battle lines lengthen, as
American military might

fans out over the globe, radio

NINE

becomes an increasingly vital

GUARANTORS OF STOUT PERFORMANCE

artery of our communications

1. LOCK-IN LOCATING LUG — also acts as

system.

shield between pins

2. NO SOLDERED CONNECTIONS—all welded
for greater durability

So naturally, radio tubes must

3. SHORT, DIRECT CONNECTIONS — fewer

be stronger, more solidly built,

welded joints—less loss

better able to ‘‘take it" than

4. ALL -GLASS BASE —low loss and better

ever before.

spacing of lead wires

5. NO GLASS FLARE — unobstructed base
for internal shielding
6. IMPROVED

Look at the cross-section of the

MOUNT SUPPORT — ruggedly

Sylvania Lock-In, shown in the

mounted on all sides

accompanying diagram. Note its
noted

by

separation

of

getter

material

from leads

nine outstanding features. Then

8. NO TOP CAP CONNECTION — overhead

you'll

wires eliminated

growing measure, upon the un-

saying

flagging dependability of this

SYLVAN IA
RADIO

TUBE

why our

armed forces are relying, in

9. REDUCED OVER -ALL HEIGHT — space

SYLVANIA LOCK-IN TUBE

understand

great tube.

DIVISION

HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
New York City
Also

L'

makers

of HYGRADE

EMPORIUM, PA.
Incandescent

Lamps.

Salem, Mass.
Fluorescent

Lamps

and

Fixtures
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* Swing the turrets! Aim! Fire! And, aircraft guns respond to

,•
e

GUARDIAN

t
on

* GUN SWITCH HANDLES

trois by Guardian. Sight! Bomb! It's the order of the day. Guardian

* REMOTE FIRING EQUIPMENT

stands ready for any assignment that will help to preserve the

* TURRET CONTROLS

"American Way" of life.

* RADIO CONT ROLS

Ce rtified by all branches

of

the

war

department.

•.Guardian

* NAVIGATION CONTROLS

invites inquiries for samples of Government Approved Controls for

* AIRCRAFT CONTROLS

the jobs you are doing today ... for those new designs that must

* BOMB RELEASES

excel tomorrow. Write—wire — phone.

* SOLENOID CONTACTORS

GUARDIAN G ELECTRIC
16 2 5 WEST

WALNUT
LARGEST
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STREEI
LINE

OF

RELAYS

L ri ,CAGO,
SERVING

AMERICAN

ILLINOIS

INDUSTRY
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Specializing in

WIRE WOUND
RESISTORS

TYPE PL
_ •:• Non inductive, Standard toleitnce
U, Maximum . .ince 500,000 ohms, Size '2.
diam. u 12'
. high
.inting-hole through center to
clear 6-32 screw, Teitninals 18 Tinned copper wire
112" long.

If space and weight are factors in
your design, check the maximum res'stances of these wire-wound resistors against their dimensions which
are indicated by the rule. Specializing in wire-wound resistors, the type
with which it is possible to obtain
high resistance in minimum space
with minimum weight, we have standardized these and other units in order
to give you the price advantage of
mass production.

TYPE KL, r2 Watt, Non-inductive, Standard tc,I.,nice
'2 0 0, Maximum resistance 500,000 ohms, Size .
diam. x 1'y" long, Mounting by terminals, Terminals
18 Tinned copper wire 1r•2: . long.

1)

RESISTORS

INC
Little Fallu
New Jersey

As specialists, moreover, we have the
experience and equipment to meet
your resistor needs whether or not any
of our standard units can be used.

Made in U. S.

TYPE DL, 1 Watt, Non-inductive, Standard tolerance
' 0 0, Maximum resistance 1 Megohm, Size
diam. x '
4
high, Mounting-Hole through center to
clear 6-32 screw, Terminals -18 Tinned copper wire
It
lon9

Write today for file catalog with
prices ...and if your resistor problem is unusual, by all means, get our
advice and quotations.
•

TYPE WL, 1 Watt, Standard tolerance
...mum resistance 50,000 ohms, Size 'if, - dram, x
long, Mounting by terminals, Terminals—Strap .015' .
thick by
wide tinned copper ...Light with high
resistance, apopular type for aur.t aue riscCo=

CD=

MOM

INSTRUMENT
RESISTORS CO.

25 Amity Street
LITTLE FALLS . . . N. J.

r
TYPE AL, 4 Watt, Inductively wound, Standard tolerance 3 O 0, Maximum resistance 80,000 ohms, Size
&rm. x 1- long, Mounting by terminals or center
Lurnlold1, 18 Tinned cc-racer ntie 1 2 long
1

-

TYPE AC, 5Watt, Inductively wound, Standard Tolerance 3 0 0, Maximum resistance 50,000 ohms, Size
x1" long, Mounting by terminals or center
hole, Terminals choice of -18 Tinned copper wire or
01 T
'.
slap

I1

MICA CARD, Type HN, Standard tolerance
2%, 30 Watt, Maximum resistance 50,000
ohms, Size 11
/2" wide x 31
/
4 " long x ,`," thick,
Mounting Insulated eyelet to clear 6-32 screw,
Terminals Tinned copper lug. Ideal for limited
space-lying close to panel or wall.
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the all-purpose requirements ofa slee ve
to stand
guard against breakdown,

insulation
moisture absorption—all

commonly

enc ountered

acid and oil influences.

VARNISHED GLASS 'TUBINGfor

those applications hwhaebreo extremely
ve all conshi
g h heat
becomes te
-ideration.

res i
stance

EXIRUDED TUBINGwhere
to

any

erature

o f insulation
the

to

servic e -

efficiency of your product or
equipment—each "indexed" to
of speci f
mee tthe requir e ments
ic
applications — are on 24-hour
duty to ward off the destructive
elements of heat, moisture, alkalis, acids, fumes, sub-zero
etc.
temperatures,
KeeP your materials cord file up to-date. Enter the advantageous
dielec tric and physical properties
of the various TURBO insulations
for ready reference when problems arise. You'll find TURBO a
ient,
dependable, effic
ally.

Untie VARNISHED OIL 'TUBINGmeet i
ng

types

afeguard

a
e
resistnc

extreme sub-zero temp
t becomes a
ofthe effects ofembrittle men

prerequisite.
WIRE

IDENTIFICON MARKERS—Any
ATI

co lor,
ance

any length
with Army

size,

any

or any mar king.
Strict comp'
Navy and Air Corps specifica

-

,

tions.

For proof as for samples of each; also
for new specimen board and list of
standard sizes. There is no obligation.

WILLIAM BRAND & CO.
276 FOURTH AVENUE. NEW YORK N Y • 375 W
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HURON STREET, CHICAGO. ILL

Which would you pick to keep a fastening TIGHT?

DEAD-FISH DONALD OR FIRM-FINGERED PHIL?

1001110$0. BONUSES
Screws of

same

Pesver Phillips
the
some number of o smalle r

5\16 Ot %he

site wilt equal the holding power
ot stottea
Snug fitscrews.
ot e

point in Phitiips

recess prevents dangerous burrs•
Phillips Screws improve product
oppeorance•

For a good grip, no matter
how hard the going, you'd
take Firm-Fingered Phil ... or
the Phillips Recessed Head
Screw.
Long after you would have
given up on a slotted head
screw (or it would have given
up on vim), you can still turn a
Phillips Screw. The metal won't
ream out ...the driver won't
slip out ... and you won't give
out. Result: a much tighter fastening that will withstand all
vibration.

h
r

Iref4ggeed»g .
.Ph
illipS
•

/ewer bgeee asheze

•

WOOD SCREWS
MACHINE SCREWS
•
SPECIAL THREAD-CUTTING SCREWS

t\\

issoutts

doe

J6

RECESSED
HEAD

S

crews

•
STOVE BOLTS
SHEfrEoTmManEy of SCREWS
•
SCREWS WITH LOCK WASHERS

Order stronger, cost-cutting Phillips
k

Meanwhile, you've been saving time, because Phillips
Screws are driven faster —
especially when the fastening is
awkwardly located. In many
cases, pneumatic and electric
power drivers can be used, since
there is no danger of driver
slippage or split screw heads.
Taking an average, you can
save 50e; by switching from
slotted head to Phillips. That's
half the time ...and half the
cost. Order from any of the
firms listed below.

these sources

New England Screw Co., Keene, N.H.
American Screw Co., Providence, R. I.
The Charles Parker Co., Meriden, Conn.
The Bristol Co., Waterbury, Conn.
Parker-Kalon Corp., New York, N.Y.
Central Screw Co., Chicago, Ill.
Pawtucket Screw Co.. Pawtucket, R.I.
Chandler Products Corp., Cleveland, Ohio
Pheoll Manufacturing Co., Chicago, III.
Continental Screw Co., New Bedford, Mass.
Russell, Burdsall á Ward Bolt & Nut Co.. Port Chester, N.Y.
The Corbin Screw Corp., New Britain, Conn.
Scovill Manufacturing Co., Waterbury, Conn.
International Screw Co., Detroit, Mich.
Shakeproof Inc., Chicago, Ill.
The Lamson & Sessions Co., Cleveland, Ohio
The Southington Hardware Mfg. Co., Southington, Conn.
The National Screw & Mfg. Co., Cleveland, Ohio
Whitney Screw Corp., Nashua, N.H.
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now a Shot in the Dark Finds Ifs Mark

nr HE

destruction of enemy planes at night

is dependent upon electrical teamwork.
Efficient work of battery units and the
reliability of the communications between
them require adependable insulation.
Synthane's combination of physical and
electrical properties makes it as useful in
war as in peacetime production. Among
them are excellent electrical insulating characteristics, light weight, structural strength,
ease of machining and resistance to corro-

SYNTHANE
A—Square tube coil form sanded to siie;
flanges milled, sawed and broached.
B—Insulating tube, sawed, drilled, reamed,
and milled.
C—Sawed, milled and drilled terminal panel.

SHEETS •RODS •TUBES' FABRICATED PARTS

sion from solvents, water, many acids and
salts.
As an aid to essential industries, some
of which are using Synthane for the first
time, and as a help to peacetime planners,
the information on the back of this advertisement may prove helpful. We'll be glad
to supply additional information if you'll
write us.
Plan your future with plastics.
SYNTHANE CORPORATION, OAKS,

TECHNICAL

YNTInANEJ
„„,‘.„,..
It.

i1,48

ell

PENNA.

PLASTICS
SILENT STABILIZED GEAR MATERIAL

STANDARDS OF QUALITY FOR

SYNTHANE BAKELITE-LAMINATED SHEETS
BLACK Figures are actual test values ; BROWN figures are RELATIVE values
for use in comparing grades-100 indicates the most Favorable relative value.

GRADE

(1)
Tensile

(1)

(1)

Short-Time

Step-by-Step

(3)
Dielectric

(4)

Compressive

(3)
Power

(3)

Transverse

Dielectric

% Water

Strength

Strength

Strength

Test

Test

Factor

Constant

Loss Factor

AbsorPtion

(2) Dielectric Strength

Recommended
Temperatures for
Punching

Impact
Strength

*
Pounds per Square Inch

X
XX

12,500

21,000

35,000

700

500

.050

5.5

.27

4.0

Cold to
Hot to

16,000

8,000

34,000

700

500

.040

5.0

1.3

.20

Hot to

7,000

15,000

32,000

650

450

.032

4.8

.15

1.0

I

8,000

15,000

22,000

700

500

.045

5.0

.22

3.0

lí32 "
3/
3 2"

Cold to

1/
3 2'
3/
32
"

Hot to 1 16 "
(Simple shapes,
compound dies only)

XXX

X

t

At 1,000,000 Cycles

Volts per Mil. (.001")

Cold to

1/
16"

Warm to

le

8,000

16,000

25,000

700

500

.040

5.0

1.3

.20

Cold to

XXI '

XXXI.
C
CE
L

7,000

15,000

25,000

450

650

.027

4.5

1.0

.12

20,000

38,000

200

120

.10

7.0

.70

1.7

1
/8 "

Warm to

1/
3 2"

Cold to
Hot to

8,000

17,000

36,000

500

300

.055

5.5

.30

1.2

Cold to
Hot to

20,000

9,000

35,000

200

120

.10

7.0

.70

1.4

Cold to
Hot to

LE

19,000

8,500

37,000

500

300

.045

5.0

.22

.90

1,à2 "

Warm to

Hot to

9,500

1
/8 "

Cold to
Hot to

3/
3 2"

1,j6"
3/
16"

1/
3 2"
3/
3 2"

1/
16"
3/16
"

1/
3 2"
3/
32
"

ALL VALUES ABOVE REPRESENT MINIMUM AVERAGES FOR STANDARD GRADES.

FOIL

TESTING

NIACIIINEAHILITY OF

SYNTHANE

SYNTHANE

1. Tests were made at room temperature, approximately
25 deg. C., Following the American Society for Testing
Materials Method D-229-39. All thicknesses up to 1 inch,
inclusive.

'Temperature Standards for Punching.
Cold is room temperature, not under 60

2. Tests were made under oil on ,i,." thickness, according to
American Society for Testing Materials Method D-149-40-T.
3. Tests were

made

at a frequency

of

Warm is 120

1,000,000 (F5 6 )

cycles, according to American Society for Testing Materials Method D-150-41-T. All thicknesses up to 1 inch,
inclusive.
4. Tests were made on pieces 3" u 1" n ,',." thick, according
to the American Society for Testing Materials Method
D-229-39 after immersion in water for 24 hours at approximately 25 deg. C. plus or minus 2 deg. C. (For grades C,
CE, L, LE, '. 8"thickness was used.)

SHEETS

Hot is 175

SYNTIIANE

CORPORATION

OAKS.

PENNA.

REPRESENTATIVES IN ALL PRINCIPAL CITIES

F. to 150

F. to 250

F.

F.

F.

All grades of Synthane may be easily sawed,
drilled,

turned,

milled,

folder on machining.

etc.

See

Synthane

ou

y

in the

priority orders to enjoy C-D's finer

vibrant speeches of the President

performance. But when the war is won,

contrasted to the "intuitive" whining

C-D capacitors will again be available

CAN HEAR VICTORY ...

of der führer ...in the defiant roar of

to all industry, and C-D's extra de-

American industry geared to all-out

pendability, which makes it the most

production ... in the swift, sure trans-

widely used capacitor in the world

mission of vital radio messages to

today, will assure more hours of capa-

which Cornell-Dubilier contributes ca-

citor use per dollar for industry to-

pacitors that are as infallible as thirty-

Morrow.

two years' and two World Wars' experience can make them.

Cornell Dubilier Electric Corporation, South Plainfield, New Jersey; New

Today manufacturers must have high

England Division: New Bedford, Mass.
MICA TRANSMITTER CAPACITORS
Copied, imitated ...but never duplicated.

d
(

Cornell Duédier apacitoly
MICA

MORE

• PAPER

IN

• OYKANOt.

USE
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TODAY

CAPACITURS

THAN

ANY

Type 6 Mica Transmitter Capacitors in
moulded cases are designed for a wide
variety of radio frequency applications,
where size and weight must be kept at a
minimum. They are specially suited for
use as grid, plate, coupling, tank and
by-pass units. The type 6 is one of the
smallest types employing the Dubilier
patented series-stack construction, permitting their use on higher r.f. voltages.

OTHER

The immediate acceptance and widespread use of
our Blue Ribbon Resistors exceeded our expectations. Designed on modern lines, compact, efficient
and tough,—they offer more than just higher wattage ratings for unit space required.
The resistance wire is accurately wound on a
Steatite core and the ends are brazed to terminals
of any of our numerous types. Standard mounting
is by means of an aluminum thru-bar which is in
contact with the entire internal surface of the
ceramic core. This thru-bar distributes heat uniformly along its entire length,—eliminating hot
spots normally found in tubular resistors with conventional mountings.
Our mounting studs are riveted to the ends of

the thrn-bar, and tend to conduct heat to the
mounting surface—they are designed also as spacers
when two or more units are stacked. This resistor
and its mounting form an integral unit. Blue
Ribbon Resistors cannot rotate or loosen. They are
easily mounted in a minimum of space. They are
the last word in ceramic core-vitreous enamel
construction and design.
Intermediate taps, adjustable contact bands,
non-inductive winding, non-standard lengths and
ratings.
There are important exclusive advantages in
other types of resistors and rheostats made by us.
Please consult us.

HARDWICK, HINDLE, Inc.,
Newark, N. J., U. S. A.
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PZ-100-QD

Dual variable transmitting

condenser. 9000 V. spacing. Normal airgaps
to 1
/2 inch.
TC-100-UD

Dual variable transmitting

condenser. Normal maximum airgap .294
inches. /
2 inch airgap available in 80 mmf.
1
single or 40 mmf. dual.
HZ-100-ZD

Dual fixed transmitting con-

denser. 1
/2 inch airgap 100 mmf. per section.
wale.

A-7220

Micro-capacitor bridge adjuster.

Typical of the many special components that

flerteemme-

are produced to customer specifications.

CAR WELL' C011 MRS
Specified and used generously in practically every type of communications equipment
from the lowest power transmitters to the highly complex controls of frequency checking
devices, CARDWELLS have never failed to justify their selection.

THE ALLEN D. CARD WELL MANUFACTURING C
[in4ihti (1);
83

PROSPECT

STREET

BROOKLYN,

N.

Y.

STARTS WITH
LITTLE THINGS •••AS LITTLE AS .000001"
Surface smoothness (height, depth, pitch of each irregularity)
is accurately measured to a millionth of an inch ... precision
at its finest .. .by the Brush Surface Analyzer.
The movement of the diamond stylus is amplified up to 100,000
times and immediately recorded on a moving paper chart
for permanent reference.
Readily operated anywhere by plugging into a 110 volt,
60 cycle, A. C. line.

111 Ilt fl1tLIl
:1311
9

9

BRUSH
...........
upeveLo IP

PEIIKINS AVENUE

•

•

11\1 -1". C D.

CLEVELAND, OHIO
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FACILITIES FOR

-PROMPT QUANTITY PRODUCTION TRANSFORMERS:
Power up to 2 KVA. Modulation. .Audio
CHOKES
COILS: Paper Layer or Bobbin Type
AUDIO and NOISE FILTERS
POWER SUPPLY UNITS
ASSEMBLIES: Which Include Transform-

OSCILLATOR TRANSFORMER

ers for Transmitters and Receivers

400 CYCLES
Inductance held to y2 of 1%

To Signal Corps, Air Corps,
Navy Specifications ....

COMPLETELY ENCLOSED
SHIELDED TRANSFORMER
TRANSFORMERS UP
TO 2 KVA. IN CAST
IRON HOUSINGS

,o4\

POWER TRANSFORMER
Hermetically sealed to pass salt water
immersion tests

CHOKE
30 henries

SEND DRAWINGS AND
SPECIFICATIONS
FOR SPEEDY
QUOTATIONS TO

GENERAL
1252

WEST

VAN

TRANSFORMER
BUREN
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STREET

MONROE

CORPORATION
4472

CHICAGO,

ILLINOIS
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Graphite Anodes for transmission and
rectifier tubes are America's Answer to the call for
equipment that can give as well as take.
SPEER Graphite Anodes cannot warp, fuse or blow under
any possible overload. They help keep tubes gas free,
release rare metals for other uses.
Both the armed and the armorers of our Nation have
learned that anodes mean graphite, and graphite
means SPEER.
•Graphite Anode Booklet and list of tubes
with Speer Graphite Anodes sent on request.

SPEER

CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.
CHICAGO •CLEVELAND •DETROIT

MILWAUKEE •NEW YORK •PITTSBURGH
2nr
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air raid wardens lives are safer
iham12.1 lo aalaitle Ala0gal qhd....r cti

If

ATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE is
doing yeoman service in civilian defense.
One outstanding use is in Protective
Helmets. It is ideally suited for this application because of its lightness in weight (onehalf that of aluminum) but more importantly,
because it is tough! It has the remarkable
property of absorbing impact blows and distributing their forces over so wide an area
that injury is prevented. Protective Helmets
made of National Vulcanized Fibre withstand
without fracture the impact of an eight-pound
ball dropped six feet! And they stubbornly

resist wear and abrasion. National Vulcanized
Fibre is daily replacing hard-to-get metals and
plastics. Our engineering and research facilities are available to you on any problem.
Wire, phone or write us.
Available Notional Vulcanized Fibre now being
used extensively for

NATIONAL VULCANIZED FIBRE COMPANY
WILMINGTON
Offices

in

DELAWARE
Principal

Cities

You can use this Handbook profitably. Write
for free copy today.

SHOCKfactor in

...withstood wear and tear
of civilian use ..."

/I

... retained its lustrous
finish ..."

"the Signal Corps required
extra durability ..."

The molding of telephone handsets may seem far removed from
your manufacturing operations.
Yet it may be of direct importance, as an example of the problems you may encounter in using
plastics for war production.
What happened when the handset used in homes and offices had
to be adapted to service in the
Signal Corps? Molded from phenolic plastics, the standard handset was sufficiently strong to
withstand the wear and tear of
everyday civilian use, and it retained its lustrous finish despite
constant handling.
But the Signal Corps required

3Waei "BAKELITE" PLASTICS
LITERATURE

ON "DO'S" AND

"DON'T'S" OF PLASTICS...Helpful

technical booklets containing data on
types and forms of BAKELITE plastics,
and the most efficient methods of fabrication. This literature will help you
to choose the right plastic for each job,
save time and avoid errors.

RESISTANCE is now the prime
selecting plastics for strategic service!

"specifications ...called for
another type of material ..."

... high impact plastic required higher pressures ..."

-study...avoided errors that
might have slowed production..."

extra durability, to meet much
more exacting service requirements. Specifications were
changed, calling for another type
of phenolic molding material
providing much greater resistance to shock. Use of this highimpact plastic made it necessary
to build stronger molds, to withstand considerably higher molding pressures. This, in turn,
brought about important modifications in molding technique.
This careful study of problems
relating to plastics materials, design, and fabricating techniques
avoided manufacturing errors
that might have slowed produc-

prevented waste of valuable plastics materials"

tion and wasted valuable material. As aresult, production is
maintained at ahigh level, and
the molded handset provides
satisfactory field performance.
BAKELITE CORPORATION
Unit of Union Carbide and Carbon Corporation

E1113

30 Ea.t. t2.11(1 Street, New York, N.Y.
GET "HEADQUARTERS HELP"
ON PROBLEMS RELATING
TO PLASTIC MATERIALS,
DESIGN, AND
FABRICATING TECHNIQUES

HEADQUARTERS Can Help You Speed Production and Conserve Strategic Materials
o2

GEARING OUR LABORATORIES TO

Bakelite Laboratories offer a
two-fold service. They are ready to help
you utilize present plastics in war production. They will also develop new
formulas to help solve the problems of
highly specialized requirements.
YOURS ...

3

FIELD WORK ON "FRONTLINE"

at Unportant industrial
centers throughout the nation, Bakelite
Field Engineers are ready to give prompt
service to manufacturers engaged in war
production. Fully qualified, they can
frequently solve production problems on
the spot.
JOBS ...Located

VICTORY
BUy
,WAR
RO/Vbs
• V,
STAMps

Here is something new for the nSon of Heaven'
new under the sun?

with existing equipment, it facili-

Yes, sir.1— lots of new products

tates sub-contracting—saves other

COMETHING

to speed up the drive against the

critical materials for other impor-

Japs

tant uses. Molded INSUROK, too,

.

New parts like this (for the time

is serving with the air, land and sea

being their use cannot be revealed)

forces because of its versatility and

are made possible by the use of

ability to meet the problems of the

INSUROK Precision Plastics.This

hour better, faster.

part is but one of many new wardesigned

products developed

by

Richardson Plasticians.
Because Laminated INSUROK
can be machined to close tolerances

28

The Richardson Company, Melrose
Park, Ill.; Lock/and, Ohio; New

INSUROK and the experience of Richardson
Masada» are helping war products producers by:
1. Increasing output
hour.

per

machine.

2. Shortening time from blueprint to
production.
3. Facilitating sub-contracting.
r

4. Saving other critical materials for
other important jobs.
5. Providing greater latitude for designers.

Brunswick, N. J.; Indianapolis, Ind.

6. Doing things that "can't be done."

Sales Offices: 75 West St., New York

7. Aiding in improved machine and
product performance.

City; G. M. Building, Detroit.
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It takes TOP QUALITY armament
to build Uncle Sam's War machine
it takes a TO P QUALITY dra win g
pencil to design it ....... .
The choice of pencil

craftsmen everywhere

WINNEI-ToNE
DRAWING

PENCIL

* Bearing the A. W. Faber name, famous for 181
years
* America's highest-priced drawing pencil
* America's standard of drawing pencil excellence
Besides the 4 Freedoms we are fighting for,
there are 4 other freedoms vital to that
vast army of pencil men, who conceive and
design Uncle Sam's mammoth equipment
for all-out War:
1. Freedom from Scratching
2. Freedom from Smudging
3. Freedom from Flaking
4. Freedom from Gritty Hard Spots

WININEr‘re7ere-TONE
Zest ae/
Although the better part of two centuries is
back of the FABER name, we don't ask you to
take our word for the excellence of WINNER
Techno- TONE. We will gladly send you two
FREE samples of any degree you desire. Simply write on your letterhead, stating your
position.

ELECTRONICS — June 1942
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EXTRA
PROTECTION
The Army tank shown above is provided with
extra protection against almost any War hazard. In the same manner, every GAMMATRON
tube is designed and built to give extra protection against circuit hazards which would cause
ordinary tubes to fail. Full tantalum construction, improved GAMMATRON pumping methods
make failure due to internal release of gas impossible.

ATAIr

Sturdy mechanical construction prevents handling
breakage and provides low internal inductance for better U H F performance. Get in touch with your nearest
GAMMATRON sales representative for further details.

GAMMATRON

SALES

REPRESENTATIVES

Wash., Ore., Idaho, Mont.
New York State
Minn., N. D., S. D., Wis.
Calif., Nevada, Arizona
MARSH AGENCIES
W. F. SEEMAN
KENNEDY SALES CO.
E. P. DEMAREST
104 Battery Street
523 Ellicott Square
2362 University Ave.
1630 South Flower Street
Seattle, Washington
Buffalo, New York
St. Paul, Minnesota
Los Angeles, California
Mo., Kansas, Nebraska
Pa., Va., W.Va., Md.
Illinois, Wisconsin
H. A. ROES
Wash., D. C., Del., N.J.
Texas, Okla., Ark., La.
RALPH
M.
HILL
2017 Grand Avenue
S. K. MACDONALD
M. B. PATTERSON & CO.
GORDEN GREY
Kansas City, Missouri
1334 Arch Street
434 Allen Building
1North Crawford Ave.
Ind., Ohio, Kentucky
Philadelphia,Pennsylvania
Dallas, Texas
Chicago, Illinois
W. E. McFADDEN
Maine, N. H.,Vt., Mass.
915 Montrose Ave.. Bexley
Conn., R. I.
New York City,NewJersey
Tenn., N.C., S.C., Ala.
Ga., Fla.
Columbus, Ohio
TRADE CONTACT
D. R. B1TTAN SALES
HOLLINGSWORTH
Michigan—W. B. SWANK
CORPORATION
CO., INC.
610 Blaine Avenue
25 Huntington Avenue
& STILL
53 Park Place
Detroit, Michigan
Boston, Massachusetts
Norris Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
New York City, N.Y.

SOUTH SAM

feu«nco

U SA

GAMMATRONS of course!
30
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To industries converting to war production
where magnet wire and coils are vital...

Anaconda's Central West plants still have unfilled capacity on
magnet wire and coil production...for war work. In addition

These Improved Insulations

to these facilities, they have experienced personnel to help solve

Are Now Available

problems you might have with this phase of manufacture.
Here is an opportunity to release your time so that it can be
devoted to other important problems. Our sales offices, located
in all principal cities, are near you. Call
today. A representative will be glad to
discuss your problem.
GENERAL OFFICES: 25 Broadway, New York City
CHICAGO OFFICE: 20 North Wacker Drive
Subsidiary of Anaconda Copper Mining Company
Sales Offices in Principal Cities

ANAklet
from rteïrdn.e ,

This familiartrade-mark
symbolizes the best efforts of modern research
and production.

Nylon —Vitrotex — and Formvar
The commercial development of Nylon
and Vitrotex insulations is in part the result
of Anaconda research ...research that
continues with redoubled effort producing new products for war work. Of course,
when peace comes, the benefits of this research will be ready for industry everywhere.
422611

ANACONDA WIRE & CABLE COMPANY
ELECTRONICS — June 1942
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LECTRONIC Laboratories design and build Vibrator-Type Power Supplies for:

"IIGHTING ... Both Fluorescent and "Black Light" are Electronic Powered!
3

2

MERGENCY Power for radio and electrical devices!

CI

—Vital at Airports! Lighthouses! Coast Guard! Telephone Exchanges!

OMMUNICATIONS ... Marine, Police, Amateur Radio Networks

L

—depend on Electronic Power Supplies!

anmsminv•

AN KS! Jeeps! Walkie -Talkies! Planes! PT-Boats!
—These are but a few of Electronic's military applications!

6

ELIABILITY proven daily by Allied Armed Forces!
—frequencies absolutely constant and stable!
4

UNCE -SAVING Electronic Power Supplies are trusted flight companions
m

—in both military and civil aircraft.
5

EW current capacities! NEW flexibility in input and output voltages!

Alumnus».

NGENUITY and Resourcefulness are outstanding characteristics of the ...
7

8

USTOM Engineering Service which Electronic invites YOU to use.
1. Operates electric razors in trains and planes.

6. Ounce-saving unit for "Black Light" on planes.

2. Portable source of 110 AC power.

7. AC and DC input and output FM Power Supply.

3. More important thon the bombs in a bomber.

8. 12-Volt Heavy-Duty Power Supply, Output 425 Volts
at 225 Milliamperes.

4. Controlled variable frequency for most exacting
timing requirements.
5. Battery-operated 400-watt AC Transmitter-Receiver
Power Supply.

The above illustrates typical types of Electronic Converters.
Recent militcny applications not included.

ELECTRONIC LABORATORIES, Inc., INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

'gceg' for power supplies remember

E CT I
I
NI

If your design calls for aresistor
INVESTIGATE "GLOBAR" CERAMIC RESISTORS
in the types whose characteristics are briefly outlined
below. To conserve your time and to assist you in

LOBAR Ceramic Resistors are non-inductive and

Ghave

excellent radio

frequency

characteristics.

•selecting the resistor best suited to your purpose our

They are rugged, have liberal overload capacity and are

long experience in specialized resistor manufacture is

not affected by humid atmospheres. Standard terminals
consist of metallized ends; permitting neat, orderly

at your service. Send us full details of your requirements and your problem will have our immediate

assembly in fuse clips or other types of mountings.
Globar Resistors are available in many shapes and sizes

consideration.

MBAR BRAND CERAMIC RESISTOR CONDENSED SPECIFICATIONS
Type

Length

Diameter

'Overall
Watt
Rating

Resistance
Per Inch
Of Length

•Normal
Rating
Watts Per
Sq. Inch Of
Rtd iting

Maximum
Volts Per
Inch Of
Length

Min.urface
S
Max.

"A"

4
/
1

"B"

4
/
1

"CX"

"

18'

Min.
1
/16"

Max.
1'

Min.

25
ohms

"

1/4"

18"

!ib"

l''

18"

1
,''b"

1"

5
ohms

Min.

Max.

1000
ohms

54

1watt

400

4
/
1

150

21
2
/
watts

watt

watts

See
Note

4
/
1

15

1

400

54
watts

megohms

ohm

1 watt

4
/
1

watt

15
megohms

Max.

_.

watt

watts

«These ratings may be substantially increased by artificial cooling.

1. Type "A" has comparatively Straight Line Temperature-Resistance and
Voltage-Resistance Characteristics.
2. Type "B" has Negative Temperature-Resistance and Voltage-Resistance
Characteristics.
3. Type "CX" has a slightly Positive Temperature-Resistance Characteristic.
4. Other resistor types are available for specialized applications.
S. Globar Brand Resistors are usually furnished with plain metallized ends
for fuse clip mounting, but may also be supplied with wire leads if desired.
6. NOTE: Type "CX" Resistors have a low specific resistance and cannot
be subjected to voltage stresses permissible with Types "A" and "B". The
maximum allowable voltage is that voltage required to yield the maximum wattage rating for this type of resistor.

CERAMIC RESISTORS'
Global .Division

THE CARBORUNDUM

COMPANY

Niagara Falls, N. Y.

(Carborunduna and Unbar are regiatered trade-mark. oi and 'wheat,. nnasulartlzr, I,, Thr Carborund
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WARD LEONARD CONTROLS
We are proud that Ward Leonard Controls
developed during the past fifty years, now
contribute their part in increasing safety,
comfort and efficiency of men in service.

The flyer turns the knob on the little
Ward Leonard Rheostat and just the right
degree of comforting heat surges through
his flying suit. It is not an ordinary commercial control but one that has the
ruggedness and dependability required

by air service in spite of its minute
dimensions and extremely light weight.
This is but one of the many special control devices that Ward Leonard is producing in quantities to serve national
defense.

WARD LEONARD

RELAYS •RESISTORS •RHEOSTATS
Electric control

WARD

LEONARD

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

devices since 1892.

32

SOUTH

STREET,

MOUNT

VERNON,

NEW

YORK
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STEATITE
TEN QUESTIONS... AND ANSWERS
tart3FtZi=1

IMPORTANT

CONCERNED WITH
OF

ARMY

OR

INFORMATION

DESIGN

NAVY

OR

RADIO

What is Steatite?
Q. Steatite
is the term applied to acertain type of low-

A

, loss ceramic. It also applies to the principal raw
material from which such aceramic is made.

Q. What are the uses of Steatite?

Its low-loss characteristics make it almost necessary
. for radio-frequency circuits. Tube socket bases,
switch parts, coil forms, standoff insulators, bowl
insulators, rod antenna insulators, etc., are pieces
in regular use.

A

Q.

A.

Q. Is there ashortage of Steatite?

The raw materials of Steatite are available in great

A. abundance. In fact, the Lapp supplier of Steatite talc
reports his business substantially reduced, due to
reduction in output of non-war ceramics. Facilities
for the production of finished pieces of certain types
are not sufficient to fill the requirements of the armed
forces.

Q. In what sort of pieces does this shortage exist?

Small close-tolerance pieces (tube socket bases,
. switch parts, coil forms, etc.) require a precision
manufacturing technique for which facilities are not
easily amplified.

Q. What is Lapp's part in the supplying of Steatite?

A

Lapp facilities are available for the production of a
• large volume of Steatite, in certain types of pieces.

. Whol sort of pieces is Lapp equipped to make?
Q
A Steatite in larger pieces—that do not demand close

. tolerances—pieces that can be made by extrusion,
formed by turning, throwing, plunging or casting, are
producible by regular Lapp processes. These include
standoff insulators, rod antenna insulators, bowl en-

Q.

A.
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

TO

ANYONE

PRODUCTION
EQUIPMENT

trance insulators, bulk-head insulators, streamline
entrance insulators, etc. For production of such
pieces in Steatite, Lapp facilities are almost unlimited.
What are Lapp qualifications for Steatite production?
Lapp engineers have four years' experience in the
peculiarities of Steatite production. Shrinkage, glazing and firing problems have been solved. Complete
testing facilities in the Lapp laboratory include a
radio frequency generator (with range up to 3,000 Kc
and 40,000 volts) for making heat runs, corona tests
and flashover determinations. By maintaining aclose
check on radio frequency characteristics—dielectric
constant, power factor, puncture strength, etc.—
Lapp can assure performance characteristics of
finished pieces.
What can't Lapp make?
Lapp has limited facilities for pressing, and is not
equipped to make small close-tolerance pieces.
What of hardware?
For pieces requiring sanding and cementing into
hardware, Lapp methods are perfectly suited. (This,
like the production of alarge volume of heavy Steatite pieces, fits right into normal Lapp insulator
production methods.)
What should you do when you need Steatite pieces?
Such pieces as can capably be produced by Lapp
should be ordered from Lapp. Other Steatite Manufacturers, thus released from this part of the load,
will be free to increase production on those
pieces which they alone can manufacture efficiently.
Such a program will reduce the over-all shortage of
Steatit e, and will accelerate the war effort.

C
7r1
Li
u
LAPP

INSULATOR
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COMPANY,

INCORPORATED

•

LEROY,

N.

Y.

71WILL
1
eREVEAL
NEW
TRANSFORM
HORIZON

War-born improvements in design
and construction will bring you
even better AMER -R AN Products ...
AmerTran is in the thick of the fight now, on war
production ...and under the stress we are developing improvements that we cannot now reveal. But
some day the complete story will be told ...and the
AmerTran

better transformers we are shipping to those with
priorities today, for wartime production, will be avail-

modulation

transformers and reactors,
oil -immersed
type, for large broadcast transmitters.

able for all to use. Improved designs and manufacturing methods, born under the spur of necessity—
will bring you even better AmerTran products than
those you know now ...will still further confirm

AmerTran

RS

the leadership that AmerTran has gained and held

plate

transformers and re
actors,
oil-immersed
type, for all large

during the past 41 years in the communications field,
in electronic and radio applications.

installatIons.

While the war

lasts—plan ahead! Plan for the peace boom with
AmerTran improved transformers.
AmerTran
W
plate
transformers and reactors for all small

AMERICAN TRANSFORMER COMPANY, 118 Emmet St., Newark, N.J.

and medium installations.

AmerTran

transformers are manufactured to meet

exact electrical and mechanical requirements.

36

Manufactured Since 1901 at Newark, N. J.

your

Ad ER14N1
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NORTH DAKOTA

SOUTH DAKOTA

CENGINEERS spotted in this territory
tog ve correct application assistance
Factories and shops located in this area have the
advantage of ¡MC engineering service. ¡MC insulation engineers get around. They know how to
apply insulation products ...time and material
saving methods of application ... which you may
find valuable when put into practice in your plant.

Macallen Mica Products — Vartex Varnished Cloth and Tapes —Varslot Combination Slot Insulation —Varnished Silk
and Paper — Fiberglas Electrical Insulation— Dolph Insulating Varnish— Manning Insulating Papers and Press Boards
—Slot Wedges —Dieflex Varnished Tubings and Saturated Sleevings —National
Hard Fibre and Fishpaper — Phenolite
Bakelite — Adhesive Tapes — Asbestos

APPLICATION ASSISTANCE
ON NEWER MATERIALS

They are especially helpful in the efficient application of some of the newer insulating materials
available today. This service is yours for the asking.
Write to us and we'll arrange to have the IMC engineer in your district call at once. In the meantime,
specify and order ¡MC products. Phone or write
to nearest office. Shipments can be made.

Woven Tapes and Sleevings — Cotton
Tapes, Webbings, and Sleevings — and
Other Electrical Insulating Materials
Used in the Manufacture and Repair of
Electric Motors,Transfortners, and Other
Electrical Apparatus.

HEADQUARTERS FOR INSULATION MATERIALS

INSULATION MANUFACTURERS
CORPORATION
Specialists in Electrical Insulation
CLEVELAND

CHICAGO

1105 Leader Building
Telephone Cherry 5338

565 West Washington Blvd.
Telephone Central 7320

Representatives in
MILWAUKEE

DETROIT

MINNEAPOLIS

PEORIA

312 East Wisconsin Avenue

11341 Woodward Avenue

Telephone Daly 5359

Telephone Townsend 8-2577

316 Fourth Ave., South
Telephone Main 8653

309 Kellogg Avenue
Telephone 4-7887

DISTRIBUTORS IN OTHER PRINCIPAL CITIES
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on leis finy D'nsirumeni
"How is it possible for WESTON so successfully to forestall friction in instrument
bearings tvhen the combination of design
factors is so critical?"
First let's look at these factors. The
bearing may measure only 3/32 in. dia.
The tiny steel pivot, supporting a moving coil weighing only l/tcm ounce, may
have a point several times sharper than
the finest needle. The static pressure between them will exceed 20,000 lbs. per
square inch; and the starting torque may
only be the result of minute energy produced by a few microamper'es. Yet that
pivot must swing freely perhaps millions
of times during the life of an instrument!
Here, again, the answer is to be found
in basic WESTON design, and WESTON control of every step in instrument manufacture. Despite their extreme fineness pivot
points for example, are formed to a true
sphere ... then the pivots are heat treated

Here the pivot for a W ESTON instrument is being scrutinized for exact
dimensions by the projection microscope, after meeting all other
critical metallurgical standards. The
bearings, also, exactly meet high
W ESTON standards because they,
too, are processed and tested by
methods which have been perfected
through a half century of instrument
speciali zation.

LABORATORY

STANDARDS ...PRECISION

. . . INSTRUMENT

TRANSFORMERS

CONTROL

. . . EXPOSURE
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DEVICES

DC

AND

AC

. . . SENSITIVE
METERS

PORTABLES ...DC,

AC,

AND

RELAYS . . . SPECIALIZED

. . . AIRCRAFT

by an exclusive process to the exact hardness degree that resists crushing or mushrooming under the tremendous pressures
involved. The "V" bearing, too, is carefully checked for precise dimensions and
flawless surface by aspecial optical method
which insures perfect operation of pivot
and bearing.
But supplementing these and other
WrsroN methods is the skill of instrument
craftsmen who have acquired the "know
how" through years of instrument specialization ...to whom the term "frictionfree" is ever an ideal capable of achievement. For only through specialization can
the superior techniques be developed, the
"know how" be acquired, the ideal be so
closely achieved ... to insure that instruments provide the accuracy and dependability so typically W ESTON ...Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 618
Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

THERMO
TEST

pivot!

SWITCHBOARD

AND

EQUIPMENT . . . LIGHT

INSTRUMENTS . . . ELECTRIC

PANEL

INSTRUMENTS

MEASUREMENT

TACHOMETERS . . . DIAL

AND

THERMOMETERS
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!MATTE
MEET

TODAY'S

RESISTANCE

UNITS

CRITICAL REQUIREMENTS

ee.\...xtra
f^"

quality and extra dependability

have always been an integral part of
Ohmite Resistance Units. Electrical and
physical fitness for heavy-duty service in
exacting applications are built-in from
the very beginning. Research, engineering, testing, production and inspection
all work together to make Ohmite Products always alittle better.
Controll•d High Humidity
Chamber for all typ•s of
Humidity Tests

Machine for Rotation Life Tests
1\ICIAs Rheostat And Top Switches

As a result Ohmite Rheostats, Resistors, Chokes, Tap Switches readily meet
today's requirements. They are widely
used for military, electronic, scientific

Measuring Inductance with
A Radio Frequency Bridge

and industrial purposes.
The wide range of types and sizes makes
it easier to meet each need. Many stock
items. Units produced to government
specifications or specially engineered for
you. Let Ohmite engineers help you.

Pyrometer Measurement of the
Temperature of o Rheostat
in a New Device

Engineers' and
Buyers' Guide

SEND FOR 96-PAGE CATALOG AND ENGINEERING MANUAL No. 40
Write on company letterhead for complete guide in the selection and application of
Rheostats, Resistors, Tap Switches, Chokes, Attenuators. Especially helpful today
to engineers, production executives and purchasing departments. Contains useful
engineering data, reference tables, dimension drawings, illustrations and amanual
of resistance measurements.
OHM ITE MANUFACTURING CO., 4818 Flournoy St. * Chicago, U. S. A.
Foremost Manufacturers

of Power Rheostats, Resistors, Tap
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Main Sound Room at Shure Brothers •

THE

QUIETEST

FIELD

OF

ACTION
p.

In Total War, Microphones
are weapons— for planes,
tanks, and ships. These weapons are being built to new
and higher standards.
Very important in the development of Microphones, is
the accurate measurement of output level and frequency
response. In measuring Microphones, the ideal medium is
afree field without interference from atmospheric elements,
outside noises, or reflections from nearby objects.
To achieve this goal, aspecial new room has been designed at Shure Brothers with alarge area of sound absorbing surfaces. All four walls, floor and ceiling are covered
with thick layers of sound insulation and sound absorption
materials. The floor is provided with an open grill to offer
good support without affecting the sound absorption prop-

Send for Booklet No.

72M.

erties. The room is completely shielded to avoid electrical
disturbances. The high fidelity sound field is measured by
means of standard Microphones calibrated at the U. S.
Bureau of Standards. Electrical equipment for measurement purposes is located outside the room. In this room,
the response of Microphones is measured with extreme
accuracy.
In addition to close tolerances in output and response,
Shure Microphones must survive electrical and mechanical
tests which are far more destructive than any conditions
they meet in actual service.
Millions of lives may depend on a Microphone.
Shure Engineers know this. Shure Microphones are
made to do their part.

It describes Super-Cardioid perform,

ance and the latest Shure Broadcast Microphone, the Super-Cardioid.

SHURE

BROTHERS

Designers and Manufacturers of Microphones and Acoustic Devices
225

40

West

Huron

Street,

Chicago,

Illinois
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STEATITE and ULTRA-STEATITE

RUSH

is a badly overworked word in these days of 1942
but it still calls for extra efforts in our plant. That is one reason
why we have made a number of new friends in recent months.
Other reasons include increased plant facilities; the latest production methods, under constant laboratory control: and, finally,
intelligent service backed by broad experience.

GENERAL CERAMICS and STEATITE CORPORATION
Keosbey, New Jersey
GENERAL
CERAMICS COMPANY
I SULATORS

e

Serving with
the Armored Force...

The tanks are coming ...rolling forts that "go anywhere" and give
it as well as they take it. And in the thick of things, wherever direct
current is required from an A. C. source, I. T. & T. Selenium Rectifiers are proving they can take it, too.
For all practical purposes these rectifiers are unaffected by dust or
moisture, shock or vibration. They have no moving parts to wear
out or cause failure at crucial moments. Electrically and mechanically stable, they are efficient over the wide temperature and atmospheric ranges met in different fields of combat.
Consulting engineering services available for specific requirements.
Address Rectifier Division for descriptive bulletins.

IT a lSelenium RECTIFIERS

biteruational 7élepholle (t- Radio Sanufacturing aeporation
42

Cenral Inns: 1000 Punk Art
East Newark, New lime
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Here is a LIE DETECTOR for SPRINGS
SPRING NEWS '
IRE used in making springs is usually

When the heavy DC current passes
axially through the cross section of
the specimen a circular magnetic
field is produced. The action of the
current is only instantaneous, so that
the magnetic field disappears when
the magnetic reluctance is uniform
throughout the cross section. However, any break in the circular path,
such as would be produced by a seam,
creates a bipolar permanent field at
that point. Fine iron powder dusted
on to the specimen will be held in
place only where this field exists.

subjected by reliable spring makers to a
number of tests .. by Hunter, for example,
to atensile test, twist test, bend test, hardness test—and many others. Yet even these
tests do not reveal a category of defects
known simply as "seams". The detection
of seams involves ascientific method known
as Magnaflux inspection. Sketchily, the
procedure consists of magnetizing the

HUNTER PRESSED STEEL COMPANY, LANSDALE, PENNA.

spring, powdering with iron "dust", and
inspection. This method is used to test
samples of wire, for "jump" inspection of
springs, and occasionally for 100% inspection. A lot of fuss to make over a spring?
Not at all. Hunter makes such tests to
catch flaws and learn why they occur, to
aid in improving materials, to deliver the
best springs scientific manufacture can produce for you.

11-1[ 11
rr
1F:.
cstrzeica. Zen, 11:›rtleitcr6
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GETTING DOWN 2-41) CASES
W

HILE a good looking instrument case,
such as those shown here, may be an
outward indication of instrument quality, it is
by no means the final evidence.
The real measure of instrument quality lies
deep inside — in the instrument movement
proper. This is the real "works" — where accuracy and stamina take their beginning. And
right here is where you'll find the answer to
the outstanding success Simpson Instruments
have won in just a few years.
The Simpson movement is the basicallybetter full bridge type, with soft iron pole
pieces. The soft iron pole pieces distribute
magnetic flux more evenly — make the movement inherently more accurate to begin with.

The two bridges, at top and bottom, lock the
moving assembly always in perfect alignment, for lasting accuracy. Springs are carefully selected, tempered and tested—magnets
heat treated for permanence — pivots completely Simpson-made, specially processed for
strength and hardness—all hand crafted into
a balanced, practically frictionless, construction that achieves an extremely high torque to
weight ratio.
If your requirements are essential enough
to give you the right to buy instruments, they
are essential enough to rate the best. Examine
the works of any Simpson Instrument, critically, and you will see why, to so many discriminating buyers, best means Simpson.

SIMPSON ELECTRIC COMPANY, 5212 Kinzie St., Chicago, Ill.

SIMPSON MODEL 260
Fligh Sensitivity Tester
5Here
000

is a typical

example

Simpson leadership. ecrizges to
of
Volts, both AC and DC.
at 0,000 ohms per volt DC
and21000 ohms
readings
per volt AC.
Resistance
fm 1z
ohm to 10 rnego
ro
ranges from

44

hms.
e
to 1-52
Decibl
DB.

-- I
0
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ERIE SILVER MICAS:MA

ERIE RESISTOR manufactures a group of components, illustrated above, that meet the exacting requirements for war-time electronic equipment. Erie Resistors
have all-round excellent operating characteristics. Suppressors prevent the interference of ignition system
noise in surrounding radio receivers. Erie Silver Micas
are superior condensers with inherently stable capacity.
Ceramicons and Ceramicon Trimmers are widely used to

compensate for frequency drift due to temperature variations. The plastics division of Erie Resistor is equipped
to design and mold any desired article that can be
molded by the injection and extrusion process.
Technical literature on all of these Erie Resistor
products will be sent to interested electronic engineers
on request.

ERIE RESISTOR CORP., ERIE, PA.
ELECTRONICS — June 1942
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CORNERSTONE
Some year the war will end.
There will be a swing back to the
things we buy because we want them,
not because they are a grim necessity.
Today's work is to win the war.
Executives now driving for all-out
production should also be planning
for V
2. Products for tomorrow
should be designed today.
For every new product, the cornerstone is Research
The Research

FOR

V

+

2*

Division of American Lava Corporation is outstanding in its field.
It
welcomes any call for cooperation in
planning for today's production ...
or for long range planning for the
insulation of the future.
Meanwhile, for 1942 and as far as
we can see, we pledge our utmost
efforts to supply our customers with
the best in steatite ceramic compositions as rapidly as possible under
wartime conditions.

2 years after Victory, probable time required to resume full peacetime
production. (Bouquets to the G. E. executive who coined this expression.)

d.ir .
ted

AMERICAN LAVA CORPORATION
CHATTANOOGA,

TENNESSEE

CHICAGO • CLEV-LAND • NEW YORK • ST. LOUIS • LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO • BOSTON • PHILADELPHIA • WASHINGTON, D C
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for longest possible service and dependable
operation ... at atime when you need it most!

PRECISION TESTED

LABORATORY CONTROLLED

svvircliEs ReereS

*SLIDE OPERATED SWITCHES

*VARIABLE RESISTORS

*ROTARY OPERATED SWITCHES

* FIXED RESISTORS

*TOGGLE OPERATED SWITCHES
The unexcelled efficiency and
sturdiness of Stackpole Switches
is the result of precision manufacturing. Each phase of their
assembly is the distinct responsibility of skilled operators,
trained to do each individual
task, well.
Special treatment
assures
moisture
resistance,
highest grade materials and a
100% mechanical check, assure
efficient service and long-life.
Ideal for every small circuit job
and available in single-pole,
single-throw to four-pole doublethrow and all in-between combinations.

Every step in the process of
manufacturing Stackpole Resistors is laboratory tested.
All
raw materials are tested for
uniformity and all carbon products are tested for hardness
and density and all volume controls are 100% checked for
noise, 100% checked for resistance and 100% checked mechanically.
Resistance ranges
from 1,000 Ohms to 5 Megohms for every type volume,
tone and sensitivity control and
in special designs to suit your
needs. All highly insulated by
special processes which assure
protection against moisture and
weather conditions.

STACKPOLE PRODUCTS SOLD TO MANUFACTURERS 0.\ -t
—WRITE AT ONCE FOR SAMPLES AND PRICES—

48

UNIFORMLY CONSTRUCTED

decoes
* FIXED INDUCTANCE
* VARIABLE INDUCTANCE
* STATION TUNING
Stackpole powdered Iron Cores
are noted for their extreme mechanical strength which is the
result of a highly controlled
process of manufacture.
Iron
Cores are available in a wide
variety of grades and sizes for
use at any frequency up to 100
meg. The wide range of types
include those with the "cup
type" cores, with and without
adjustable centers.
When requesting samples of cores, please
send test coils and complete
data.

8RhVe VOW? PRODUCT/ON
PROBLEMS' TO STACKPOLE
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to Electronic fReaders
This issue of ELECTRONICS—largest ever
published—includes 125 pages of advertising messages from almost 200 manufacturers.
In these pages is a wealth of information,
designed not only to make it easier for you
to know more about the equipment and
material which you may need in your vital
war work, but also to give you ready and
intelligent information on the sources of
supply.
Thus, through this instrument of communication, your valuable time is conserved.
Keep this useful issue within hand's reach
throughout the year.

It will serve you well.

A McGRAW-HILL PUBLICATION
ABC

ABP

330 West 42nd Street, New York, N. Y.
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IS THE CURRENT
AC OR

DC ?

WHAT ARE NORMAL
VALUES OF CURRENT
AND VOLTAGE THAT
MAKE AND BREAK ?
WHAT IS THE ACTION
OF CONTACT... BUTTING,

A Simple Blueprint...with a
Mallory Complete Contact Assembly
...May Save Many aFlier's Life!

WIPING OR ROTARY ?
WHAT IS THE
ALLOWABLE
TEMPERATURE RISE?
WHAT OVERLOAD
CONDITIONS MUST

One of the principal manufacturers of variable pitch propellers utilizes
electrical contacts to actuate changes in pitch. The electrical contact
assembly on this job has to be sure-fire ... or apilot, can be in the soup
before you stop blinking.

BE SUSTAINED ?
WHAT OPERATING
LIFE IS EXPECTED ?

Mallory engineers went to work with this aircraft propeller manufacturer's
designers when their detailing was still on the drafting boards. Together,
Mallory contact specialists and the aircraft engineers developed a new
electrical contact assembly, designed for rotary action. Biggest problem
was abrasion on the revolving contact surface.
Happy solution came when Mallory created atri-metallic contact assembly
incorporating three Mallory-developed alloys with exactly the right electrical and abrasion-resistant properties.
This example of Mallory's complete contact assembly service can mean
plenty to you ... if you're planning production of almost
any electrically-actuated device. See us before you finish your
blueprints. Your Mallory representative is "on call".
Data At Your Elbow! Mallory Contact Catalog.
Complete information on every phase of electrical
contact selection, design and service. You need it
for .vour technical library. Write today. No obligation.
P. R. MALLORY & CO., Inc., INDIANAPOLIS,

INDIANA • Cable Address — PELMALLO

€01P,

ELECTRICAL

CONTACTS

AND

CONTACT ASSEMBLIES

NON FERROUS ALLOYS, POWDERED METAL ALLOYS
June 1912

-ELECTRONICS
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WASHINGTON POST

You Expected
to Read This
NEXT YEAR!
Ldustry

after industry is beating its

promise as America's war production sets
new world's records . . . Management,
labor, W. P. B., Army, Navy, the Maritime
Commission and other government departments are cooperating to make next year's
headlines come true THIS year.
In World War I, the Kaiser feared American
manpower. In World War II, Hitler is even more
fearful of our rapid transition from peace to war
production. ... He has reason to be afraid.
Printing press factories are exceeding quotas
on anti-aircraft gun parts.
Spark plug manufacturers are setting
speed records in machine gun production.

new

The heavy-transportation industry is making
giant chassis for big guns at afaster rate than all
the Axis powers combined.

In this industry, men who used to make locomotives and tractors are changing "Too Little
and too Late" to read "Too Much and too
Soon," from the enemy's viewpoint.
Starting just afew months ago, with a bale of
blueprints and a knowledge of how to build such
things as road-scrapers, power-shovels and trucks,
the heavy-transportation industry is turning out
mobile artillery that will shake the earth in more
than aliteral sense.
•

The story of how this industry joined the army
carries asignificance which should be understood
and remembered.
The significance is that America has solved the
problem of exchanging production techniques between
specialized industries. This process went on unnoticed
in peacetime. War gave it prominence.

OVE R*

,

You Expected to Read This NEXT YEAR! —continued

>When the bales of blueprints were first delivered, and the heavy-transportation industry started
on its job of producing prime-movers and chassis
for big guns in quantity, new production techniques were needed in ahurry.

90% of the time of McGraw-Hill's 153 editors
and 725 engineer-correspondents is devoted either
to visiting war-production plants (to study production techniques) or in writing "war stories"
on how production problems were solved.

>Here are some of the questions that arose:

"Know-how" is the secret of the amazing
records now being made by American Industry.
And "know -how" comes from thousands of
"little facts" like this:

"How do you weld such heavy sub-assemblies?"
"What welding fixtures will handle these
parts so that our workmen can always weld
down-hand?"
"How can we make these long, heavy welds
and have sound metal from one end to the
other?"
"What's the best technique for testing
welded parts? Shall we x-ray, or use the
magnaflux process?"
"What's the best way to support these
welded assemblies for machining?"
That's just a few of the thousands of questions
that arose in the minds of experienced men when
they had to solve new problems.
They illustrate the fact that American production methods depend upon specialized techniques
and machines.
Each man with such aproblem knew that someone, somewhere, had solved his problem, or
might solve it before he could work out his own
answer.
Therefore he turned to the source of industrial
information he had always used when he wanted
to know what others were doing ... his industrial
magazine.
Ever since the Maginot Line was flanked, the Industrial Press of America has been helping rookie
industries to become veterans in the battle of war
production.
>It doesn't do this by exhortation or command,
but by answering thousands of specific questions.
Just as newspapers keep their war correspondents at the front, Industrial Magazines keep
their "war-production-correspondents" in the
plants where weapons and equipment are made.
McGraw-Hill editors are mobilized for war as
literally as though they were firing weapons
instead of helping to produce them. More than

Information on tool shapes for cutting the harder
steels of war is vital literature to the engineer, designer or production man with the particular problem
of cutting those steels confronting him.
The industrial editor does not work alone in
giving vital information to men on the production
line. In much the same way, manufacturers are
war-converting their industrial advertising to
show their readers how to use their products
more effectively. For instance:
A business-paper advertisement showing how to
make old taps and dies last longer has no glamour for
anyone but the man who must rush production with
an inadequate supply of new ones. To him it has enough
"oomph" to be clipped and placed on his office wall.
To the casual observer, the Industrial Press is
about as exciting as the rows of wires that stretch
along every road and railway. ...The simile is
very apt. Both exist solely for the interchange of
ideas. Both are typically American in the extent
to which they have been developed and applied to
the whole economy. ...This advertisement published by the McGraw-hill Network of Industrial
Communication.

THE McGRAW-HILL
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Electron

Tubes in Overalls
THE

electron tube is one of the most versatile

and flexible man has produced.

In communi-

cation it performs duties ;mpossible for any other
mechanism. In industry it saves time, it saves in
the cost of things, it protects life and property.
The tube does many things better, cheaper,
quicker than older devices. Many industrial jobs
are performed by the tube which cannot be done
in other ways.

In wartime, the speed-up of pro- .

duction made possible by the electron tube may
,
prove to'be its greatest contribution. Tubes have
gone into overalls.
It is impossible to give examples of all of the
things tube can do within the confines of a single
issue of

ELECTRONICS.

The applications de-

scribed are typical, and the selection is designed
to show not only the ingenuity of engineers working with tubes but the versatility and flexibility
of these devices whose motivating force is the
ultimate building block of tile universe itself—
the electron.
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Industrial Tube Characteristics
O

F all methods of controlling
energy, that afforded by the
use of electron tubes is one of the
most convenient and effective.
The advantages of control through
the use of electron tubes may be
summarized as follows: (1) There
is a wide variety of energy transforming devices whose output is capable of being associated with electron tubes. (2) The electrical power
output of an electron tube is capable of minute and complete control
through the employment of a control
element usually called a grid. (3)
By coupling the appropriate energy
converter to a tube, one form of
energy may be transformed into an
electrical voltage or current which
can then be very easily and conveniently modified in almost any conceivable manner. (4) Through use
of the electron tube the expenditure
of aminute amount of control power
may effect the control of a very considerable amount of power in the
output circuit because of the amplifying properties of the tube. (5)
Through the appropriate energy converting device in the output circuit
of an electron tube, the controlled
electrical energy may be reconverted
into other forms of energy for the
measurement, detection, indication,
or control of certain physical, chemical, or other properties. (6) The
control afforded through the use of
a vacuum tube is of a flexibility and
convenience not approached by any
other control mechanism. (7) For
many applications and in many fields
of endeavor, the availability of tubes
with extremely high input impedance
is a decided advantage. (8) The
availability of tubes to handle powers from the smallest up to hundreds
of kilowatts, enables the advantages
of electron tube control equipment
to be applied to the power, industrial,
or communications fields with equal
facility. (9) With proper design,
installation, and maintenance, electron tubes make a stable, rugged,
flexible and convenient device of long
useful life. (10) Certain types of
tubes are available in which one form
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of energy may be directly converted control stimulus which causes them
into another form. Thus, phototubes to perform the industrial job to
convert light into an electrical cur- which they are assigned, (2) the
rent and conversely cathode-ray tubes phenomena occurring within the tube
convert electrical current into varia- itself, (3) the method of operation,
tions of light. Through the use of or (4) the number of internal elesuch tubes, vast opportunities are ments or electrodes.
opened up for the industrial uses of
Under the first method of classifielectron tubes.
(11) Finally, the cation, most tubes may be regarded
unique properties of the electron simply as electrical impedances in
tube enable it to perform a wide which a voltage and current are apvariety of functions, all of which plied to the input terminals and a
are extremely useful. For example, voltage and current are obtained
the tube may operate in the follow- from the output. Another common
ing manner:
type of tube is that which also acts
(a) As an amplifier, over a wide as an energy converter. The photorange of frequency and power.
tube, for example, converts radiant
(b) As an oscillator or generator energy into electrical energy, while
of voltage over a wide range of fre- the cathode-ray tube converts electriquency, power and waveform.
cal energy into light.
(c) As a trigger or relay circuit
In the second classification, we
or switch.
may have vacuum tubes providing
(d) As a modulator or demodula- smooth instantaneous control of outtor to combine or to separate two or put, or gaseous tubes providing conmore frequencies.
trol of the average (but not instan(e) As a measuring instrument, taneous) value of the output power.
indicator, or comparator.
We may have two electrode tubes or
(f) As a rectifier or inverter over rectifiers in which the useful power
a very wide range of frequencies, output is always less than the input.
currents, or power.
We may also have control tubes or
(g) As a frequency converter to multi-element tubes, in which the
change from one frequency to an- useful output is greater than the
other.
input control power, the power
(h) As avisual indicator or image- sources connected to the tube acforming device as in the electron counting for the difference.
microscope or the television camera
The classification according to
or projecting tube.
method of operation is largely asAll of these advantages and opera- sociated with the use of the tube
tions cannot be obtained in a single and will be treated in Section II.
tube. Instead, a very great number Tubes are commonly classified acof tube types in various classifica- cording to the number of electrodes.
tions according to mode of opera- Depending upon whether they have
tion are commercially available. Fur- two, three, four, or five electrodes
therfore, to make an appropriate they are known as diodes, triodes,
selection from the tubes already tetrodes or pentodes. Two element
available, and to utilize the tubes tubes may be regarded as two teradvantageously, some knowledge of minal networks. All commonly used
the method of operation and the multi-element tubes in which a varycharacteristics of the most suitable ing signal is impressed on only one
tubes is necessary.
grid, may be thought of as equivalent
to a rather special kind of four terminal T or Y network, which can
Types of Electron Tubes
be analyzed by studying the input
The many types of tubes available and output current and voltage relafor industrial service may be classi- tionships.
fied according to: (1) the type of
To obtain a picture of the funda-
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mentais of operation, it is desirable
to classify tubes according to the
phenomena which makes them work.
Fundamental Operations of Control
Tubes

All control tubes consist of at
least three elements: (1) A source
of the electrons (or ions), usually
produced by the cathode, which permits conduction of an electric current through the tube; (2) an electrode (plate .
;ir anode) to collect
the electrons .(or ions) within the
evacuated space of the tube; and
(3) control elements or modifying
arrangements (grid) almost alway^
s
located in the space lietween the
sourcé•orélectrons and the collector
and whose purpose is to modify the
flow of current in some manner in
accordance with the voltage on this
control element. The cathode (which
supplies the electrons) and the control element form the input terminals whereas the cathode and the
collector form the output terminals
of the tube, as usually' .used. Twoelement tubes do not have the control element.
Let us assume that we have the
most common type of control vacuum tube securely locked up in a
black box with a number of terminals marked on it. Beyond the
markings on these three pairs of
terminals, we do not care at all, for
the moment, as to the nature of the
contents of the box. Our primary
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purpose is to investigate the properties of the device in this box in terms
of external conditions which we can
easily measure with electrical instruments.
The three sets of terminals are
labelled input, output and heater. The
heater terminals must be connected
to abattery of proper voltage. The instruction book with the black box
states that a battery must be placed
in series with the output circuit and
another in series with the input
circuit.
If the box is connected as shown
in Fig. 1 and we attach to it certain
meters as indicated we are in a position to learn all we want to know
about its d-c or static characteristics.
All we have to do is to vary the
polarity and magnitude of the vp_tages E,. and E,, and measure the
resulting input and output currents.
We shall find that: (1) For all
voltages E, for which terminal A, is

characteristics

of

r , transconductance,

for

determining

the

transfer characteristics of electron tube contained in

electron
g , and

tube

u.

are

given

oUtput,
box

negative with respect to A2,the input
current (and therefore the input
power) is negligible. Therefore we
can state that the input impedance
of the box is very high. (2) Some
current flows in the output circuit
if terminal B, is positive with respect to B.2. No current flows if this
polarity is reversed. (3) For agiven
resistor R., and 'battery voltage E.,
the plate current, I., is a function of
input voltage, E,. Over a certain
range, this relationship is more or
less linear but in general, the relationship is not linear. (4) For a
given input voltage, E„ and load
resistor R., the output current depends upon the voltage E.. The voltage between B, and 13 2 is not E. but
E.-1,,R,, since a voltage drop occurs across Rb. The plot of current,
against voltage, E,„ is an S-shaped
curve in the majority of cases. (5)
For constant values of Er:and Eb,
the current in the output, /4 is a

having characterictics of a triode.

amplification.

input,

the black

at

A.

B.

and

Graphical methods of deterC respectively
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function of the load resistance, R„.
(6) Even acasual examination shows
that the output current I,„ is tremendously greater than the input
current, and from this we infer that
the box may be used as a current
amplifier.
(7) Voltage variations
applied to the input result in a very
much larger variation in voltage in
the output and measured by E,,. From
this, we conclude that the tube in
the box may be used 'as a voltage
amplifier. (8) From the last two
statements, we conclude that the tube
may be used as a power amplifier,
since the input voltage and current
of minute quantities are capable of
controlling a very much larger
amount of voltage and current in
the output circuit.
(9) We note,
however, that the polarity of the
output voltage across the resistor is
opposite from that of the polarity
of the input voltages and accordingly,
we conclude that the tube operates
as a 180 deg. phase shifting network
for resistive loads. (10) Electrically
we can regard the black box as an
impedance, but we note that we must
supply sources of power to this impedance for otherwise it will not
function properly. In this respect
the black box differs from a transformer in which sources of power
external to that being transferred
are not required to effect the necessary control or transformation. (11)
By careful examination of our data,
we conclude that the box is, in g2n-

Fig. 3—Output

and

transfer

eral, a non-linear device, but that
under certain conditions of operation, the relationship between input
and output may be made linear.
(12) If we were to add an alternating voltage in series with th 2steady
or d-c input voltage, we would measure alternating currents and voltages
in the output circuit which are magnified replicas of their input.
If we make a graphical plot of the
d-c voltages and currents in the input and output circuits, with the
plate resistor short circuited, we obtain the d-e or static characteristics of the tube. The shape of these
curves will depend upon the type of
tube contained in the box, but the
essential concepts of tube operation
apply no matter what the curve

Fig. 4—Bridge circuit for measuring plate
resistance for selected grid and plate op-
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characteristics

shape. Typical characteristics for a
triode and for a pentode are shown
in Figs. 2 and 3. These static characteristics suffice to give us all the
important information we need to
know concerning tube operation, for
from them we can obtain knowledge of: (1) the important tube
parameters, amplification factor,
plate resistance, r,,, and transconductance, g„,, (2) the required d-c operating voltages for desired opera—
tion of the tube, (3) the mode of operation of the tube with any kind of
load in its output circuit, and (4)
the mode of operation of the tube
with any kind of time-varying input
signal applied to the grid or input.
Operating Coefficients for Vacuum'
Tubes
Since the plate current is a function of the plate voltage, even if the
load resistance, R,, of Fig. 1, is short
circuited, the plate circuit must have
sc me internal .resistance. Its d-c resistance may be determined from
Ohm's law, but this value is seldom
cf any use to the designer and will
nit be found in manufacturers'
literature. The resistance for small
changes of plate voltàge, and with
.the grid voltage maintained constant, is very important. It may be
measured by the circuit of Fig. 4,
for the operating voltages E, and
E,„ since the cathode-plate circuit
takes the place of the unknown re-

of

a pentode.

Graphical

methods

amplification facto:, p., are given at A. B. and C respeclively

of

Fig. 5-Circuit for measuring transcon•
ductance for grid and plate operating
voltages. E, and E,, respectively

sistor in one arm of the a-c Wheatstone bridge. In general, a different
value of plate resistance is obtained
for each new value of E,, and E., so
these operating voltages should be
specified when the plate resistance,
r,, is measured.
The plate resistance is defined as
the ratio of the change in plate voltage to the corresponding change in
plate current produced, all other voltages being maintained constant. The
mathematical definition is given in
Fig. 2A and 3A which also shows
that the plate resistance at any operating point specified by the dashed
lines, may be determined from the
inverse slope of the Ee l, characteristic at this point. (This is, of course,
measured in terms of voltage and
current changes as measured on the
graph, and not by measuring angles
with a protractor.)

For a fixed value of plate voltage,
the plate current is a function of the
grid voltage, and it is convenient to
have a tube factor, which designates
the ability of the grid to control the
plate current. This term, called the
transconductance (formerly called
mutual conductance) may be measured by the circuit of Fig. 5. It is
defined as the ratio of the change in
plate current to the change in grid
voltage causing it, under the condition that all other electrode voltages
remain constant. As shown in Figs.
2B and 3B, the transconductance is
measured by the inverse slope of the
Ee l, curve, at the point of the characteristic determined by the operating voltages (shown by the dashed
lines). The unit of transconductance
is the mho or reciprocal ohm, although the terms milliamperes-pervolt and micromho are also employed,
since they are more convenient submultiples of the mho.
Finally, we may determine the
relative effect of the grid and plate
voltages upon the plate current. This
is the slope of the constant-current
curves of Figs. 2C and 3C, is called
the amplification factor, and is designated by the Greek letter i
ts. The
amplification factor may be measured with the circuit of Fig. 6, or it
may be determined graphically, as
indicated in Figs. 2C and 3C. The
amplification factor is a numeric,
having no dimensions; it is merely a
voltage ratio.

rg. 6-Simple bridge circuit for measuring amplification factor for grid and plate
-,perating voltages, E. and E,

An interesting relation connecta
these three tube coefficients, for
=

ji

g,„

= µJr,

r,

Consequently, if we know the values
of any two at the same operating
voltages, we can easily calculate the
value of the third at the same operating conditions. Tubes may have
values of p. from 3 to several thousand (values of 10 for triodes and
800 for pentodes are typical) ;values
of transconductance from 500 to
10,000 micromhos, with 1,500 micromhos a typical value; and values
of plate resistance from 500 ohms to
100,000 ohms for triodes and up to
several megohms for pentodes. Table
Ishows operating characteristics for
a few typical vacuum tubes.

TABLE I- OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL VACUUM TUBES
Heater

Type No.

Description
Diodes

6H6
12Z3
219
F103A
WL-660

Full Wave Rect.
Half Wave Rect.

PJ10

Det. Amp. Ose.
a
a
a
a
a
a
Amp. Ose.

Screen
Anode
Grid
Anode
Grid
Voltage Current Voltage Voltage Voltage Current
IR
lb
E
(Ma.)
(Volts) (Amps) (Volts) (Volts) (Volt»)
117'
6.3
0.3
4
250
12.6
0.3
60
22.0
24.5
50,000
2,500
50,000
28.0
51.0
9,000
10.0
10.5
230,000
30

Amplification
Factor

Plate
Resistance
r,
(Ohms)

TransConductance
41.
(µ mhos)

Plate
Dissipation
Pt
(Watts)

Triodes
6C5

6F5
89
841
842
849
818
862

te

te

a

‘‘
le

le

u

a

5.0
6.3
6.3
6.3
7.5
7.5
11.0
22.0
30.0

0.25
0.30
0.30
0.40
1.25
1.25
5.0
52.0
325.0

2.5
6.3
25.0
6.3
10.0

0.09
0.30
0.30
0.90
5.0

-9.0
135
-8.0
250
-2.0
250
-31.0
250
-9.0
425
-96.0
425
• 2,500
* 15,000
* 20,000

3
8
0.9
32
2.2
28.
350
1,000
1,500

8
20
100
4.7
30.
3.
19.

8.

10.

10,000
10,000
66,000
26,000
40,000
2,500
*

•
s

1,250
2,000
1,500
1,800
750
1,200
*

8
12
12
400

. 10,000

• 125,000

Tetrodes and
Pentodes
FP-54
6D6
25A6
6L6
813

Low Grid Cur.
Voltage Amp.
Beam Tetrode Amp.

-3.0
-18.0
-18.0

6
250
160
350
2,000

100
120
250
400

1.0
8.2 1,280.
48.
100.
54.
170.
100
•

800,000
42,000
33,000

40
1,600
2,375
5,200
•

1.0
5.3
19.
100.

*Depends upon method of operation
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Characteristics of
Gaseous Tubes
If we proceed in the manner already outlined to study the characteristics of gas tubes, we shall obtain
results which at first appear to be
somewhat erratic but which are,
none the less, subject to an orderly
and systematic classification.
If we have a two-element tube (i.e.
not a control tube) in a blue box the
input terminals can be short circuited and we can obtain all of the
information we desire from a study
of the output voltage and current.
For low values of plate voltage E,,
any current which flows at all is
measured in microamperes or at
most a very few milliamperes. As
E. is increased, acritical value is obtained at perhaps 10 to 25 volts beyond which the current suddenly
rises to a rather high and constant
value determined by the external resistance R. and the voltage E., according to Ohm's law. Increasing
the voltage beyond the critical value
will increase th 2 current as calculated on the basis of Ohm's law, taking account only of the resistor Rb
and neglecting the tube resistance.
On the basis of this operation we
conclude that, aft-2r the critical voltage has been reached or exceeded, the
internal resistance of the gas tube
had suddenly decreased to an extremely small value from its previous
value of several hundred or several
thousands of ohms. The relatively
large current will continue to flow in
R. until E. is reduced to a fairly low
value, when the current will suddenly decrease to a negligible value.
This operation of a two-element
tube indicates that it can be used as
a voltage control switch. The smooth
type of voltage-current control possible with vacuum tubes has now been
lost and for most practical purposes
the tube can be used to conduct current on an all-or-nothing basis.
If we place a control type of gas
tube in a blue box with the grid and
cathode connected to the input
terminals and the plate or anode and
cathode connected to the output
terminals, the operation becomes
more complicated.
Let us apply
steady voltages to the input and output circuits and measure the input
and output currents as these voltages
are varied. Again, at a given grid
voltage the tube suddenly conducts
at some critical value of positive
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plate voltage. Likewise, for a given
positive plate voltage, the tube suddenly conducts at some critical grid
voltage. The breakdown now depends not only upon the magnitude
of the plate voltage but also upon
the magnitude of the grid or input
voltage. Over a considerable range
of values the critical grid voltage
which initiates conduction is some
fairly definite fraction of the applied
plate voltage. This critical grid voltage may be either positive or negative, depending upon the type of tube
within the box. It will also be observed when the plate circuit of the
tube becomes conducting that there
is also a relatively large input or
grid current flowing, even though
the grid of the device is negative.

Fig. 7--Voltage control characteristics for
gaseous

control

tube,

for

operating temperatures.

two

different

T, and

7.2

Thus, before the critical grid voltage
is reached the input resistance of
the tube may be fairly high but beyond the critical grid voltage it becomes relatively low.
Thus, the
"switch action" observed in the output circuit is also apparent in the
input circuit and it will be observed
that both input and output current
increase simultaneously. If the tube
contains mercury vapor, it will be
found that the critical grid and plate
voltages also depend somewhat upon
the temperature at which the tube is
cperated.
It is convenient to plot the grid
and plate voltages for the condition
at which the tube suddenly becomes
conducting. Such a set of curves
(Fig. 7), divides the tube characteristics into two essential regions. For
those conditions of voltage occurring
to the left of curve, the tube is nonconducting and no appreciable cur-

rent will flow through it. On the
other hand, if the voltages occur to
the right of the curve, the tube becomes conducting and passes a current which is limited only by the
external load and by the ability of
the cathode to supply electrons. Thus,
Fig. 7 may be regarded as a type of
"trigger diagram" to indicate the
conditions under which the tube conducts. Once the gas within the tube
becomes conducting the grid loses
control and the tube can in general,
be made non-conducting only by removal of plate voltage. The region
between the various curves depends
upon the ambient temperature of the
tube surroundings.
For an appreciable portion of the
curve of Fig. 7, a linear relation exists between the grid and plate voltages which produce breakdown. For
a given temperature, the ratio of the
plate voltage to the grid voltage required to initiate ionization is called
the control factor. It is analogous to
the amplification factor in the high
vacuum grid tube, and is determined
in much the same way. For gaseous conduction tubes there are no
significant coefficients analogous to
the transconductance and plate resistance of the vacuum tube.
When the gas within the tubes becomes ionized gaseous tubes have
much lower internal résistance than
vacuum tubes. Consequently greater
currents may be passed through
them than through vacuum tubes of
equivalent structure. However, for
gas or vapor tubes having pressures
of a fraction of a millimeter, the
maximum obtainable current is equal
to the current which the cathode can
supply. On the other hand, tubes
containing gas or vapor at a pressure of about 5 centimeters of
mercury can rectify currents of
larger magnitude than the cathode
emission current since the pressure
of the gas tends to prevent excessively rapid evaporation of particles
from the cathode. Such tubes are
suitable for use only in low voltage
circuits such as battery chargers.
In large industrial rectifiers, a
mercury pool is frequently used instead of a hot cathode, and conduction takes place by virtue of a mercury arc between the pool and .the
anodes, of which two are required to
maintain the device in coritinuous•operation. Such mercury vapor rectifiers are often encased in metal
tanks.
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the output current depends upon (1)
the plate voltage, if the light inten• Heater
sity is constant, or (2) the light in\lax.
tensity if the plate voltage is conPlate
As.
VoltCurPeak
Plate
Max. Peak
age
rent
stant.
%oIls
%naps.
Plate Amps
Volts
Amps
Type No.
Deseript•
Suppose we maintain a steady
Diodes
beam of light on the lens of our
2.5
5.0
7,500
0.25
1.9,2.0
866
Half Wave fleet.
white box and observe the current
5.0
18.0 20,000
2.50
10
869
5.0
65.0 16,000 75.0"'.
450
as the voltage is changed. Since the
870
2.5
21.0
1,000
9.5
.3.per anode
WL-670
Full Wave Rect.
maximum current which we can' obTriodes
•
tain is ilethe neighborhood of 25
0.300
2.5
1.4
359
9.075
885
Negative Grid
microamperes or so, we conclude that
2.0
2.5
5.0
2,500
0.50
FG -17
100.
5.0
20.0
2,000 12.5
GL-414
the output of the device is of ex5.0
11.5 ,7,500
1.25
5.0
KU-634
tremely high impedance, 'especially
2.5
6.5
500
0.10
0.40
KU-610
Positise Grid
since the voltage Et
,may be ás 'high
Tel rodes
as
several
hundred
volts. In gen2.5
5.0
500
0.5
2.00
FG -98.4.
Negative Grid
5.0
7:0
509 1 2.50
10.0
FG-154
eral, the characteristic we obtain is
15.0
5.0
4.5
1.900
2.50
FG -95
one' which rises quite sharply for
5.0
10.0
1.000
6.40
40.0
FG -172
low values of voltage and then, for
increased voltages, results in no apWe connect up the device as shown preciable increase in current. This
Instead of providing the source of
electróns by ineans of a hot cathode, in Fig. 8, duplicating the connection is a typical saturation curve. If the
they may be provided by a cold of Fig. 1 so far as the output ter- tube is a vacuum device; then the
cathode with electrons supplied by minals are concerned. If B, is positive current will be essentially constant
field emissión. Two and three ele- with respect to B, we find that a for voltages above about 50 volts,
ment tubes of this variety are avail- small current may flow, but if the but if the tube contains gas, we shall
able. Of course, such tubes would polarity is reversed, no current flows. find that the eurrent continues to
A casual examination of the char- rise concave upward as the voltage is
not require any cathode heating battery if connected to the circuit of acteristics of the device with the increased. These characteristics are
terminal B, positive with respect to shown in Fig. 9 for both tubes.
Fig. 1.
If the voltage is maintained conThe igniter principle, long used in B, results in values of output curmercury vapor rectifiers, has been rent which, while they depend upon stant above the knee or saturation
applied to the ignitron. The ignitron the value of the output voltage, E,,, value and the light intensity is
is agas discharge tube having a pool at first do not appear to be constant. varied, it will be found that the curtype cathode in which an ignition Instead they appear to vary more or rent is directly proportional to the
electrode is employed to control the less at random, even being subject to intensity of the light beam so long
starting of the unidirectional cur- cur proximity to the white box. A as the external plate resistance, R,,
rent flow in each operative cycle, the closer examination will show that does not have too high a value. Even
igniter electrode initiating the con- these current variations are associ- for a load resistance of 1 to 2 or
ducting arc. The ignitron has im- ated with the amount of light falling perhaps 5 to 10 megohms there is a
portant applications as a rectifier for upon the glass or lens of the input reasonably good linear relationship
circuit. By following out this line of between output current and incident
industrial uses.
All gas or vapor filled tubes are reasoning, we find that the output light, but not for higher resistances.
incapable of giving instantaneous current is a function of the light in- This linear relationship holds true
control of current, but are capable of cident upon the lens. We have now a only for vacuum phototubes as shown
controlling the desired average cur- totally new type of device in which in Fig. 10. If a gáseous phototube
rent. Consequently, they are given
average current ratings. Operating
characteristics for several typical
gas tubes are given in Table II.
TABLE' 11 -

OPERATING CHARAC.TER1STICS OF TYPICAL GAS TUBES
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44

6.•
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Characteristics of
Phototubes
Another electron tube of very
great industrial use is the photoelectric tube or phototube. Let it be
placed in a white box. It has no
terminals marked heater nor has it
any input terminals. It does have
output terminals but where the input
terminal should be, there is nothing
but apiece of plane glass, or perhaps
a magnifying glass. The interior of
the box is completely dark.
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Fig. 8 Schematic diagram for determining the luminous sensitivity and
electrical output characteristcs of an emissive phototube.
By omitting the
voltage source. E., the some circuit could be used to determine the charac:eristics of barrier layer types of photoslisctrie cells
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ie used, the relationship between output current and input light is not
linear, but may increase concave upward as the light intensity is incréased. This immediately suggests
to us that a vacuum phototube provides a very simple and convenient
means for determining light intensity by electrical means.
The
gaseous tube is not so convenient because the relationship between input
light and output current is not linear (Fig. 10).
The output current is also a function of the wavelength of light falling upon the devicé. Certain types
of phototubes are sensitive to infrared radiation, soine are sensitive
throughout the visible range, whereas
others (in fact practically all of
them) have an appreciable sensitive in. the ultraviolet region. The
relati(re sensitivity of the phototube
to various wavelengths will be found
to be a characteristic of the tube under consideration. Nevertheless, the
fact that the phototube is differentially sensitive to .
radiatioof different wavelengths indicates 'that the
composition of the light reaching the
tube mUst be maintained constant
if we are to use the phototube as a
precise light measuring instrument.
When we consider the magnitude
of the current derived from the phototube and when we consider its reeitáncé, it is apparent that the external loitd circuit must have a very
high resistance (megohms) if maximum power is to be derived from
the phototube. Even then the power
available in the external circuit is
extremely small. However, we may
apply the output voltage developed
across the resistor R. to the input

LL'

JAEbr. otee

•
'Gas tube

'Vacuum
tube
L

Radiant FluX

Fig. 9 Resistance or output characteristics of vacuum or gaseous phototubes
may be determined from the slope of the E5.1,, characteristics, left.
Fig. 10 -The luminous sensitivity of vacuum or gaseous tubes may
"
determined from the slope of the current-flux characteristic, iight.
_ •.

be

mous flux producing it.
For the
vacuum
phototube
this
luminous
the output circuit of the vacuum
tube. In this way, we can use the sensitivity is constant, whereas it
phototube indirectly to control size- increases with increasing illuminaable amounts of power by variation tion for the case of a gaseous photoof the light beam falling upon the tube. In all of these specifications for
phototube factors, it is assumed that
phototube.
As shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, the quality of the light used in makthere are two characteristics of ing the measurements is unchanged.
phototubes which are important. The measurements are usually made
The first of these is called the vari- with light produced by an incandesational resistance of the phototube cent filament operated at some
and is defined as the ratio of the specified temperature near 2,700 or
change in plate voltage to the cor- 2,800 deg. F. Operating characterresponding change in current, for istics for a few typical phototubes
a specified incident light flux falling nre given in Table III.
Another type of photoelectric deon the tube. The graph of Fig. 9
vice,
which incidentally can hardly
shows this resistance determined for
be
classed
as an electron tube, is of
the knee of the curve, but it could
importance
in industrial applications
also be determined for any other
part of any of the curve. The other of electronic devices. This is the bartube characteristic is its luminons rier layer type of photoelectric cell
sensitivity which, for a specified which has considerable application
plate voltage, may be defined as the in pqrtable photographic exposure
ratio of the change in plate current meters and light meters. This cell
to the corresponding change in lum- requires no external source of voltage for its operation but converts
radiant energy directly into electric
energy. The device is essentially a
low impedance circuit element, and
TABLE Ill—OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS OF TYPICAL PHOTOTUBES
for this reason the output voltage,
Typical
Max.
Max.
Reg'
of
Window
SensiAnode
Anode
which is in the neighborhood of
Max
Area
tivity
Cathode
Voltage Current
millivolts, cannot be conveniently
Sensitivity
Sq. In.
A/L
µ A
Volts
Type No.
Surface
amplified through the use of electron
Vacuum Tubes
tube amplifiers. Currents of several
Deep red &
0.9
5
20
200
PJ-22
Cs-O -Ag
ultraviolet
1.1
15
5(8)
20
SR-50
Cs-O -Ag
hundred microamperes (enough to
3,000-11,000
0.9
20
500
30
917
Cs-O-Ag
operate
sensitive relays) are availA deep red &
30
20
90
CE
Cs-0
ultra'. iolet
able from these devices, whose great
20
100
180
5A
Cs-0
0.9
45
200
•
•
•
GL-441
Coesium
virtue is that they operate without
Gas Tubes
external sources of power applied to
Deep red &
20
50
0.9
90
Pi-23
Cs-0
them. In many types of such devices,
ultraviolet
3,000-11,000
0.9
110
the spectral response is more nearly
90
918
Cs -O -Ag
Deep red &
20
150
90
CE
Cs-0
like
that of the eye than is true for
ultraviolet
the emissive type of phototube al10
60
90
6-A
Cs-0
ready described. This type of light••
sensitive device has many uses.
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of a vacuum tube to control power in
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Characteristics of
Cathode-ray Tubes
In line with our previous investigations let us determine the characteristics of a cathode-ray tube. We
shall find that the cathode-ray tube
box contains a number of input voltage terminals and that in place of
the output terminals we are faced
with a circular glass disk (screen)
having a white appearance as if the
inner surface were frosted. From
our study of phototubes we have already been accustomed to electron
devices which convert energy from
one type to another. We surmise
therefore that electrical energy fed
into the device may be converted into
radiant energy manifested by light
of various intensities on the glass
screen. We note that the cathoderay box is marked to be connected
to a 110-volt a-c line and from this,
as well as from the fact that the box
is quite heavy, we infer that the box
contains more than the tube itself.
In fact, there is an internal power
supply provided for the tube and
the three pairs of output terminals
are simply provided to enable us to
control the pattern on the screen.
We begin our investigation by applying voltages to the two terminals
marked control grid. If we apply a
direct voltage, a spot of light appears in the center of the screen.
By varying the control voltage we
have a means of varying the intensity of the light on the screen.
The current taken by the control grid
is practically zero with one condition
of polarity and fairly small with another so the impedance of this electrode is high.
Now, if we apply direct voltages to
the two terminals marked H, we shall
find that the spot of light is displaced in a horizontal direction
across the screen in a manner which
is proportional to the voltage applied
to the H or horizontal terminals,
the direction of the displacement depending upon the voltage polarity.

TABLE IV —OPERATING

Type
906
1803-P4
54-11-T
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2.5
2.5
6.3

istics

of

a

spot

on

the

screen

of

Current
I
Amps
2.1
2.1
0.6

First
Anode
Voltage
E1
(Volts)
1,000
1,900

a

cathode-ray tube, in terms of intensity control voltage, E,. and horizontal and deflection

voltages.

EA and

E,.

respectively

Likewise the vertical displacement
of the spot depends upon the magnitude and polarity of the direct voltage applied to the two terminals
marked V or vertical. The impedance
of the H and V electrodes are both
high as is indicated by very small
currents 1,, and I, even for voltages
large enough to deflect the spot off
the screen.
Now, we have three input voltages
which we may control at random
and independently of one another
and therefore there are three possible modes of varying the spot. We
can either vary the horizontal displacement of the spot or its vertical
displacement and we can control its
intensity. If we apply an alternating
voltage to the vertical terminal and
direct voltage to the horizontal
terminal we shall find that the spot
is lengthened out to a fine line whose
length is proportional to the peak
value of the voltage. If the direct
voltage is applied to the vertical
terminal and an alternating voltage
applied to the horizontal terminal,
the spot will become athin horizontal
line. If alternating voltages are applied to both the horizontal and vertical terminals, we obtain a wide
variety of patterns which, if the frequencies are integrally related are
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Heater
Voltage
Ell
(Volts)

Fig. 1I—Circuit arrangement for determining the intensity and deflection character-

Second
Anode
Voltage
E2
(V011 ts)
1,500
7,000
3,000

Approx.
Sensitivity
mm/volt
or
mm/NI
0.041

Screen
Color
Green
White

Screen
Size
3
12
5

known as Lissajous' figures. If we
apply an alternating voltage to the
control grid, then it will be possible,
under certain values of adjustment,
to make a portion of the Lissajous'
figures disappear and to make other
portions of the figures brighter than
normal.
Using the three control voltages, it
is possible to obtain a wide range of
patterns of varying intensities on
the screen. The patterns thus produced are extremely useful to one
who is accustomed to their correct
analysis.
The spot of light may be green in
color or white or blue or perhaps
some other, although less common,
color. With different screen materials the image may not immediately
remove itself from the screen when
the control voltage is sufficiently
negative. Instead, the spot tends to
linger and to gradually decrease in
intensity after the voltage is increased beyond its cut-off value. Such
a tube would be well suited for the
photography of a phenomenon which
produces a stationary pattern on the
screen, but would produce objectional blurring if our patterns were
subject to rapid spatial changes on
the screen of the tube.
For a given voltage applied to the
H and V terminals, we always obtain the same spot displacement or
deflection (assuming the line voltage
and internal adjustments remain unchanged). It does not necessarily
follow that agiven voltage applied to
the horizontal terminals will produce
the same absolute value of displacement as when applied to the vertical
terminals although usually the difference will not be more than about
20 percent. By determining the displacement of the spot for a given
voltage we can specify the deflection
sensitivity of the device.
In some tubes, using magnetic deflection, the deflection of the spot is
controlled by current flowing through
coils near the tube. In such cases the
deflection depends upon the currents
in the H and V coils whose impedance
may be quite low. Otherwise the
mode of operation is like that already described for tubes with electrostatic deflection.
The operating characteristics of a
few typical cathode-ray tubes are
given in Table IV.
For a list of bibliographical references relating to the material in this
section, see page 69.
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Tubes and Their Functions
fore, some means must be found for
deriving from it a stimulus that can
be applied to the tube, such as a voltage or illumination change. Interrupting a beam of light by an object
to be counted is one method; another
is to make the object to be counted
change the voltage (phase, frequency
or other electrical quantity) applied
to the tube. Any physical quantity,
such as weight, color, velocity, size;
or any electrical quantity, such as

H

AVING discussed the characteristics of various members
of the electron tube family, let us
consider the tube as part of a circuit. All high vacuum tubes have input impedances which are high
(megohms) so long as the grid is
maintained negative and this is the
usual way of using the tube. The
output impedances are high, of the
order of thousands of ohms to several
megohms. Both input and output
impedances act like high resistances
shunted by small capacitances. These
capacitances may be neglected in all
but unusual industrial applications.
Gas tubes have high input impedance up to the moment of conduction, and then the tube may draw appreciable current from the input circuit (milliamperes). The internal
resistance of gaseous tubes is of the
order of 15 to 25 ohms while the tube
conducts and is very high during the
non-conducting condition.
A high vacuum control tube may
be regarded as a one-way device for
all frequencies and applications useful to industrial processes. Very little of the output energy gets back to
the input through the tube itself.
The amplifier tube acts as a 180 deg.phase shifting network for resistance loads. An amplifier tube operated over the linear part of its
input-output characteristic may be
looked at as a generator of voltage
1.1.e, in series with the plate resistance
of the tube; p. is the amplification
factor and e, is the applied alternating voltage.
A gaseous control tube acts as a
single pole single throw switch. A
phototube is an energy converter of
high impedance, producing electrical energy from radiant energy.
Microamperes
current can be secured from it; its output must be
amplified for industrial purposes.
The output of the vacuum type phototube is independent of applied voltage above about 50 volts. A linear
relationship exists between input energy and output current for a high
vacuum tube; but the relation is
not linear for a gas phototube. The

Fig. 1 -Curve

showing

input (grid) voltage. E
current. 1,.

for

relation

between

and output (plate)

a typical triode amplifier

photovoltaic type of light sensitive
device is essentially a low impedance
device with higher current output
than the phototube but delivering
lower output voltages. Its output
may be used with a sensitive relay
which acts as an amplifier, in turn
operating a heavier relay.
How

to

Make

the

Tube

Work

In industrial applications, tubes
perform essentially two different
types of functions. In some cases, as
in rectifiers, the output of the tube
is used directly, power flowing from
the tube to the work to be done. In
others, the tube acts merely as an
accessory piece of equipment, responding to some sort of stimulus
(obtained from the work to be done)
and in responding releasing energy
from a local source; this energy performing the desired job.
Whatever the job to be done, there-

e
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Fig. 2—Simple relay circuit using tube between a stimulus voltage and an electromagnetic relay

voltage, phase, frequency; or any
chemical quantity, such as the pH or
conductivity of an electrolyte, etc.,
may be converted to an appropriate
electrical change which will cause a
tube to act.

High Vacuum Tubes
Use of the Tube as a Relay

Consider the curve in Fig. 1, the
characteristic of a typical amplifier
tube. This curve expresses the relation between the voltage input and
current output for a given plate voltage. Note that there is a continuous
relation between current output
(known as plate current or I, and
voltage input or grid voltage E,).
Thus when the grid voltage is —10
volts, the plate current is 13 milliamperes and when the grid voltage
is zero the plate current has increased to 25 ma. In tubes of this
type the plate current increases continuously as the grid voltage is made
less negative or is made positive with
respect to the cathode.
The plate circuit of the tube is the
work circuit. The grid circuit is the
control circuit. All that is necessary
to put the tube to work as a relay
tube is to change the voltage on the
grid from say-10 to 0 and to use in
the plate circuit an electro-mechanical relay which will remain open
when 13 ma flow through it but
which will close when 25 ma flow
through it or vice versa.
Current
or power to perform the final work
to be done is controlled by contacts on the relay.
It is immaterial to the tube how the engineer
decides to get the required input
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voltage change of 10 volts. For example, an extremely simple method
is to have a 13 volt battery between
cathode and grid with aswitch which
can connect the grid directly to cathode when desired. This switch could
be closed by a cam arrangement, say
on a cylinder of a printing press.
Once in each revolution the switch
connects the grid directly to the
cathode, and a counter in the plate
circuit rings up another newspaper
off the press.

The maximum output voltage
across R,, will be secured when R.
is large compared to r,. The maximum power in R. will be secured
when RR is equal to r„. Then the
power output is
r,, ma. —

lu -re eg = rms input grid vJltagc or
Fig. 3—Fundamental
Here

Ru

is

the

amplifier

load

which the output

diagram.

resistance

appears

torted in almost any manner desired.
It is this amplification ability that
has made radio broadcasting possible, and it is also of very great
Certainly there is no need to use a
value to industrial applications.
tube if we can avoid it; and indusIn Fig. 3 is asimple tube amplifier
trial engineers use tubes only if they
circuit with a resistance load R.. In
perform jobs which cannot be done
series with the fixed grid voltage
in any other way, or if they are done
(known as a bias) is a source of albetter by tubes—i.e., either faster,
ternating voltage. If the a-c termincheaper, or safer.
als'iire ertëd.a'steady value of plate
In this case it is power that operates the relay and not current or current will flow, its value depending
upon the plate voltage, upon the grid
voltage. The 10 volt change placed
voltage, upon tube characteristics,
upon the tube input terminals may
and Rn. But if alternating voltage is
come from asource of extremely limapplied to these terminals, the plate
ited power; for example the output
current will rise and fall about its
of a phototube. The phototube curformer fixed value as a base. Looked
rent change may be of the order of
at in another way, the plate circuit
10 microamperes which is not suffiwill have two currents in it, one a
cient current to operate the relay.
direct current and the second an alThis current, however, may be caused
ternating current.
to flow through a 1-megohm resisThis alternating current flowing
tance. Across this resistance will apthrough the plate load resistance
pear a 10-volt change and this in
produces a voltage drop along this
turn may be applied to the control
resistance; and this alternating voltgrid of the tube.
age will be greater than the alterThe power through the relay may
nating voltage placed upon the grid
be figured as follows. If it has a reterminals if Rn is not too small.
sistance of 500 ohms, and if a curEffect of Tube Resistance. The
rent change of 12 ma is sufficient to
make it operate, the power required tube has an internal resistance
to make the relay operate is 72.0x10' (r„) through which the plate curwatts (PR). Now the input power rent must flow. The relative value
required to make the tube operate of this internal resistance and that
works out to be 100x10 -° watts of the load resistance govern both
(10 3X10 -e) so that the tube produced the magnitude of the alternating
a power amplification of some 720 voltage developed across Rn and the
times—and this is why the tube is power developed in R..
used.
If the tube is properly biased and
operated so that the plate current
Use of the Tube as an Amplifier
does not drop to zero on the negative
The tube has an extremely impor- half cycles of input alternating volttant ability—to amplify voltage age, and the grid is always negative
changes placed upon its grid circuit. with respect to the cathode, the
Across a load in the plate circuit ap- output alternating voltage, current
pear voltages which are magnified and power are respectively
images of the voltage changes placed
ue„ Rti
.
M C5
ro —
upon the grid circuit. These images
ep -E R
; 1P
rp
i43'
can be almost exact replicas of the
u
2eo2 RD
F.„
input voltages, or they can be disrp

lin) 2

P0

across

alternating voltage, e,.

A logical question at this point is
to ask why, if 10 volts are available
to control the tube, this voltage
change is not applied directly to the
relay and thus eliminate the tube.
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where e, = peak input grid voltage.
Under no conditions can the
amplification of voltage (e./e,) be
greater than the amplification factor of the tube and approaches this
value only when R. is much greater
than r„. If R„ = 3r,, the amplification will be 75 percent of the amplification factor of the tube.
If the load resistance is much less
than the tube resistance (as is frequently the case in using certain
tubes with very high internal resistance) the voltage amplification
is approximately equal to
e./e g = g.,

RB

where g„,.= transconductance of the
tube, and here again the maximum
amplification
depends
upon
how
large the load resistance is.
Plate Battery Requirements. It
is a disadvantage to place too high
a load resistance in the plate circuit
of a tube, especially when using the
low resistance tubes. This arises
from the fact that the plate current
not only flows through the tube but
through the load too, and for every
milliampere

Fig. 4

of

current

drawn

Tubes usually operate with a fixed

direct voltage on both plate and grid.

In

addition,
alternating
voltages may
be
placed upon the grid circuit. Then alternating
circuit.

currents

will

flow

in

the

plate

Here E, and I, are steady values

of grid voltage and plate current; e. and
i are

peak values of alternating
voltage and plate current

grid
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Fig.

5

Ways

of

avoiding

use

of

high

plate battery voltage with resistance loads.
The resistance of the choke (center) is low,
its

inductance

high

through a thousand ohms of resistance, 1 volt is lost—it does not appear across the cathode-plate path.
Thus if 10 ma flow through 10,000
ohms, 100 volts appear across RH.
If the tube requires 250 volts across
the resistance of the tube and if 100
volts are lost across Rn, the plate
battery must supply 350 volts.
It is worth noting here that there
is but a single source of voltage in
the plate circuit—the plate battery.
Current from this battery flows
through the tube and through the
load resistance. The way in which
the total plate circuit voltage divides,
part appearing across the tube
and part across the load, depends
upon the relative resistances of the
tube and the load but the sum of the
two voltages ls never greater than
the plate battery voltage. When the
voltage drop across the load is high
due to high plate current, the voltage across the tube is low and vice
versa.
Use of high resistance loads
which cause large voltage drops
which must be supplied by high

Fig. 6 -Power

output

from

an

plate battery voltages can be avoided
by: (1) use of a transformer between the tube and the load so that
the desired a-c power is developed
in the load without the steady plate
current having to flow through it;
(2) use of a low-resistance inductance through which the direct current flows as in Fig. 5; (3) use of
tubes of high intrinsic plate resistance with loads which have resistances lower than that of the
tube. Then the tube acts more or
less like a constant-current source
and variations in load voltage with
consequent variations in plate voltage are much less important.
Tube Efficiency. If Rn = r„, the
efficiency of the plate circuit is 50
percent since half the power developed will be lost in the tube and
half will be usefully developed in the
load resistance. Greater efficiency
can be had by raising the value of
Rn, but less power will be secured
thereby unless the plate voltages
and currents arc increased.
The amount of power that a tube
can &liver depend3 upon how much

it can safely dissipate on its own
plate and its efficiency of operation.
A tube that can safely dissipate 10
watts can also deliver 10 watts to
a load at 50 percent efficiency; but
at higher efficiencies, higher power
can be developed in the load without
raising the 10 watt limit in plate
dissipation.
In most industrial cases, it is
more important to get the maximum
power into a load (such as an electro-mechanical relay) rather than
to achieve efficiency and in this case
the load must be adapted to the tube
or vice versa. This means that the
resistance of the load should-approximate the resistance of the tube. The
reduction in power is not very great
if the load resistance is greater than
that of the tube by 2 or 3 times, but
considerable loss occurs if fe n is
very much less than r,.
Where maximum voltage output
(contrasted with maximum power
output) is desired, Rn must be high
compared with r, if possible. This
is not possible with pentode tubes
and here Rn should be as high as
possible or convenient.
Tubes in Parallel or Push-pull.
If more output is desired than a
single tut!e will deliver, two or more
of them may be operated in parallel.
Under these conditions the effective
internal resistance of the tube part
of the circuit goes down; and if one

amplifier

tube depends upon the relative values of
the

internal

tube

resistance.

r , and

the

load resistance, R„.
Maximum power output occurs when R„ is equal to r

Fig. 8
Fig. 7

Use

of

tubes

in

parallel

to

in-

crease output over that obtainable from a
single tube
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Push-pull

arrangement

of

tubes

decreases harmonic content of output and
increases

power

able

output

from

over

a single

that

obtain-

tube
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tube will deliver 10 watts, two of
them will deliver 20 watts—if the
output
circuit
is
appropriately
changed to take account of the decreased tube resistance.
It is often more economical to use
two or more tubes in parallel than
using a single tube of greater output power.
Tubes may also be operated in
Fig. 9 Simple
half-wave
single-phase
rectifier comprising anode and cathode
push-pull. More power output may
only. Output load is in series with anode
be secured; but the big advantage
is the fact that the waveform of
the output can be made to resemble
more closely the waveform of the
The tube is now acting as a genoriginal. This is not a matter of erator, the frequency of the gengreat importance to industrial ap- erated power depending upon the inplications, except in unusual cases. ductance, capacitance and resistance
Tubes can also be connected with of the circuit elements attached to
their grids in parallel and plates in the tube. The amount of power deseries or with grids in series and veloped in the load depends upon
plates in parallel.
the tube, the voltages used and the
Use of Tube as Generator. Be- load characteristics.
cause a tube will amplify, it will - Alternating currents of practically

also generate alternating currents
from direct currents. A voltage applied to the grid of the tube results
in a larger voltage appearing in the
output. If a part of this output is
fed back into the input in the proper
phase, this portion of the input will
reappear in the output in amplified
form. If the amount of energy fed
back is sufficient to overcome all the
losses in the input circuit, it will be
found that the initial driving voltage applied to the tube from an external voltage supply may be eliminated and the tube will continue to
develop power in the load. In practice no external exciting grid voltage need be applied to start oscillations since any small instability
(such as mechanical, thermal or electrical change) will set the circuit
into oscillation.

100
80
60
40
30
20
10
9 8
6

any frequency, of practically any
waveform, or of any power may be
produced in this manner. Direct potentials need to be applied to the
tube, some sort of energy feedback
from output to input must be provided, and as a result alternating
currents will be produced.
Tubes can be made to generate
oscillations in other ways (dynatron,
Barkhausen oscillators, etc.)
but
these methods are not used industrially at the present time.
Tube as a Frequency Converter.
Suppose a tube has two grids and
that voltages of different frequencies
are placed upon these grids. Now if
the plate circuit can be explored with
some sort of frequency discriminating detector, two (or more) frequencies will be discovered. If there
exists a linear relation between each
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grid and the output, only the two
input frequencies will be detected;
but if any non-linearity exists b,tween the input and output, or in
the output Ee l, curve, then the detector will indicate not only the original input frequencies but others
as well. Among the new frequencies
found may be the sum and the difference of the two input frequencies.
This is known as frequency conversion, since we convert two originating frequencies into other
frequencies with totally different
values. This is the principle of the
superheterodyne radio receiver; but
the principle has some application
to laboratory and industrial problems as well. The two voltages can
differ widely in frequency or can
be alike or very nearly alike in frequency. One can be variable and
the other fixed so that a variable
frequency, differing from either originating frequencies, can be secured from the converter.
Modulation. If a high frequency
and a low frequency are "mixed"
properly, the high frequency will
act as a carrier for the lower frequency (as in radio or carrier telephone communication). This process
is called modulation and can be performed by varying the amplitude,
the phase or the frequency of the
carrier by the modulating frequency.
Conversely, if two frequencies have
been mixed, they can again be separated by going through an inverse
process. Thus from a modulated
carrier, the modulating frequency
can be secured and put to whatever
use is desired.
Other Tube Functions. Highvacuum control tubes can also be
used as frequency multipliers or dividers to deliver to a load higher
or lower frequencies which may or
may not be integral multiples of
the
originating
frequency.
The
number of the output frequencies is
practically unlimited.
When properly associated with
other circuit elements, the tube can
be made to perform an extremely
wide variety of useful functions.
For example tube circuits can be
made to count impulses occurring

Fig. 10

Current-voltage

characteristics of

typical rectifier tubes. Current output is
proportional to the 3 2's power of plate
voltage
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much too rapidly for any mechanical counter, to differentiate or integrate mathematical expressions descriptive of electrical, mechanical or
other phenomena, can be used as a
variable reactance and is widely used
through laboratory practices as a
measuring tool.
High Vacuum Tube Limitations.
The high vacuum tube is a low
current-high voltage device. If high
currents at low voltages are desired,
scme other means must be used.
Since the tube amplifies, and since a
considerable amount of amplification
can be secured with a single tube
and its accompanying apparatus,
care must be taken that the grid
or input circuit has impressed on
it only the desired voltages and that
it be protected from stray fields, such
as power line fields, etc. Since the
output is a function of the plate
voltage, the plate voltage must be
steady if a steady output is necessary. If the tube is to amplify (and
not to generate oscillations) care
must be taken to see that none of
the output voltage is allowed to get
back into the input circuit in phase
with the input voltage.

Rectification

a single tube is used and only one
half of the a-c cycle is rectified. Current flows in spurts through the
load. If continuous current is desired through the load, the output
of the rectifier may be put through
a filter and then into the load. The
filter smoothes out the spurts of
current so that the load current resembles that from a d-c source.
The half-wave single-phase rectifier is simple and inexpensive. Its
output is relatively difficult to filter
and is seldom used.
Full-wave Rectifier. In this case
two tubes are used (or a single tube
with two sets of elements) and
both halves of the a-c cycle are rectified, each tube conducting current
when its anode is positive and remaining non-conducting while the
other tube conducts. Output from
this rectifier is relatively easy to
filter and is widely used where currents of 1 ampere at 1000 volts or
less are desired.
When a half-wave rectifier works
directly into a resistance load without any intervening filter circuit, the
average current passed through the
load is
/.. —

0.45

—
RL

terminals, Vd,U P is the voltage drop
across the rectifier tube, for the
average current passing through the
tube, and RLis the resistance of the
load. V..., is obtained from Fig. 10.
When mercury vapor rectifiers are
used, V..., is about 15 volts and is
independent of the current drawn
from the tube.
In full-wave circuits, the average
current is twice that given by the
half-wave equation. In this case
V—. is the rms voltage between the
center tap and one end of the transformer secondary.
V.. — / Ri volts
Polyphase Rectifiers. In polyphase circuits, half- or full-wave
rectifiers may be provided for each
phase. Such polyphase rectifiers are
of considerable industrial application
where high power direct current is
to be obtained. The output from
polyphase rectifiers is often used
without filtering, although if filtering is required, this can be carried
out relatively easily because the output voltage
is
relatively
high
throughout the cycle and because
the frequency components to be filtered are higher multiples of the
supply frequency.
Voltage Doubler. In this circuit
two rectifier units are used. The
output voltage is approximately

Since the tube conducts current where V,„.. is the rms voltage across
only when its plate is positive with the power transformer secondary
respect to the cathode, an alternating voltage placed between a tube
TABLE I— RECTIFIER CIRCUITS
and a load will cause current to
flow through the load on the half
Circuit A Circuit B Circuit C Circuit D Circuit E
cycles when the plate is positive. On
1.07 E... 2.32 E...
Average d-c volts, 0.45 E,... 0.90 E... 1.07 E...
the half cycles of the alternating
i
0.32 E..., 0.64 E.., 0.83 E.., 0.83 E.... 1.65 E..,
E.
voltage when the plate is negative
Peak volts across
1.05 E.
2.09 E.
2.09 E.
with respect to the cathode, no curtube
3.14 E.
1.57 E.
1.48
' 1.05
Secondary kva•
1.57
1.11
1.48
rent will flow in the load. The tube
1.05
1.05
1.21
Primary kva"
1.11
1.11
acts as a one-way switch or like a
R-m-s ripple, % of
4
4
48
18
48
E.
check valve in a pump. This tube
phenomenon is called rectification.
Note: Drop through rectifier tubes neglected.
Only two electrodes are necessary—
Per kw power delivered to load, transformer losses neglected.
a cathode to supply electrons and a
plate to collect them.
There are two kinds of rectifier
tubes, high vacuum tubes and gas
tubes. Some rectifiers have control
grids in them so that control over
the output current is possible. These
will be discussed below.
Half-wave Rectifier. In this case

Fig. ll--Several rectifier circuits including.
A. full-wave single-phase circuit: B. bridge
arrangement: and C. D and E. polyphase
circuits
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T2

T1

R= Heaters of other tubes in series
with voltage -olropping resistor
Ri= Protective resistor

T2 = Separate

A

windings

Fig. 12----Voltage

doubler circuits.

In

A, separate filament transformer windings are necessary.

wave doubler because each tube conducts current to the load on each
are
gets

placed in a single bulb.
around

this

difficulty

but

In

B.

the d-c

load

is

a half-wave

cannot be

rectifier

since

hall of the

This circuit is called a full-

a-c input cycle.

grounded or connected to one side of

In B and C both tubes
the a-c supply line.

C

rectif itd current flows to the load only on alternate half cycles

of the a-c input cycle

twice the alterating voltage supplied
to the rectifier. This is because each
condenser (Fig. 12) is charged to
the full voltage delivered by the
transformer lut since the two condensers are in series the total Voltage across them is twice that across
eith9r.
The voltage doubler is often used
where voltages of about 250 are to
be obtained from the 110 volt a-c
line in the most economical manner.
Voltage is fed to the tubes directly
from the power line,- no transformer
being needed. Economy is the reason. This rectifier is also employed
in x-ray work where a single tube
cannot deliver the required direct
voltage output.
Filters
for
Rectifiers.
The
smoothing circuits, known as low
pass filters, consist of series inductances (or resistance when the
current output is small) and shunt
capacities. These series and shunt
elements' tend to maintain the voltage across the output and the current through the output constant,
independent of the spurts of current
as supplied by the tube. With sufficiently good filtering the output
from the filter can be as free from
ripple as desired.
Rectifier Applications. The obvious use for a rectifier is to supply
direct `current from an a-c source.

tube an'd náting the re, t
i
tied current
that passes through the meter.

Gaseous Tubes
II a gas, or a vapor such as mercury vapor, is admitted to the tube
after all other gases have been
pumped out, the characteristic of
the tube changes radically. This
change in characteristic requires
certain changes in the way the tube
is used, and enables the tube to perform functions not possible with
vacuum tubes.
Gas tubes either conduct or they
do not conduct—there is no smooth
control of current from zero to the
maximum value as is true with high
vacuum tubes.
When conducting,
the voltage drop across the tube is
fairly low (15 to 25 volts), fairly
constant and iddePendent of current
taken from the tube. The current
output is limited only by the output
load and by the ability of the cathode
to supply electrons.
Very much

ducting period is often very high,
the cathode may be injured unless
means are taken to prevent too great
acurrent flow in case the load should
be short circuited. Such means can
be a resistance in series with the
tube and the load; or an overload
circuit breaker or fuse, etc. Furthermore the tube should not be allowed to pass current to the load
until the cathode is at the proper
temperature. A time delay relay
placed between the tube and the
load serves this purpose.
Gas tubes are prone to cause
radio interference; small inductances
in series with the anodes and physically close to them will eliminate
this trouble.
Control-type

Gaseous

Rectiiers

1)-c
Operation.
Two or more
grids in a gaseous rectifier make it
possible to control the starting of
conduction but. not to control the

stopping of ccindtiction. In general
higher currents may be supplied by the orily way to stop the tube fróm
gas ,tubes than by high vacuum conducting is to remove the plate
voltage or make it negative. Furtubes.
Proper
Operating
Conditions. thermore a definite time is required
Since the current during the con- for the grid to re-establish control
after the plate voltage has been removed. This time is required for
the ions to diffuse and leave the
vicinity of the grid. This time is
of the order of a few micro- or milliA rectifier, however, can perform
seconds and is known as the deother functions than as a source of
ionization time. This brief interval
direct-current power. For example,
between removal of the plate voltage
a d-c meter in the plate circuit of a
and the establishment of control by
rectifier will read a current which
the grid limits the frequency of opis some function of the alternating
erations the gas tube can control.
voltage applied to the tube. Thus
In Fig. 13 is shown a simple
the tube may be calibrated as an a-c
method
of controlling a gas tube. If
Fig. 13- Control of thyratron tube by sudvoltmeter by merely placing various
d-c power is connected to the plate
denly lowering voltage of plate below
known alternating voltages on the
point at which the tube will conduct
and cathode terminals, and if the
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grid voltage is correct, anode current will flow. Removing or changing in any way the grid voltage will
not have any effect upon the plate
current. If, however, the switch is
closed the tube will stop conducting.
When the tube conducts, the drop
across it will be of the order of 15
volts. The rest of the line voltage,
say 250 volts, is impressed across
resistance R2. Terminal A of the
condenser is at the same voltage as
the anode (15 volts) and terminal B
is at line voltage
(250)
being
charged through Rt. Now if the
switch is closed, B becomes zero and
terminal A will suffer an instantaneous drop in voltage equivalent to
— 250
15 volts or to the value of
minus 235 volts. The plate has now,
for an instant, become negative with
respect to the cathode and conduction ceases. If the time taken to
recharge the condenser through Ri
is greater than the de-ionization
time of the tube, the grid will regain
control and conduction will not start
until the grid voltage is again the
proper value.
R, should be high enough in resistance so that closing the switch
does not blow the line fuses or circuit breakers.
If a glow tube (a tube with two
elements in a gaseous atmosphere
which conducts current only when
a certain voltage is impressed across
the elements) is placed across the
switch terminals, the gas tube can
be started and stopped intermittently. As soon as the condenser
voltage becomes equal to the voltage
at which the glow tube conducts,
current flows through the glow tube,
reducing the voltage across it sufficiently to cause the plate voltage to

Fig. 14—Control of thyratron
ing voltages.

E

by alternat-

is the voltage that must

be on the grid to start current flow at the
value of plate voltage immediately above
it.
V is the control voltage applied to
tube.
Where E and V. cross, the tube
will conduct

or "fire"
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become negative. The gas tube goes
out, de-ionization takes place, the
condenser recharges and when the
plate is again at a potential higher
than that necessary to cause conduction (as controlled by the voltage on the grid) the tube conducts
again, and the cycle is repeated.
A 1-microfarad condenser and a 874
glow tube will cut off a 1-ampere
current in an FG-67 tube.
A-c Operation. If direct voltage
is placed upon the grid and alternating voltages upon the plate, conduction will take place whenever the
proper relative values of grid and
plate voltage occur. If the grid
voltage is such that conduction occurs for any positive value of plate
voltage, then current will pass
through the tube on the entire half
cycles which make the plate positive.
If, however, the grid is at such a
potential that conduction will not
occur at the highest positive voltage
placed upon the plate (the peak value
of the alternating voltage applied)
then conduction will not occur in
any part of the positive half cycle
of alternating voltage.
Conduction can take place for all
of the half cycle or any part of it
or none of it, as desired; conducticin
can be prevented from taking place
for all of the half cycle (180 deg.) or
for 90 deg. or less than 90 deg.,
that is, if the tube conducts at all
it will do so for 90 or more degrees
of the half cycle.
Phase Control. A more elegant
way to control the time in the cycle
at which conduction begins, and
therefore the portion of the half
cycle during which conduction takes
place is to use alternating voltages
on both plate and grid. By adjusting the phase between these two
voltages and their relative magnitudes, the average current flowing
during a half cycle may be adjusted
to any value from zero to the maximum corresponding to conduction
for a full 180 deg.
Consider Fig. 14. Here E, is the
anode potential which can have any
waveform, and E, is the grid bias
which will just prevent the tube
from conducting at the value of E,
shown on the curve. V, is a sine
wave of grid voltage (other waveforms can be used). V, may be
moved along the time axis so that
it can be moved into or out of phase
with E„. The tube will fire (conduct)
at the earliest point in the cycle at

which V, crosses E,; in the figure'
point P. By advancing the phase of
the grid voltage with respect to the
plate voltage, current can be made
to pass through the tube for a longer
and longer period until the entire 180
deg. is a conducting period. If the
grid and plate voltages are out of
phase, current does not pass at all.
The average current flowing may be
found from
I.,

1„..,k

(I -I- cos el

where
= angle at which tube starts
to conduct.
A simple way in which this phase
control can be effected is shown in
Fig. 15.
The phase-shift method of control is the preferred method, and
should be used where a continuous
control of power is required. This
method permits fixing the time of
starting of anode current anywhere
in the positive half cycle of anode
voltage. The average value of the
anode current may be controlled
completely from zero to maximum.
Some of the more usual methods of
obtaining phase shift are (1) an
induction phase shifter, such as a
Selsyn motor on apolyphase source;
(2) capacity-inductance-resistance
bridge; (3) by combining two alternating voltages which are out of
phase and by varying the magnitude of one of them; (4) by a
saturable peaking transformer having a d-c winding and varying the
amount of direct current (5) combining
an
alternating
voltage,
which is out of phase with the
anode voltage, with a d-c bias
voltage.
It is good practice to supply the
grid with voltages considerably

Fig.

15—Method

tween
trolling

grid
time

of

regulating

and

plate

in

cycle

phase

voltages
when

for

becon-

conduction

starts
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are polyphase. The anodes of both
tubes are positive. Let it be assumed
that the grid of the upper tube is
positive. Current will flow from the
positive d-c source through the transformer to the negative d-c line by
way of this tube. The grid of the
lower tube is negative and allows no
current to pass. The condenser is
charged with the potential drop
across the output transformer owing
tu the current flow in the upper half
Fig. 16

Elementary

circuit

of gas triode as an inverter
which

produces alternating

showing

use

i. e.. a tube
currents from

a direct voltage input.

An actual inverter

circuit would be

complex than

Fig.

17—Simple

more

this

phototube-amplifier-relay

circuit using direct voltages

greater than that just required to
start conduction; this practice insures conduction when desired.
Inverter Service. Gas-filled tubes
may be used also in tube inverter
circuits for conversion of direct current to alternating current. As there
are many types of inverter circuits,
it is impossible here to do more than
cover the fundamental principles.
In all such circuits direct current
is applied to the anodes of the tubes
and the grid is supplied with the desired frequency, either from an external exciter or by means of coupling with the output circuit. In this
respect an inverter may be considered also as an amplifier or oscillator.
The function of the tubes is to commutate or, in other words, to perform a switching operation. In all
inverters some form of power storage is necessary to supply power
during the commutation period, e.g.,
from static condensers, from apower
system, or from rotating apparatus.
The fundamental action of inverters may be illustrated by the simplified, single-phase case of Fig. 16
although, in practice, the larger sizes
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Phototube Applications
Phototubes can be used to initiate
any electrical control desired by
means of light impulses. If the linear
relation between light intensity and
current output is to be utilized (as
in measurements), the tube should

be operated with direct voltages;
but if a relay is to be operated as a
result of a change in illumination intensity (as for door opening, countof the winding, the upper terminal ing, etc.) alternating voltages may
of the condenser becoming negative, be used. In Fig. 17 will be found a
and the lower positive. Toward the circuit useful for d-c operation.
end of the cycle the grids exchange Care must be taken to see that the
polarity because of reversal of the maximum voltage rating of gas tubes
exciting voltage. This action has no is not exceeded.
In Fig. 20 is a typical a-c operated
direct effect on the current flow
through the first tube, but allows cur- circuit. Since the output of the amrent flow through the second, which plifier is pulsating direct current
in effect connects the lower side of (rectified current), the relay will
the condenser to the negative lead. chatter unless a condenser is placed
This places a negative voltage of across its coil. The variable reshort duration on the upper anode, sistance between amplifier cathode
allowing the upper grid to regain and grid (through the phototube)
control and terminate a half cycle of provides bias; the sensitivity of the
the
a-c
output.
Corresponding circuit may be controlled by varying
actions in inverse order result in the capacity of the grid condenser.
If modulated light impulses are to
producing the following half cycle of
be
employed, the circuit of Fig. 18
a-c output.
may be used. This is a straight
transformer-coupled amplifier, the
only difference being the phototube
connection to the first tube. Where
direct currents are to be amplified,
Fig. 19 is satisfactory. Circuits amplifying direct currents are not as
stable as when alternating currents
are employed and are to be avoided
if possible.

Fig. 18 —Phototube c'rcuit useful when alternating
lated

voltages

secured from a modu-

light beam are to bt?

used

Fig. 20—Alternating
Fig. 19—Circuit

useful

in

amplifying

di-

rect voltages.
Voltage across resistor in
cathode circuit of first rtmplifier is applied
to the second amplifier

phototube
alternating
voltage

relay.
voltage

appearing

current

The

tube

placed
across

operated
rectifies

upon
the

is then applied to the grid of the

it:

the
the

condenser

amplifier
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Light-relay design. The amount
of illumination change necessary to
cause a tube to close an electro-mechanical relay may be found from
L

E,
SR,

lumens

Where L is the increment in light
falling upon the phototube cathode,
required to actuate the relay, S is
the luminous sensitivity of the phototube in microamperes per lumen,
R, is the coupling resistance in
megohms, and E, is the increment in
grid volts required to actuate the
relay.
The amplifier current increases if cathode of phototube is
connected to the amplifier grid; decreases when phototube anode is connected to amplifier grid.

o

First anode ---1

•
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-Second anode

o

Control gridCathode-,

\,\

Heater

Vertical

Edeflection
voltage

Intensity
control
10 4 ohms

i l0 6ohrns

DC supp/7)om high
voltage rectifier

Cathode-Ray Tubes
Because of their ability to produce
a wide variety of traces over a very
wide range of frequencies, cathoderay tubes are extensively used where
visual comparisons of electrical operations are to be made, or where
the voltages or currents in a circuit
are to be examined. The phenomenon
to be studied is applied as a voltage
to one set of deflecting plates, usually
the vertical plates, while some convenient standard of comparison, or
a timing wave, is applied as a voltage to the horizontal pair of deflecting plates.
A fundamental circuit for the
operation of the cathode-ray tube is
shown in Fig. 21 for a tube having
electrostatic deflection. This simple
circuit is useful for the comparison
of two voltages applied to the two
pairs of deflecting plates, the image
on the screen depending upon the
relative magnitudes, frequencies, and
phase displacements of the two voltages under comparison. This simple
circuit is not suited for the examination of a single voltage or current
as a function of time, since no timing wave is provided to form the
reference axis.
Many types of sweep circuit generators can be used to provide suitable timing axes, the charging and
discharging of a condenser through
agaseous tube forming avery simple
and common method. The sweep circuit diagram of Fig. 22 is an improvement over the simple gas tube
generators and provides a timing
axis which is very convenient for.the
examination of recurrent phenomena.

Horizontal
deflection
voltage

Fig. 21

Circuit arrangement of cathode-ray tube having electrostatic deflection

Fig. 22—Sweep circuit generator with amplifier for supplying a cathode

ray

tube setup with a time basis
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Tubes At Work
Stimulus
Carbon Arc Electrode
Feed Control
THE LENGTH OF THE gap between the
electrodes of a carbon arc operated
on d.c. has a direct bearing upon illumination intensity, steadiness, formation of craters at the positive electrode and the rate at which carbons
are consumed. Such arcs are more
critical with respect to current dens-

Carbon arc electrode feed control. Change
in

arc current acts

down

the

drive

to speed

motor

as

up

or slow

carbons

burn

away and so automatically maintains the
most efficient spacing

ity than to voltage across their electrodes, hence current variations may
be employed as a source of energy to
automatically adjust the arc gap for
optimum performance.
Where the source of d.c. operating
the are is pulsating in character, as
from an unfiltered half-wave rectifier, the circuit shown provides suitable control. A heavy shunt having a
value sufficient to produce 10 millivolts drop across the primary of
transformer T is connected in series
with the power supply feeding the
arc. The secondary winding of T
delivers 25 volts to the type 27 tube
used as adiode rectifier and d-e voltage developed by this rectifier is applied as negative bias to the grid of
the 2A4G thyratron.
The arm of R, is rotated to the
most negative point and, with the arc
burning, R, is adjusted until the carbon-feed motor driving the elec-
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trodes closer together as the
are consumed, is just barely
over. I?, is then varied until
assumes its most efficient

carbons
turning
the arc
length,

held at this position until the carbon
crater forms and is then re-adjusted
for optimum arc length. Thereafter,
any increase in arc current caused
by too rapid carbon feed develops a
higher negative bias on the grid of
the thyratron, cuts this tube off and
slows down the feed motor. Conversely, any decrease in arc current
speeds the motor up.—Flaherty,
ELECTRONICS, March, 1942, p. 65.

preferred by the automotive industry. Voltage developed across a condenser and then discharged supplies
motivating energy.
Input terminals D and G are connected across the condenser placed
in parallel with the points by the
automobile manufacturer to mini-

mize point burning. When the points
are closed, or switch S1 is in the "set"
position so that the meter may be adjusted to full scale by varying the
7,500 ohm resistor, the input to the
6H6 rectifier tube is short-circuited
and no current flows in the 25,000
ohm resistor constituting the load
for this tube. The grid of the 884
thyratron,
connected to
cathode
through t110 same resistor, receives
no bias voirage and the 22à volt battery potential initiates a discharge
Auto Distributor
and causes anode current to flow
Point Checker
through the meter.
ADJUSTMENT OF AUTOMOBILE disWhen the distributor points open,
tributor point spacing by means of a an oscillation voltage appears across
feeler gauge does not insure opti- the condenser in parallel with the
mum ignition system performance in points. Voltage appears across the
high-speed engines. Sparking volt- input to the 6H6, rectified current
age is dependent upon current flow- flows through the 25,000 ohm reing in the primary of the ignition sistor and a voltage drop appears
coil at the moment the points break across it. The grid of the 884 reand the value to which current may ceives a large negative bias voltage
build up is limited by the length of sufficient to stop discharge and cut
time the points are closed between off anode current flowing through
breaks. The device diagrammed pro- the meter. Ionization of a thyratron
vides a visual indication of the per- operating on d.c. may be stopped in
centage of time points are closed. this unconventional manner provided
Its meter may also be calibrated to current flowing in the anode circuit
indicate distributor point driving is limited as, in this case, by the
cam angle, the method of checking 7,500 and 1,500 ohm resistors.

Distributor point checker.
system to which

It

draws

only

two

to

three

it is connected and spark intensity

is

ma

from

the

ignition

not affected by

this

negligible primary circuit loading
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Sections Iand II of this discussion of tubes
I as applied to industrial problems will be found

which

tubes might

solve

problems.

Although

the applications are specific, the basic phenome-

first, a treatment of the several types of tubes

non back of each one of them may be applied

used and their characteristics, and second, how

in many other ways.

these tubes are integrated into electrical circuits;

The applications are divided into three major
divisions so that the reader may more easily

i.e. how tubes act as amplifiers, as rectifiers, as
energy converters, etc., and how tubes are associated with relays, resistances, capacitances and
other electric or mechanical equipment.
In Section III will be found many typical examples of how tubes are used in industry. No pretense is made that the following pages cover the
entire field of electronics in industry.
dictionary-sized book could do that.

Only a
This third

find what he is looking for. These divisions are
arranged according to the control stimulus that
is available to make the tube perform its

job.

Thus there are applications depending upon an
electrical stimulus; upon a physical or chemical
stimulus; and upon a light stimulus.
In each
case the basic phenomenon is outlined, sufficient
detail is.given to explain the use to which the

section is intended as an idea stimulator; as a

tube is put, and a reference tells where the read-

place to look when the engineer seeks ways in

er may find more complete data.

Extinction of the thyratron discharge does not occur simultaneously
with the opening of the distributor
points but is slightly delayed. This
delay is capable of introducing considerable measurement error. The
error is made negligible by the inclusion of the 2,000 ',lid capacitor,
which delays initiation of the discharge when the points close by approximately the same amount.—Eltgroth, ELECTRONICS, April, 1942,
p. 34.

Pinhole Detector
RUBBERIZED CANVAS Sheeting

is

passed between two rollers which
are saturated with a conducting
liquid. Each roller is connected to
the grid circuit of an over-biased
amplifier. If there is even an extremely small pinhole in the canvas,
the conducting liquid will penetrate
it and form a conducting path
through the canvas. Thus, a positive
voltage, whose value is determined

Pinhole detector circuit diagram.
strument
the

will

sound

location

of

an

alarm

the

This inor

mark

pinhole
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by the voltage divider made up of
the 32,000-ohm, the 1,000-ohm, the
5,000-ohm resistors and the conducting liquid between the rollers, is
applied to the grid of the pentode.
This reduces the bias on the grid and
permits an anode current to flow for
an instant. This impulse is passed
on to the grid of a gas triode which
then actuates a relay.
The relay
operates an alarm or a marking device to locate the defect. This circuit
must be operated on a.c. with one
side grounded so that the grid of
the gaseous triode can gain control
after
each
operation.—Electronic
Engineering (London), July 1941.

the anode current meter. To overcome this an adjustable phase-shifting network is employed in the grid
circuit so that any point, preferably
the midpoint, of the meter scale may
be used to indicate unity power factor with lower anode currents to indicate lagging power factors and
higher anode currents to indicate
leading power factors. In some cases

Power Factor Meter
THIS METHOD OF MEASURING power
factor involves the use of athyratron
whose anode current is a function
of the phase angle between a voltage
and a current. Line voltage, or a
voltage having the same phase as the
line voltage, is applied to the anode
and another voltage whose phase is
the same as the load current is applied to the grid. The grid voltage
is obtained by passing the load current through a resistor and passing
the voltage across the resistor
through a step-up transformer to
attain the proper value. Since conduction in a gaseous tube cannot ordinarily be stopped by increasing the
negative potential of the control
grid, lagging power factors cannot
be measured because all such factors
would give the same indication on

Power factor meter circuit diagram.

The

anode

line

voltage

is

in

phase

with

the

voltage and the grid voltage is in phase
with the load current. The average anode
current is a measure of the phase angle
between the load voltage and current

it may be desirable to have the unity
power factor points at different
points of the scale. This may be done
by proper selection of the condensers
of the grid phase shifting networks.
The anode current is rectified by a
copper oxide rectifier and a d-c meter
is calibrated in power factor. The
same meter may be used for measuring both the rectified anode current
and the a-e grid voltage.—Bereskin,

ELECTRONICS, October, 1941, p. 38.
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iron pyrites, graphite and mica,
biotite micas and muscovites, garnet
WHEN AGAS MAIN IS located close to
and metal particles. These have esan electric railway, stray currents
sentially different electrical charfrom the railway frequently damage
acteristics and this difference prothe main by producing electrolytic
vides a means of attack.
action and corrosion. Damage is
The materials electrically unlike
done when the main is at positive
to be separated are passed over or
potential with respect to the rails,
between electrodes charged to about
causing a current flow from rails to
15,000 volts d.c. One material picks
main. It may be avoided by using a
up and retains a charge in its
directional relay circuit such as the
passage over or between electrodes
one illustrated which employs a thysufficient to cause it to adhere to an
ratron tube.
electrode. The other material flows
When the rails are positive with
unimpeded through the separator to
a collecting hopper. High voltage
d.c. to. operate such separators is
readily obtained by stepping up a-c
power line voltages through suitable
transformers and then rectifying
electronically.—ELECTRONICS, January, 1942, p. 58.

Anti-Electrolysis Relay

Remote Control of
Camera Focus

Anti-electrolysis relay. This circuit protects a gas main by preventin g current
flow from electrified railway tracks to
main
respect to the gas main, voltage from
the tie-wire tap bucks the fixed bias
supplied to the grid of the FG-17 by
the Rectox unit, making the grid of
the tube less negative with respect
to the cathode. The tube conducts
and anode current closes relay R,
which closes contactor C and permits
current to flow from main to rails.
Reversal of external voltage polarity
produces an increase in negative bias
on the tube, causing it to cease conducting and opening up the tie-wire
circuit between main and rails.—
Davis and Wainwright, ELECTRONICS,
March, 1942, p. 72.

Ir ONE OPTICAL element of a complex
photographic lens system is substituted for the conventional cone of an
electro-dynamic loudspeaker, focus
of the lens system may be adjusted
by electrical remote control.
A constant d-c potential is fed to
the field-coil of the unit. A variable
source of d.c. is connected to the coil
carrying the movable optical element.
By altering the lens-coil potential
and/or polarity this coil may be
caused to assume various positions
with respect to the field coil, hence
the movable optical element may be
made to assume various positions
with respect to the fixed lens elements.
If a.c. is also fed to the lens coil

Electrostatic Powder
Separator
CERTAIN DRY, POWDERED materials
may be separated from each other
by electrostatic
action.
In
the
chemical field, for example, among
the materials which may be separated
in this manner are sphalerite and
72

Electronically controlled
picture camera.
have

lens of a motion

The principle appears to

possibilities

for

use

in

connection

with other optical devices

this coil may also be caused to oscillate back and forth about an axis, the
speed of oscillation being dependent
upon the frequency of the supply
voltage and the distance of travel
being dependent upon its amplitude.
If the lens system is designed so that
changes in focal length do not result
in changes in image size, lens element oscillation can materially increase the depth of focus. The source
of a.c., variable with respect to frequency and amplitude, may be a
vacuurn tube oscillator.—MacDonald, ELECTRONICS, March, 1942, p. 44.

Precipitator for Matter
Suspended in Gases
I
T IS KNOWN THAT suspended matter
in smoke, fumes or fog can be flocculated, or caused to form clouds or
masses which precipitate, by high
frequency sound vibrations of the
order of 17,000 cps. This knowledge
has distinct industrial possibilities
but one stumbling-block is the design
of sound generators which will develop sufficient power for the purpose.
One experimental generator comprises a solid cylinder of duralumin
supported in an open-ended housing
by an annular web or ring which is
an integral part of the cylinder and
extends out from its mid-section. A
driving ring electrically equivalent
to a single-turn coil, also made as an
integral part of the cylinder and at
its bottom end, projects into the
radial gap of a pot magnet energized
by a field coil. The ring is inductively excited by an adjacent driving
coil. The unit thus resembles a dynamic loudspeaker in construction,
the duralumin cylinder taking the
place of the conventional diaphragm
or cone and the "voice-coil" being
driven inductively to eliminate frictional damping.
The cylindrical duralumin cylinder
is designed to vibrate at one critical
frequency and is an extremely efficient device for translating electrical
energy into high frequency sound
at this frequency. Efficiency is so.
critical with respect to frequency, in
fact, that it is desirable to use the
sound generating device itself as a
frequency control element for the
electronic equipment which supplies
driving power. This is done by
placing a small disc of metal on the
top of the pot magnet and insulated
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from it by a thin disc of Bakelite.
This disc, in conjunction with the
closely adjacent bottom end of the
duralumin
cylinder
or
vibrator,
serves as a condenser microphone
connected to the input circuit of an
associated amplifier. It will thus be
seen that the overall equipment operates as a mechano-electronic oscillator, a.c. generated by changes in
spacing between the plates of the
condenser
microphone
energizing
the amplifier at the resonant frequency of the duralumin cylinder
and supplying power for the operation of the sound generator at that
frequency.
Amplifier power output

used in

recent experiments has been about
200 watts. Overall translator efficiency of the order of 30 percent or
more has been obtained.—St. Clair,
Review of Scientific Instruments,
May, 1941, p. 250.

Automatic coil field plotting machine in elemental form

the test coil turntable while the recording stylus approaches the center
of the recording turntable. During
this period the recording stylus
draws a line from the periphery of
the paper disc toward its center. At
a point determined by the strength
of the test coil field and by the sensitivity adjustment of the amplifier
sufficient voltage is induced into the
search coil to trip the electronic reversal switch and the mechanical
link returns both search coil and
recording stylus toward the peripheries of their respective turntables.

of speed, rotation of the search coil
providing the a-c impulses necessary
for operation of the amplifier.—
Weiller, ELECTRONICS, May, 1942, p.
52.

Fader for Neon Signs

THE BRILLIANCY OF neon signs cannot be effectively reduced by cutting
down the a-c voltage applied to them
by conventional means, such as tapping down on the transformer secondary or introduction of a primary
When the peripheries are reached a circuit "losser", since ionization promechanically actuated limit switch ducing the characteristic glow will
starts a motor which turns both cease before the voltage has been
turntables simultaneously to the next dropped enough to produce percepindex position, stops them and then tible dimming. Brilliancy may, howstarts search coil and stylus once ever, be reduced by varying the time
more toward the centers of the turn- in each cycle during which voltage is
applied. This amounts to reduction
tables.
It will be seen that when this in effective a-c voltage but if a gascycling process has been completed eous control tube is used in the pri-.
for every index position around the mary of the sign transformer to ac-.
entire 360 degrees of turntable rota- complish it the surge voltage intro-t
tion the configuration of the test duced by the sharp starting charae-

High-frequency,

high-power

ator.

resonant,

Critically

own

frequency

sound

gener-

it serves as its

controlling

source

Magnetic Field Plotter
THE MAGNETIC FIELD PATTERN of
coils may be automatically plotted
on paper records by means of the
device illustrated here in elemental
form.
The coil to be tested is fastened to
the center of the turntable shown at
the left and energized by a.c. Both
turntables are held still and the
search coil-recording stylus drive
mechanism is started, causing the
search coil to approach the center of
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coil field may be determined by noting the shape of the pattern formed
by the inner ends of the lines drawn
on the paper record. In practice, the
stylus of the field plotting device
may be a fine metal wire and the
paper record may be of high resistance metallic material. If aspark
is caused to arc through the paper
record at the instant the search coil
reaches its innermost point of travel
and no record trace is made except
at this instant field configuration
may be determined as before and the
record may be re-used for other positions of the test coil or other test
coil plots. It is also practical to
energize the test coil with d.c. if
the search coil is arranged so that it
rotates at a constant and high rate

Fader circuit for neon signs. using Permatron magnetically controlled tubes
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teristic of the tube will be sufficient
to ignite the sign even at low brilliancy levels.
The figure shows a method of fad-

age, its phase reversed, between the
cathode and the grid. When the line
voltage increases, the grid voltage
increases in anegative direction and,

ing a neon sign of one color into a
neon sign of another color. Permatron tubes are magnetically controlled by a phase-shift circuit consisting of reactors L7 and resistor R7.
The inductance of the reactors is
periodically varied in opposite sequence by a synchronous motordriven cam which moves iron in and
out of the gaps in the reactor cores.
The amount of inductance in the reactors at a given instant determines
the amount of voltage magnetically
applied to the Permatrons and therefore controls conduction.
Condenser Cr,resonates the control
coils to reduce the load on the phaseshift circuits.—Overbeck, ELEcritoNIcs, April, 1939, p. 25.

Overvoltage Relay
protected against
overvoltage by a relay making use
of a gaseous triode. The line voltage
is applied to the anode in series with
an electromagnetic relay and a portion of the line voltage is reversed
in phase and reduced (in a transformer) to a point near the critical
EQUIPMENT MAY BE

at a point determined by the setting
of the rheostat, will cause the type
885 tube to cease passing current
thereby de-energizing the relay and
opening the line switch. The purpose
of using the lamp is to magnify the
voltage increase somewhat because
of the temperature-resistance characteristic of the filament.—Kretschmar, ELECTRONICS. February, 1941,
p. 48.

Resistance Welding
Control

Checking Internal
Soldered Joints
['HE

QUALITY

OF

THE

internal sol-

dered joints between the handle and
the tang of a table knife is checked
by the.degree of absorbtion of x-rays
in joint (depends upon the amount
of lead present) at the factory of
Oneida, Ltd. If such ajoint is satisfactory, the x-rays will be almost
entirely absorbed, but if the joint is
imperfect, x-rays will pass through
the knife and into a chamber where
the air will be ionized to some degree. If apair of oppositely charged
electrodes are placed within the
chamber, a very small current will

flow because of the migration of
ions to the electrodes. In this particular case the amplitude of the
current is of the order of 10 (one
billionth) ampere.
To make this
current useful in rejecting a defective knife, a vacuum tube amplifier of unusual design is used. A
type 954 acorn tube with low voltages
applied to the electrodes is used. The
plate voltage is 7.7 y and the voltage
on the first grid is positive.

filament, however, operates at normal
voltage. The ionization current is
passed through a 2500-megohm resistor and the resultant voltage is
applied to the suppressor grid. This
causes a larger current to pass
through the tube and to operate a
relay in the plate circuit. A second
relay actuates the reject solenoid.
This device is capable of testing
table knives at the rate of 1400 per
hour.—Woods and Kenna, ELECTRONICS, April 1941, p. 29.

The

RESISTANCE WELDING may theoretically be accomplished by connecting
welding electrodes to the low-voltage,
high-current secondary of a welding
transformer and supplying the primary of the transformer with a.c.
This would be equivalent to using the

upper part of the circuit shown in
the accompanying figure, including
the connection indicated as a dotted
line and excluding everything beneath this line. In practice, satisfactory welds could scarcely be made in
this manner due to variations in the
resistance of metals to be welded.
Extremely low resistance, for example, would permit all the current
available from the line and passed
by the transformer to flow through
the work, with the result that either
the work or the electrodes or both
would burn up. Some method of controlling the amount of current flowing through the work, or the time
during which current flows, or both,
is required.
In the basic circuit shown, one leg
of the a-c supply line is broken and
(Continued on page 98)

This overvoltage relay reverses the phase
of the line voltage, reduces it to a voltage

Circuit

close to the critical grid voltage of a type

of

885 gaseous triode, and applies it to the
grid to control

a power line relay

the

diagram
amplifier

used to increase
the

current

through the ioni-

grid voltage for application to the
grid. The circuit is shown in the accompanying diagram. A voltage divider consisting of a 400-ohm rheostat and a 40-watt incandescent lamp
is connected directly across the line
and a step-down transformer is connected across the lamp. The secondary of the transformer applies volt-
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from a value of
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a level which is
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capable of operating relays and
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Stimulus

radio-frequency oscillator is tuned
to a given frequency and coupled
through an intermediate coil to a
the recording instrument, controls
rectifier tuned to the same frequency.
circuit timing.—Gilson, ELECTRONICS
The intermediate coil forms part of
—May, 1942, p. 54.
the antenna circuit and is tuned to a
frequency slightly higher than that
of the oscillator and rectifier. The
Capacity Burglar Alarm
d-c output of the rectifier is amplified, delivering current to the signalI
F A WIRE OR ANTENNA is stretched
ling relay only when it receives sharp
out a few feet above the ground on
insulated supports there will be a pulses of input voltage. Slow input
voltage changes leak off the coupling
definite electrical capacity between
capacitors to ground through the
that wire and the ground. Movement
amplifier grid resistors before voltof a foreign body into the field of
the wire will increase antenna-to- age can build up sufficiently to trip
the relay.
ground capacity.
Weeds growing
When an intruder enters the field
up beneath the wire, change in
of the antenna, increased antenna-toground conductivity due to moisture
ground capacity is reflected back into
or formation of ice on the wire will
also increase capacity, producing a the antenna coil. This intermediate
coupling circuit more closely apfalse alarm unless the circuit is deproaches the resonant frequency of
signed to be insensitive to relatively
the oscillator and rectifier, coupling
slow capacity changes.

PHYSICAL or CHEMICAL

Blood Pressure Recorder
W HEN BLOOD PRESSURE is determined
by a physician an inflatable cuff is
placed around the arm of the patient
and a stethoscope is applied below
the cuff. The pressure in the cuff is
raised above systolic pressure (heart
contracted) and allowed to fall gradually. When pressure in the cuff is
slightly below systolic pressure the
arterial walls slap together rhythmically and produce sounds which
may be heard in the stethoscope until cuff pressure falls below diastolic
pressure (heart relaxed), at which
time the sounds cease.
Systolic and diastolic blood pressures may be recorded automatically.
An air pressure recording instrument is substituted for the gage. A
contact microphone or stethophone
is substituted for the stethoscope
and drives an amplifier, the output
of which operates a pen which
makes intermittent marks on the
edge of the pressure chart so long as
sounds are present as outlined above.
Thus the physician need not listen
for blood sounds but may merely
note recorded cuff pressures at
points where blood sound stylus
marks start and stop.
Recent refinements eliminate the
necessity for manipulating the air
valves and repeat measurements are
made automatically at intervals of a
few seconds or minutes. A motor
driven switch opens and closes intake valve V, at required intervals.
A thyratron tube circuit opens and
closes outlet valve V,, starts and
stops movement of paper through

,.200-foot antenna
3-feel above ground

Additional 200- feet
optional
—-

Block

diagram

capacity

Coupling coi/
,-tuned
f higher in frequency

of

operated

alarm designed for
outdoor

boundary

protection

service.

It employs a circuit
minimizing
of

effects

relatively

changes

in

slow

R-F
ascillalor

weeds

amplifier' relay
To signo/
device or
dislribution
box

capac-

ity caused to growing

Rechfie,

and

'Tuned lo 200 kc.'"

by

rain, ice and snow

From
A-C distribulion

One effective method of accomplishing the above objective is illustrated in the block diagram. A

-

between oscillator and rectifier is increased and the d-c amplifier receives
asharp pulse of input voltage. Or, if
the designer so desires, the circuit
may be arranged so that when the
antenna approaches the resonant frequency of the oscillator sufficient
power is absorbed from the oscillator
circuit to "rob" the detector of input
power and produce a sharp decrease
in input voltage to the d-c amplifier.
Either method of coupling will actuate such an alarm.—Mac Donald,
ELECTRONICS, February, 1942, p. 38.

Hydraulic Flour
Indicator
Blood pressures are recorded using an air pressure and sound pressure
actuated styli.
Cycling of the device is accomplished by electronic
control
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MANY INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES require
continuous indication of the rate of
flow of a liquid. Others require only
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Hydraulic flow

indicator.

It counts

when

that sub-normal rates of flow be indicated. This electronic device operates a counter when liquid flow is
sub-normal. The portion of time in
a given period in which flow is subnormal may be calculated.
Commutator C is rotated by the
flowing liquid in any desired manner.
When it is in the position shown,
thyratron tube grids are biased sufficiently negative with respect to cathodes by battery V, to prevent flow of
anode current through the counter.
As the commutator rotates, brush A
breaks contact with C while brush B
makes contact with C. In this position battery V, charges capacitor C,
through variable resistor R,. If the
voltage across C, reaches a value sufficient to "neutralize" the negative
bias supplied by V, the thyratrons
fire and their anode current operates
the counter.
The time required to charge C, is
dependent upon the resistance of
R. To adjust the instrument the
commutator is rotated at normal
speed and the value of R, is set so
that the thyratrons are on the verge
of firing. If the commutator rotates

ratron to fire under a given set of
operating conditions, the tube fired
depending upon the phase of bridge
output voltage. If R, is greater than
R, one thyratron rectifier fires and
the other remains idle while if R, is
greater than R, the first thyratron
cuts off and the second thyratron
fires. The metal electrode of the device is geared to a split-field electric
motor. One thyratron rectifier supplies d.c. to one of the motor field
windings while the other thyratron
supplies d.c. to the second field winding. Circuit connections are such
that a falling liquid level causes the
commutator rotation speed is sub-normal
metal electrode of the device to be
driven down toward the liquid surmust be continuously measured or face while a rising liquid level causes
recorded and it is desirable that the the metal electrode to be raised until
measurement equipment introduce a the bridge balances. Just the tip of
minimum of physical disturbance at
the surface of the liquid the operating principle of the device shown
will be found useful.
The resistance between a sharply
pointed metal electrode and the surface of the liquid is used as the variable arm of a bridge circuit energized by a.c. The resistance of the
variable arm is dependent upon the
Fundamental circuit often used for conarea of the metal electrode contacted
trolling direction of rotation of a motor by
by the liquid; therefore bridge outmeans of a phase-shifting bridge
put voltage is proportional to unbalance caused by rise or fall in
liquid level.
Bridge output voltage is amplified the metal electrode touches the liquid
and applied to the grids of two thy- surface due to follow-up action.
ratron rectifier tubes whose anodes
Mechanical movement of the metal
are operated from the same a-c electrode may be used to move alevelsource that drives the bridge. Thy- indicating stylus or to actuate a conratron grid-anode voltage phase re- tinuous recorder.—Ware, ELECTRONlationship as controlled by the bridge ICS, March, 1940, p. 23.
(Continued on page 102)
output voltage permits only one thy-

faster than normal, brush B is in
contact with C so short a time in
each rotation cycle that the thyratrons cannot fire under any anode
voltage condition. Should the commutator revolve slower than normal,
however, C, charging time is increased so that the tubes fire and
the counter operates once each cycle
so long as sub-normal liquid flow
continues.—Ware, ELECTRONICS, October, 1940, p. 36.

Liquid Level Indicator
W HERE THE LEVEL of a liquid having
appreciable electrical conductivity
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Stimulus
Control of
Bessemer Converter
I
NVESTIGATION

OF

THE

LUMINOUS

energy content of the flame of a
Bessemer converter has shown that
the quality of the steel produced
bears a direct relation to the history
of the flame. A record is made by
photoelectric means at the steel plant
of the Jones and Laughlin Steel
Corp. in Pittsburgh, and this record
is used in controlling the operation
of the converter.
The phototube unit is located in
this particular case about 60 feet
from the converter and is so arranged that light from other sources
do not affect its operation. Suitable
filters are used to emphasise the
characteristics of the flame which
are most important to the characteristics of the steel being produced.

Filters
Bessemer
flame -- r-

Phototube
head

Represents ,'
Section /1.4'

tions in the speed of motors and sag
or tension in the paper. It is facilitated by electronic control, one example of which appears here.
In brief, register marks are
The maximum height represents the
printed
at regular intervals along a
metal temperature and gives an inmargin
or
fold of the paper web by
dication of the nitrogen content of
the steel. Near the end of the blow the cylinder making the first color
the intensity of the flame dies down impression. As the web passes over
and the point where this occurs is the cylinder making the second color
referred to as the end point because impression these marks are scanned
it has served to indicate when the by a light source and phototube. To
blow should be turned down. Point one end of the cylinder making the
F is generally called the flash back second color impression adisc having
and is caused artificially or by the slots comparable in number and
flame inpinging against the shield on spacing to the register marks is
the wall of the building. This is a simultaneously scanned by another
valuable reference point for checking light source and phototube. The outthe after-blow and a special effort is put of both scanning units is then
made to select a filter combination passed to an impulse timing comon the phototube housing that shows parator.
When successive color rolls are
this clearly.—Work, ELECTRONICS,
operating in exact synchronism and
June 1941, p. 124.
the paper web has not sagged or
tightened between cylinders impulses from the two scanning heads
arrive at the comparator at the same
time and, it might be said, neutralize
Register Control
each other.
If impulses from the
COLOR PRINTING BY the rotogravure paper web scanner arrive too early
process requires precise control of or too late in relation to impulses
register, i.e., successive color impres- from the slotted disc at the end of
sions must line up. Perfect register the cylinder a thyratron-controlled
is difficult to achieve due to varia- pilot motor slows down or speeds up

LIGHT

Bessemer
converter'

Arrangement

of

the

photoelectric

equip-

ment in relation to the flame of the Bessemer converter

in the graph point A is the start
of the blow and the direction of
increasing time is from right to
left. A-B is called the silicon blow
because a large part of the silicon
content is burned out during this
period.
The portion B-E is called
the carbon blow for similar reasons.
Typical record of luminous energy content of Besse-

Printing register control using phototubes and thyratrons.

mer

The

flame

produced

by

photo

tube

equipment

scheme

may

be

applied

to

four-color

pro

the cylinder or moves rolls manipulating the web until synchronism is
restored.
Third and fourth impression rolls
may be provided with similar slotted
discs and scanning heads, the register marks printed with the first color
serving as the basis of comparison
throughout an entire multicolor
printing process.—Wright, G. E. Review, November, 1941. (
ELECTRON-

ICS, February, 1942, p. 72.)
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doors by the turning on of artificial
illumination.
Ambient light level
may become so high that the relay is
held open by phototube current even
when the beam is interrupted.
This difficulty may be minimized
by using modulated light. A motor-

Method of operation of rock salt sorting machine.

The

pieces of salt drop

one at a time past the photoelectric unit. The dark pieces reflect less light
causing a blast of air to blow them off the path of the good pieces

Rock Salt Sorting
Machine
ROCK SALT MUST BE sorted to remove the dark colored pieces before
it can be sold. A photoelectric method
can be used by differentiating between the reflection characteristics
of the desired white particles and
the undesired dark particles. The
particles are about inch in diameter
and can be individually examined.
Here, the mechanical portion of the
system was more difficult to develop
than the photoelectric portion. After
considerable
experimentation
the
mechanism shown in the diagram
was built. The vibrating conveyor
feeds the salt in ten individual rows.
The salt falls off, one crystal at a
time, through the small directional
chutes. Each of the ten chutes is
arranged with a phototube housing
in the form of a 2-inch square stick
about 18 inches long.

Each photo-

tube unit contains a two-stage amplifier. The power supply and the
thyratrons are located at a remote

to open and close 20 times per second
against an air pressure of 90 pounds
per square inch. By adjustment of
the grid bias on the amplifiers and
the intensity of the light beam various grades of salt can be sorted for
different degrees of purity.—Powers, ELECTRONICS, August 1941, p. 33.

Projector

unit

of

typical

modulated-beam

photoelectric system. Edge of disc which
interrupts light appears as a vertical
white line just to the left of center

Modulated Beam
Photoelectric Alarm
CONVENTIONAL PHOTOELECTRIC burglar alarm systems employ a light
source of constant output. Interruption by an intruder of an infrared
beam projected to a distant phototube reduces the d-c output of the
phototube and its associated d-c amplifier and actuates a relay controlling
a signalling device. Such systems are
sometimes rendered insensitive by
increases in ambient light, such as
those caused outdoors by the transition from darkness to daylight or in-

rotated disc with holes punched in
its periphery is introduced between
the light source and the projection
lens. The projected light beam is
chopped up at a rate dependent upon
the speed of the motor and number
of holes in the disc, usually between
500 and 1,500 times per second. The
phototube in the distant receiving
unit operates into an a-c amplifier
equipped with a band-pass filter
which permits amplification only
when current delivered by the phototube is modulated at the prescribed
(Confirmed on page 83)

point. If a dark salt crystal appears
before any one of the ten photoelectric units, a small fast-acting solenoid valve opens long enough to allow
a squirt of air to move that dark
crystal out of the normal path of
fall. It then falls on one side of a
"camel back" while the good pieces
fall on the other side. The solenoid
air valves must open very rapidly
and they operate directly in the
anode circuits of the thyratrons.
The valves close automatically to
eliminate the possibility of rejecting
good salt. The valves were designed
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Block-diagram of
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typical modulated-beam photoelectric alarm system.
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DEvici.

KENOTRON
thermionic tube in which no
—
A current
high-vacuum
the unidirectional
flow.
means is provided for controlling
II

1-e
IGNITRON —A gas-discharge
tube with a pool-type cathode
(liquid or solid) in which an
ignition electrode is used to
control the starting of the unidirectional current flow in each
operative cycle.

THYRATRON —A
hot-cathode,
gas-discharge tube in which one
or more electrodes are employed
to control electrostatically the
starting of the unidirectional
current flow.

GLOW TUBE—A coldcathode,
gas-discharge
tube in which no means is
provided for controlling
the unidirectional current
flow.

PHANOTRON—A hotcathode,
gas-discharge
tube in which no means is
provided for controlling
the unidirectional current
flow.

BALLAST TUBE—A resistortype tube used to maintain a
constant average current—
resistance varies with temperature so rapidly that, as
the voltage across the tube
varies, the current remains
practically constant.

PLIOTRON —A high-vacuum
tube in which one or more
electrodes are used to control the unidirectional current
flow.

PHOTOTUBE—A light-sensitive vacuum tube in
which electron emission is produced directly by
radiation falling upon an electrode.
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N the following two pages, we give you the first comprehensive list of electronic tubes for industrial use. This makes it almost as easy to choose a tube
for your electronic device or application as it is to select an ordinary light bulb.
The streamlined technical data on each tube, in easy-to-get tabular form, makes
it a simple procedure to select the tube to fit your particular requirement.
You'll notice bulletin numbers for each tube listed in the column farthest
right on each page. These and other bulletins, described briefly on the fourth
page, contain valuable installation, operating, and technical data. Get them on
every G-E tube type you are now using or plan to use. You'll find them invaluable
when designing electronic devices or discovering new ways of solving production
problems electronically
If you have a special design problem, call on G-E engineers.
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Prices effective May 18, 1942

PHANOTRONS - gaseous-discharge-rectifier tubes
CATHODE

No. of

Type No.

Price

GL-866A /866
FG- I
90
GL-872
GL-872A
GL-512
FG-32

$1.50
18.75
9.00
11.00
33.00
11.00

2
3
2
2
2
2

2.5
2.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

5
12
10
6.75
10
4.5

GL-8698

125.00

2

5.0

18

FG-280
FG-104
GL-510

35.00
27.50
240.00

2
2
2

5.0
5.0
5.0

10
10
30

Electrodes

FG-I66
98.00
Quadrature operation.

Volts

PLATE
Peak
Peak
Volts
Amp

Amp

2
2.5
§Ambient temperature range.

10000
175
7500
10000
15000
1000
f20000
115000: f
1000
3000
22000

100

Avg
Am p

1
5
5
5
6
15

0.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.5
2.5
12.5 }
5.0:
6.4
6.4
5.0
10.0:
20

15
40
40
40

1500

Temp Range
i Condensed
Mercury C

75

Shipping
Weight
in Lb
3
6
3
3
3
6

40- *5
-20- +60*
40- *5
40- *5
15-50§
30-80

Ask for
This Bulletin
GET-966
GET-969
GET-9I7
GET-745
GET-993
GET-969

35 - *5

6

GET-964

40-80
40-80
30-40

3
9
9

GET-733
GET-993

20-60

9

GET-735

THYRATRONS - grid-controlled gaseous-discharge-rectifier tubes
Type No.

Price

GL-2051
GL-2050
FG-178-A
FG-8I-A
FG-98-A
FG-97
FG- 1
7
FG-I54
FG-27-A
FG-33
FG-57
FG-67
FG-95

$2.50
3.00
14.00
11.00
15.50
15.50
9.50
23.00
17.00
16.25
15.00
15.75
19.00

GL-429
FG-105
FG-172
FG-4I
GL-414

47.50
38.00
35.00
92.00
92.00

No. of
Electrodes
4
4
3
3
4
4
3
4
3
3
3
3
4

CATHODE
Volts

Amp

6.3
6.3
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
f 5.0
15.5
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0

4
4
4
3
4

0.6
0.6
2.25
5.0
5.0
5.0
5.0
7.0
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
4.5
5.0
10.0
100
10.0
20.0
20.0

PLATE
Peak
Peak
Volts
Amp
0.375
1300
0.500
500
0.500
500
2.0
500
2.0
1000
2.0
2500
2.0
500
0.0
000
0.0
000
5.0
000
5.0
000
5.0
000
5.0
000
40.0
000
40.0
000
40.0
000
40.0
10000
75.0
2000
100.0

Starting
Grid
Voltage
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Neg
Var
Neg
Neg
Neg
Pos
Neg
Var
Var
Var
Var
Var
Var
Neg
Neg

Avg
Amp

no

0.075
0.100
0.125
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
2.5
0.5
3.0
6.4
6.4
12.5
12.5

Temp Range Shipping Ask for This
Condensed
Weight
Bulletin
Mercury, C , in Lb
3
GET-984
3
GET-984
-20-- +50*
3
CET-618
-20+50*
3
GET-465
_20_+50*
3
GET-743
40-80
3
GET-743
40-80
3
GET-428
-20- +50*
6
GET-743
40-80
6
GET-428
35 80
6
GET-435
40-80
6
GET-428
40-80
6
GET-438
40-80
6
GET
40-80 f
-743
50 -70
9
GET-962
40--80
9
GET-743
40 -80
9
GET-619
40 -45
9
GET-436
40 -80
9

•These tubes are inert-gas-filled, and the temperature ratings are expressed in terms of the ambient temperature range over which the tubes will operate.
'These ratings apply only when the tube is used for ignitor firing.

PLIOTRONS - grid-controlled high-vacuum tubes
Control
Types
PJ-2I
Pi-7
PJ-8
Special
Purpose
FP-54
FP-62

Price
1

CATHODE

No. of
Electrodes

PLATE

Vol
ts

Amp

Max

Volts

Max

Amp

$6.25
6.25
6.25

3
3
3

4.5
4.5
4.5

1.1
1.1
1.1

350
350
350

0.040
0.040

$56.00

4

2.5

0.09

6

0.0060

27.00

3

4.5

1.48

112.5

0.010

i
3
3

10
10
10

3.25
3.85
5.20

1350
2000
1500

Mu

7.5
10
10

3
30
8.5

Shipping
Wt Lb

Low grid-current
measurement tube
For gas-pressure
measurements

Therapy
Types
FP-285
' $15.00
FP-252A
25.00
FP-265
23.75

Max
Di s Watt s

0.200
0.200
0.200

Max
Input

Max
Dis Watts

Mu

270
400
300

100
150
160

12
18
75

Mu

Type of
Cooling

20.5
20.5
20.5
8
21
21
8
20
50
36
36
45
45

Water
Air
Air
Water
Air
Water
Water
Water
Water
Air
Water
Water

Max
Dissip.
Waus
GL-483
$160.00
3
11
15.5
2500
1.00
750
GL-8002
200.00
3
16
39.0
3500
1.00
1200
GL-8002R
325.00 *
3
16
39.0
3500
1.00
1200
CL-891R
410.00 *
3
22
60.0
10000
2.00
4000
GL-509
275.00
3
II
125.0
8500
2.00
5000
GL-509R
425.00 *
3
II
125.0
8500
2.00
5000
GL-89 I
285.00
3
22
60.0
12000
2.00
6000
GL-207
275.00
3
22
52.0
15000
200
10000
GL-452
285.00
3
22
60.0
15000
2.00
10000
GL-893
750.00
3
20
183.0
20000
4.00
20000
GL-893R
1150.00 *
3
20
183.0
20000
4.00
20000
GL-862
1650.00
3
33
207.0
20000
10.00
1
00000
GL-898
1650.00
3
33
207.0
20000
10.00
1
00000
*Lower prices apply when new tube is purchased, and radiator in good condition is returned prepaid.

Power
Triodes for high-frequency heating.

Ask for
This Bulletin

3
3
3

GET-4%
GET-492
GET-493

9

GET-484

9

GET-485

Shipping
Wt Lb
6
6
6

Ask for
Thi s
Bullet in
GET-738
GET-750

Shipping
Ask for
This
Weight
in Lb _ Bulletin
9
GET-989
GET-960
15
GET-961
90
GET-914
9
GET-992
52
GET-992
9
GET-913
9 'GET-763
9
GET-975
27
GET-766
290
GET-959
175
GET-919
175
GET-767

KENOTRONS -high-vacuum rectifier tubes
Type Na

Price

FP-400
FP-92
GL-411
KC-4

$14.00
155.00
130.00
140.00

No. of
Electrodes
2
2
2
2

CATHODE
Volts
Amp
4.0
10
I
0
20

2.25
14.5
14.5
24.5

PLATE
Peak
Volts
100
150000
100000
150000

Peak
Amp
0.025
0.3
0.3
1.0

Shipping
Wei ght
in Lb
6
9
9
9

Ask for

This Bulletin

GET-746
GET-734
GET-734
GET-734

FOR

INDUSTRIAL

USE

IGNITRONS - high-peak-current, pool-cathode tubes
MAXIMUM RATINGS
Welding
Control
Types*

Price

Corresponding
Maximum
Corresponding
Type of
Shipping
Average Anode Av erag eAnodeWeight
Kva
Cooling
Current
Current
in Lb
Demand
Amperes
Amperes

Kva
Demand

GL-415
$33.00
300
12.1
22.4
100
FG -271
55.00
600
30.2
56.0
200
FG -235-A
110.00
1200
75.6
140
400
FG -258-A
250.00
2400
192.0
355
800
*Ratings are for voltages of 600 volts rms and below. Ignitor requirements for all welding-control types
Power
Rectifier
Types 1
Cd. -427

1
.
1n\:L11 t
in

Water
6
Water
12
Water
16
Water
45
are 200 volts and 40 amperes.

GET-968
GET-967
GET-967
GET-967

MAXIMUM CURRENT
Shipping
Ask for
Peak
Average
Average Amp
Type
Cooling
of
Weight
•Ibis Bulletin
Amp
Amp
1Minute
in Lb
$55.00
125
30
5
3
f300
1800
300
400 t
1G-238-13
355.00
Water
35
GEA-3565
600
1200
225
300(
300
900
150
200 '
1:G-259-13
200.00
Water
22
GEA-3565
600
600
100
133 f
tTypical ignitor requirements for power-rectifier ignitrons are 75 125 volts, 15-20 amperes. Maximum requirements are 150 volts. 40 amperes.
Price

D-c Volts

PHOTOTUBES - light-sensitive tubes
Type No.

Price

1
3,)-22
PJ-23
FJ-401
FJ-405
GL-441
GL-9I 7
GL-919
CL-921
GL-922
GL-923
GL-927
GL-929
GL-930
GL-931

$2.60
2.60
6.75
44.00
7.50
4.75
4.75
2.00
2.00
2.60
3.70
3.00
2.00
12.00

Cathode
Surface
Material
Caesium
Caesium
Rubidium
Sodium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium
Caesium

Gas or
Vacuum
Vacuum
Gas
Gas
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Vacuum
Gas
Vacuum
Gas
Gas
Vacuum
Gas
Vacuum

Anode
Volts
200
90
90
200
200
500
500
90
500
90
90
250
90
1250

Sensitivity in
Microamperes
per Lumen
14
50
45
20
20
100
20
100
75
45
100
2.3x10'

Window
Area
Sq In.
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.75
0.9
0.9
0.9
0.38
0.38
0.43
0.4
0.6
0.6
0.25

Shipping
Weight
in Lb
3
3
3
6
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Max Amb
Temp, C
50
50
50
50
100
50
50
50
50
50
50
100
100
50

Thi

Ask f
or
Bulletin

GET-742
GET-742
GET-742
GET-742
GET-742

GET-983
GET-983
GET-983

BALLAST TUBES - resistor-type tubes used to maintain a constant average current
Type No.

Price

FB-50
B-25
B-47
B-46
B-6
B-4

$4.50
3.00
3.75
4.25
4.50
25.50

VOLTS

AMPERES

Min

Min

Max

Shipping
Wt Lb

0.225
1.07
2.05
2.70
0.95
1.24

0.275
1.16
2.35
3.25
1.01
1.36

3
3
3
3
3
3

Max

5
7
8
8
I
5
1(15

8
16
18
18
21
125

1

GEH-I 000
GEH-I000
GEH-I000
GEH-1000
GEH-I 000
GEH-1000

GLOW TUBES - cold-cathode tubes for use as voltage regulators
Type No.

Price

GL-75-30
GL-874
GL-105-30
GI .- I
50- tO

$1.25
1.50
1.25
1.25

Starting Supply
Voltage. D-c,
Min

Operating
Voltage
Maintained. D-c,
Approx

105
125
137
180

75
90
105
150

OPERATING CURRENT.
MILLIAMPERES
Min

Shipping
Wt Lb

Ask for
This Bulletin

Max

5
10
5
5

30
50
30
30

3
3
3
3

GET-985
GET-985
GET-985
GET-985

VACUUM SWITCHES
Type No.
FA-6
FA- I
5

Description

Price

Single-pole double-throw
Single-pole double-throw

A-c

$8.75
6.25

440
3000

D-c

Amp

500
3000

10
8

Shipping
Wt Lb
3
3

Ask for
This Bullet n
GET-609
GET-729

VACUUM GAGES-to measure gas pressure
Price

Type No.

Range in
Microns
0 600

Volts

FA-I3
$14.00
6
FA-I4
11.00
6
Used with FA-I 3to compensate for temperature and voltage changes.

USE

G-E MYCALEX
Bulletin GET-1012

THESE

OTHER

G-E

PRODUCTS

IN

SMALL INSTRUMENTS

SENSITIVE RELAYS

Bulletin GEA-2645A

Bulletin GEA-3819

YOUR

Shipping
Wt Lb
3
3

ELECTRONIC

TIME-DELAY RELAYS
Bulletin GEA-1540B

Prices and other data are subject to change without notice.

IhiiiIIrtiri
GEI-8695
GEI-8695

DEVICES

PYRANOL CAPACITORS
Bulletin GEA-2621

You'll Find Them Helpful In
Designing Electronic Devices

•

INSTALLATION
AND OPERATING
INSTRUCTIONS. These "How to" bulletins will help you get the most production
hours out of your tubes. They are available
on every class of G-E electronic tube. They
include instructions on handling, mounting,
testing, and cooling ; tell what protective
devices to use with the tube, what types of
meters are best suited for indicating operating conditions ; give circuit information, and
operating data for every class of service.
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TECHNICAL DATA SHEETS. You'll find
these bulletins invaluable when designing
electronic devices. They contain the descriptions and ratings of individual tubes or
group of tubes, general design information,
and maximum ratings ; indicate typical operating conditions for all classes of service ;
characteristics curves, and base and tube
dimension diagrams.
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HANDY TRANSMITTING-TUBE
REFERENCE GUIDE—containing condensed
technical data and prices on General Electric's complete line. As many of these
tubes have industrial applications, acopy of
this bulletin should be in your file. Ask for
GEA-3315.

1)))1sue••• •

,e; •••tt•
Curve,. ••••.e.•

DATA BOOK ON G-E RECEIVING
TUBES. It lies flat ; the type is easy to read ;
technical data is in easy-to-get tabular
form. Includes tube ratings, dimensions, base
connection
diagrams,
and
interchangeability chart. Ask for MAO-114.

THESE

HOW

TO

OBTAIN

DATA

SHEETS

data sheets, plus extra copies of this ti m e- sav i
ng

char t
,

Ican be obtained—without charge — by writing direct to General
Electric at Schenectady. The installation and technical data
sheets (1 and 2) are available on any G-E tube you are currently using or plan to use. Just let us know the type number, or the
application you wish to make, and we'll send you the bulletins
to cover your requirements.

The electronic circuit is entering more and more into industrial work as an automatic hand, a new means of generating
heat. On the preceding pages are data on the various types of
tubes which we have made available to industry —tubes that
are making possible today's industrial miracles. The wide range
of design and operating characteristics of these tubes give you a
broad selection of tubes for your electronic device or application
General Electric has been in the tube business for 29 years,
making such contributions as thoriated tungsten filaments, the
screen-grid tube, and metal tubes for both radio and industry.
Today, in the tradition of Steinmetz, Alexanderson, Coolidge,
Langmuir, Whitney, our tube engineers are accomplishing things
in design that weren't dreamed of even ayear ago. New concepts
of function, new strata of the radio spectrum are being explored
and exploited.
General Electric is ready to help you meet the challenge
of a new era—the age of electronics.
General Electric
Company, Radio, Television, and Electronics Department,
Schenectady, N. Y.
GENERR L etenen
PneTESTE°
Ran"

its/ all

TUBES

(Continued from page

78)

rate. The output of the amplifier is
rectified and the resultant d.c. keeps
the warning device relay open in the
usual manner until the light beam is
broken.
The warning device relay is held
open only when the receiving unit
phototube receives light modulated
at the prescribed frequency. Light
which is unmodulated or light that is
modulated at other than the prescribed frequency, such as that from
lamps powered by 60 cycle lines, does
not paralyze such systems as they
are not affected by reasonable variations in light intensity.—MacDonald,
ELECTRONICS, February, 1942, p. 38.

and this phototube's output current
renders automatic steering mechanisms inoperative. A deviation in
course throws the light into one of
the phototubes to the side of center
and the output current of the phototube so illuminated actuates an electronic amplifier which trips a thyratron that operates a split-field motor
in the direction necessary to move
the rudder so that the ship is brought
back on course. When the light
shines on the middle phototube, denoting return to the desired course,
the automatic mechanism is rendered
inoperative until the ship yaws again.
—Chance, ELECTRONICS, June, 1939,
p. 41.

Mercury Vapor Detector

Automatic Ship-Steering
Device
NO MATTER HOW perfectly designed,
a ship set upon a given compass
course will not exactly hold that
course with the tiller lashed down or
the steering wheel locked. The helmsman must continuously correct offcourse variations caused by the
action of sea or wind upon hull and
rudder if the desired course is to be
made good. Continuous correction
may be accomplished automatically,
one device designed for this purpose
scanning the ship's compass card
photoelectrically and using off-course
movement of the card to initiate
movement of the rudder in acompensating direction.
The compass card carries a mirror which reflects a beam of light
from a source directly above it to a
system of prisms and phototubes.
When the ship is on her set course
the middle phototube is illuminated

THE PRESENCE OF SMALL quantities
of mercury vapor in air or other
gasses may be detected photoelectrically. If, for example, a phototube
sensitive to ultraviolet light is exposed to light from an ultraviolet
lamp the presence of mercury vapor
in the space intervening between
phototube and lamp will decrease

,— Cable

I I

__F— FiSplit field
motor

L4_

_

Limit 5/witch

To hélrn-ciri ,e
sprcx,ket

--Voltage regulator

Mirror

Automatic ship-steering device. When the ship yaws off a set course
the light beam illuminates one of the side phototubes, causing the
split-field

motor

to

move

the

ELECTRONICS — June 1942

Gas to be checked is

introduced into the chamber

--Prisms

„Compass
card

full scale.
In operation after such adjustment, Hg vapor between lamp and
phototube causes a reduction of
transmitted ultraviolet light, a reduction of phototube current, less
negative bias on the grid of the 2A6,
more plate current and ameter reading comparable with the quantity of
mercury vapor in the air or gas.—
Woodson, Review of Scientific Instruments, October, 1939, p. 308.

opposite ends of a chamber excluding external light.

Amplifier
and
thyrattmns

Light
— source

intervening between lamp and phototube clear of Hg and then, with the
lamp turned off, varying the 20,000
ohm resistor until the meter reads

The uy lamp and uy phototube in this mercury vapor detector are placed at

Clu,tch
Phototubes

phototube output because of scattering of the light. This measurement
principal is industrially useful since
it permits mercury vapor boilers and
mercury vapor turbines to be adjusted so that a minimum of expensive mercury goes up the flue.
The device uses a Wheatstone
bridge circuit, the 2A6 amplifier tube
constituting one arm of the bridge.
It is adjusted for operation by balancing the meter to zero through
variation of the 100 ohm resistor
with the lamp operating and the air

rudder

in

a compensating

direction

Dew-Point of Gas Measured by Photoelectric
Method
THE INTENSITY OF A light beam
after it passes through a film of
moisture condensate on the surface
of a glass window or mirror is considerably less than if the moisture
is not present. This principal is
used in the design of a dew-point
recorder used by the Colorado Interstate Gas Co., at the Denver metering plant where natural gas arrives
from Texas. The purpose of this
instrument is to determine the
amount of moisture present in the
gas and to remove some of it by

83

ON-WIDE DISTRIBUTI N
GET

IN

TOUCH

WITH

The wide-spread distribution of G-E Electronic Tubes is
evidence that GENERAL ELECTRIC is recognized
throughout the nation as the reliable source of supply
for renewal tube requirements.

ALABAMA
Birmingham
•Matthews Electrtc Supply Co.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Cullman
Deer Electric Co.
Mobile

YOUR

Kalamazoo
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Lansing
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.

Poughkeepsie
'Electra Supply Co., Inc.
Rochester
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Beaucaire, Inc.
Radio Parts & Equip. Co.
Brown Radio Service & Lob.
•Masline Radio Parts
Rome
Radio Service Lab.
Syracuse
•Gould•Forrner Co., Inc.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
W. E. Berndt
Utica
•Longdon 8 Hughes Elec. Co.
Vaeth Electric Company

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Hotry 8 Young
Greenwich
Greenwich Electrical Co.
Hartford
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Hatry & Young
New Haven
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Hatry & Young
Congress Radio Company
DELAWARE

Terre Haute
'Advance Electric Co.
IOWA
Burlington
'Crescent Elec. Supply Co.
Davenport
Crescent Elec. Supply Co.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Des Moines
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Dubuque
'Crescent Elec. Supply Corp.
Mason City
'Crescent Elec. Supply Corp.
Sioux City

Knight Electric Company
Muskegon
Fitzpatrick Elec. Supply Co.
Monroe
H & W Auto Accessory Co.
St. Joseph
St. Joe Radio Co.
MINNESOTA
Duluth
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Northwest Rodio
Minneapolis
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
St, Paul
'G enera lEl ectr i
c Supp l
y Corp.
Gray bor El ectr i
c Co., I
nc.
Hall Ele ct
ri
c Company

Wilmington
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Delaware Rodio Sales Co.
DIST. OF COL.
W as hington

'Crescent Elec. Supply Corp.
Waterloo
'Crescent Elec. Supply Corp.
KANSAS

MISSISSIPPI
Jac kson
'General Electric Supply Corp.
MISSOURI

Wichita
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Rodio Laboratories

Butler
Henry Radio Shop
Jop li n
'General Electric Supply Corp.

*General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
FLORIDA
Jacksonv i
lle
*General Electric Supply Corp.

Topeka
Radio Laboratories

Kansas City
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Laboratories
St. Louis
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Van Sickle Rodio Co.
Gordon Rodio Company
Walter Ashe Radio Company
MONTANA
Billings
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Butte
'General Electric Supply Corp.
NEBRASKA
Omaha
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Equipment Corp.
NEW HAMPSHIRE
Concord
Carl B. Evans
Manchester

*Matthews Electric Supply Co.
Montomery
*Matthews Electric Supply Co.

Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Miami
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.

ARIZONA
Phoenix
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
W.6 Radio Shop
Radio Specialties Co.
ARKANSAS
Little Rock
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Fort Smith
Interstate Electric Co.
Texarkana
Mims Rodio
CALIFORNIA
Fresno
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.

Electric Rodio Eng. & Sy. Co.
Orlando
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
St. Petersburg
Rodio Hospital & Parts Store
Tampa
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
GEORGIA
Atlanta
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Wire Television, Inc.
S
h
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
IDAHO
Boise

KENTUCKY
Louisville
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Universal Radio Supply Co.
LOUISIANA
New Orleans
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Shreveport
'General Electric Supply Corp.
MAINE
Bangor
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Rice & Tyler
Portland
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Bartlett Radio Company
MARYLAND
Baltimore
'General Electric Supply Corp.

Spitler, Short & Griffith
De Jarnatt Whlse. Radio Co.
Hollywood
Radio Specialties Co.
Los Angeles
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
•E. W. Reynolds Company
Radio Television Sy. Co., Inc.
Radio Specialties Co.
Radio Product Sales Co.
Pasadena
Dow Radio Supply Co.
Oakland
'General Electric Supply Corp.

'General Electric Supply Corp.
ILLINOIS
Chicago
'General Electric Supply Corp.
•R. Cooper Jr., Inc.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Allied Radio Corp.
Chicago Radio Apparatus Co.
Newark Electric Co.
Radio Wire Television Inc.
Peoria
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Klaus Radio & Elec. Co.
Qu i
nc y

Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Electric Service Co.
Cumberland
Mo rr i
rr ey's Radio Sy. Co.
Hagerstown
Zimmerman Wholesalers
MASSACHUSETTS
Boston
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Brettle Rodio Co.
Rodio Wire Television, Inc.
The Radio Shack Corp.
Springfield
'G enera lEl ectr i
c Supply Corp.

'General Electric Supply Corp.
NEW JERSEY
Newark
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Aaron Lippman & Co.
Radio Wire Television, Inc.
Paterson
Aaron Lippman & Co.
NEW YORK
Albany
•Havens Electric Co., Inc.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Fort Orange Radio Dist. Co.

Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
W. D. Brill Co.
Electric Supply Co.
E. C. Wenger Company
Sacramento
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Santa Barbara
Channel Radio Supply Co.
San Bernardino
Inland Radio Supply Co.
San Diego
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Coast Electric Company
San Francisco
•General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
San Francisco Radio Sy. Co.
San Jose
Frank Ouement Company
COLORADO
Denver
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.

'Crescent Elec. Supply Co.
Rockford
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Rock Island
Tri -City Radio Sy. Co.
Springfield
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Klaus Rodio & Elec. Co.
INDIANA
Evansville
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Fort Wayne
'Protective Elec. Sy. Co.
Pembleton Laboratories
Radio Parts Co.
Hammond
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Indianapolis
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Von Sickle Radio Co.
Muncie
*General Electric Supply Corp.
South Bend
'South Bend Electric Co.

Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
T. F. Cushing Co.
Springfield Radio Co.
Lawrence
Rodio Maintenance Sy. Co.
Worcester
•Coghlin Electric Company
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Radio Maintenance Sy. Co.
MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor
Purchase Radio
Detroit
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
M. N. Duffy & Co.
Radio Specialties Corp.
Flint
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Grand Rapids
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Jackson
Fulton Radio Sy. Co.

'So. Tier Electric Sy. Co.
Buffalo
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Dymac Radio Co.
Elmira
'So. Tier Electric Sy. Co.
Ithaca
•Stallman of Ithaca
New York
'General Electric Company
Metropolitan Dist. Branch
General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Harrison Radio Co.
Harvey's Radio Shop
Radio Wire Television, Inc.
Sanford Samuel Corp.
Sun Radio Company
Terminal Radio Corp.
Service Radio Engineers
Niagara Falls
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Plattsburg
Bragg Bros.

GENERAL

NEAREST

Binghamton

ELECTRIC

RADIO,

NORTH CAROLINA
Asheville
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Freck Radio & Supply Co.
Gibbs Rodio Co.
Charlotte
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Show Distributing Co.
Durham
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Greensboro
Brower Electric Company
Raleigh
•General Electric Supply Corp.
Winston-Salem
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
NORTH DAKOTA
Fargo
•Dakota Electric Supply Co.
OHIO
Akron
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Canton
•Furboy•Sommer Company
Burroughs Radio Company
Cincinnati
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Jos. N. Davies
United Radio, Inc.
Cleveland
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Northern Ohio Labs.
Progress Rodio Supply Co.
Radio Serviceman's Sy Co.
Columbus
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Dayton
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Crosley Distributing Corp.
Findlay
H & W Auto Accessory Co.
Kent
Kladag Rodio Labs.
Lima
Lima Rodio Parts Co.
Steubenville
Tydings Company
Toledo
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
H & W Auto Accessory Co.
Youngstown
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
OKLAHOMA
Oklahoma City
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
McEldowney & Son
Southern Soles Co.
Tulsa
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Radio, Inc.
OREGON
Astoria
U. Laine's Jewelry Co.
Portland
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.

TELEVISION

ELECTRONICS

AND

DEPARTMENT

BRIDGEPORT, CONNECTICUT

OF

TUBES
Them Av

DISTRIBUTOR
Radio Supply Co.
Dutch Village Radio Co,
PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Erie
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Warren Rodio Co.
Harrisburg
•Raub Supply Company
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Lancaster
Raub Supply Company
George D. Barbey Co.
Philadelphia
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Consolidated Radio Corp.
Rodio Elec. Se,. Co., Inc.
M & H Sporting Goods Co.
Eugene G. Wile Company
Pittsburgh
'Ochiltree Electric Company
General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Cameradio Co.
Tydings Company
Reading
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Geo. D. Barbey Co.
Scranton
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Fred P. PurseII Company
Uniontown
Zimmerman Wholesalers

FOR

EFFICIENT

Williamsport
•Lowry Electric Co., Inc.
RHODE ISLAND
Providence
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Kraus & Co.
SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston
'Perry-Mann Elec. Co., Inc.
Columbia
'Perry-Mann Elec. Co., Inc.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls
*Crescent Elec. Supply Company
TENNESSEE
Chattanooga
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Knoxville
▪General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Memphis
"General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Nashville
General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
TEXAS
Abilene
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Austin
The Hargis Co.
Beaumoni
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.

able Wherever

SERVICE

Corpus Christi
Strauss-Frank Co.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Dallas
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Groybar Electric Co., Inc.
Southwest Radio Supply Co.
Wilkinson Bros.
Denison
Denison Radio Lab.
El Paso
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Hinson Radio Co.
C. C. McNicol
Fort Worth
*General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Fort Worth Radio Supply Co.

Richmond
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electr ic Co., Inc.
Roanoke
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.

Ar

TUBES
FOR ALL PURPOSES

WASHINGTON
Seattle
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Spokane
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Spokane Radio Co.
Tacoma
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston
'Virginian Electric Co., Inc.
Hicks Radio Supply Co.
Sigrnon Rodio Supply Co.
Wheeling
Cameradio Co.

Houston
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.
Strauss-Fronk Co.
San Antonio
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Strauss-Frank Co.
Temple
Edison's
UTAH
Salt Lake City
▪General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
Rodio Supply, Inc.
VIRGINIA
Norfolk
General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybar Electric Co., Inc.

INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS

—

f—

TRANSMIT TI NG
. .
STATIONS

WISCONSIN
Appleton
•General Electric Supply Corp.
Valley Rodio Distributors
LaCrosse
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Madison
'Crescent Elec. Supply Co.
Milwaukee
'General Electric Supply Corp.
Graybor Electric Co., Inc.
TERRITOY OF HAWAII
Honolulu
•W. A. Ramsay Ltd.

SPECIAL
PURPOSE
*RADIO

RECEIVERS

Indicates Distributors who also handle Radio Receiver Tubes
Amur

IMI111.11111.0

"ailiMiiiMMIIIMM11111

IF YOU NEED ENGINEERING HELP CALL ON THE
G-E FACTORY REPRESENTATIVE NEAREST YOU
T. B. JACOCKS, G. E. Co.
806 15th St., Washington, D. C.
D. S. McDONALD, G. E. Co.
700 E. Franklin St., Richmond, Va.
A. M. DAWSON, G. E. Co.
535 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, Po.

F. B. HATHAWAY, G. E. Co.
119 N. Robinson St.,
Oklahoma City, Okla.
R. G. SMITH, G. E. Co.
409 S. Boston St., Tulsa, Okla.

EAST CENTRAL DISTRICT
SOUTHEASTERN DISTRICT
R. P. VAN ZILE, G. E. Co.
609 Red Rock Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.
NEW

ENGLAND

DISTRICT

E. T. AUSTIN, G. E. Co.
187 Spring St., NW,, Atlanta, Ga.

F. A. RAY, G. E. Co.
1285 Boston Ave., Bridgeport, Conn.

J. B. LONDON, G. E. Co.
200 S. Tryon St., Charlotte, N. C.

S. H. MAGRUDER, G. E. Co.
140 Federal St., Boston, Moss.

G. O. MacFARLANE, G. E. Co.
8 N. Third St., Memphis, Tenn.

W. H. BINGHAJA, G. E. Co.
477 Congress St., Portland, Me.

H. D. HAMRICH, G. E Co.
P.O. Box 1293, Raleigh, N.C.

C. E. WHEELER, G. E. Co.
11I Westminister St., Providence, R.I.

C. J. ELLIS, G. E. Co.
832 Georgia Ave., Chattanooga, Tenn.

J. N. ALBERTI, G. E. Co.
95 State St., Springfield, Mass.

F. A. HOEKE, G. E. Co.
602 S. Gay St., Knoxville, Tenn.

N. GADA, G. E. Co.
129 Church St., New Haven, Conn.

W. CROCKETT, G. E. Co.
234 Third Ave., Nashville, Tenn.

NEW YORK DISTRICT

H. H. HENDEE, G. E. Co.
237 W. Forsyth St., Jacksonville, Fla.

D. W. MAY, Metropolitan Distributing
Branch, G. E. Co.
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.
T. P. BEGY
115 Frontenac Ave., Buffalo, N.Y.

S. Y. GUESS, G. E. Co.
1206 North A St., Tampa, Flo.
A. A. HERO, G. E. Co.
837 Gravier St., New Orleans, La.

B. COGSWELL, G. E. Co.
I West Genesee St., Buffalo, N.Y.

SOUTHWEST DISTRICT

W. A. RAINES, G. E. Co.
89 East Ave., Rochester, N. Y.

C. T. WANDRES, G. E. Co.
1801 N. Lamar St., Dallas, Texas

D. C. HIERATH, G. E. Co.
570 Lexington Ave., New York, N.Y.

1801

F. C. NEAL, G. E. Co.
N. Lamar St., Dallas, Texas

R. A. BUESCHER, G. E. Co.
4966 Woodland Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
L. M. KLENTZ, G. E. Co.
4966 Woodland Ave., Cleveland, Ohio
J. C. WILBURN, G. E. Co.
335 S. Main St., Akron, Ohio
W. H. REID, G. E. Co.
215 W. Third St., Cincinnati, Ohio
H. L. WILLSON, G. E. Co.
40 S. Third St., Columbus, Ohio

M. B. RANN, G. E. Co.
1509 Osborn Rd., Lansing, Mich.
I. F. CONRAD, G. E. Co.
112 N. Fourth St., St. Louis, Mo,
R. M. RYAN, G. E. Co.
106 W. 14th St., Kansas City, Mo.
C. E. SCHOONOVER, G. E. Co.
200 E. First St., Wichita, Kansas
R. C. MOGEN, G. E. Co.
409 S. 17th St., Omaha, Neb.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN

DISTRICT

H. N. RAYMOND, G. E. Co.
200 S. Main St., Salt Lake City, Utah

G. C. CLARK, G. E. Co.
420 Madison Ave., Toledo, Ohio

F. C. O'KELLY, G. E. Co.
650 17th St., Denver, Colo.

R. C. WHITTEN, G. E. Co.
455 S. Fourth St., Louisville, Ky.
J. C. HARTLE, G. E. Co.
110 N. Illinois St., Indianapolis, Ind.
J. E. BAIN, G. E. Co.
123 N. W. Fourth St., Evansville, Ind.
J. C. MILLING, G. E. Co.
10 E. Twelfth St., Erie, Pa.
J. J. HORAN, G. E. Co.
1635 Broadway, Fort Wayne, Ind.

CENTRAL

DISTRICT

G. S. PETERSON, G. E. Co.
Box 5970-A Van Buren St. P.O.
Chicago, Ill.
E. G. ABBOTT, G. E. Co.
840 S. Canal St., Chicago, Ill.

R. J. MEIGS, G. E. Co.
1405 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.

I. A. UHR, G. E. Co.
201 Villita St., San Antonio, Texas

E. P. TAL, G. E. Co.
12 S. 6th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

P. .1. WALTON, G. E. Co.
1405 Locust St., Philadelphia, Pa.

J. B. BURR, G. E. Co.
1312 Live Oak St., Houston, Texas

P. B. REED, G. E. Co.
12 S. 6th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

L. R. HEISE, G. E. Co.
39 W. Lexington St., Baltimore, Md,

D. H. HICKEY, G. E. Co.
109 N. Oregon St., El Paso, Texas

R. A. WEBSTER, G. E. Co.
14 W. Superior St., Duluth, Minn.

DISTRICT

M. T. LAWRENCE, G. E. Co.
148 Monroe Ave., NW,,
Grand Rapids, Mich.

J. BOSWAY, G. E. Co.
25 N. Main St., Dayton, Ohio

A. H. KLEIN, G. E. Co.
408 W. Seventh St., Fort Worth, Texas

ATLANTIC

H. E. LONGMIRE, G. E. Co.
700 Antoinette St., Detroit, Mich.

C. A. CHAMPS, G. E. Co.
20 W. Granite St., Butte, Mont.
PACIFIC

DISTRICT

H. A. CROSSLAND, G. E. Co.
235 Montgomery St., Son Francisco, Calif.
E. A. WHITEHEAD, G. E. Co.
235 Montgomery St., Son Francisco, Calif.
T. F. HALL, G. E. Co.
212 N. Vignes St., Los Angeles, Calif.
V. G. CALDWELL, G. E. Co.
212 N. Vignes St., Los Angeles, Calif.
B. B. GRAVITT, G. E. Co.
861 6th St., San Diego, Calif.
3871

JOHN KLENKE
50th Ave., N.E., Seattle, Wash.

C. R. WALLIS, G. E. Co.
821 2nd Ave., Seattle, Wash.
421

J. R. MURPHY, G. E. Co.
Riverside Ave., Spokane, Wash.

L. R. ELDER, G. E. Co.
920 S.W. 6th Ave., Portland, Ore.

large, hot pieces and to shut it off
when the relatively cool smaller
pieces are passing by on the conveyor. The solution is to use aphototube relay using tubes which are
sensitive to infrared heat rays to operate a solenoid water valve. Three
type CE-1 phototubes are mounted
afew inches above the ore in the conveyer and a few inches ahead of the
water nozzles to allow for the time
delay in the relay and valve circuit.
Because of the heat involved, the
phototubes are mounted in a Pyrex
glass cylinder and a current of air

The

gas in the U-shaped

just above

tube

is alternately cooled

the dew-point by cooling

coils

and

an

just below and heated

electric heater controlled

by a phototube relay which is operated by a light beam whose intensity is
decreased by the presence of condensed moisture

dehydration if there is any danger
of the moisture condensing and
freezing.
A continuous flow from a bypass
valve in the main line passes through
a U-shaped tube which has a plate
glass window at the top of each side
of the U, glass mirrors at the square
corners of the U as shown. The
interior of the tube is gold plated
and highly polished. A light source
is located above one window and a
phototube (type PJ-23) is located
above the other window. If a film of
moisture can be made to condense
upon the glass and gold-plated surfaces, the intensity of the light beam
reaching the phototube will be reduced. This can be done by immersing the U-tube in a brine bath
cooled by cooling coils connected to
a refrigerating compressor. When
the moisture film appears, the cooling coils are cut off and a heating
unit is turned on to heat the gas
and evaporate the moisture at which
time the heater is turned off and the
cycle repeated. Measurements on a
recording thermometer whose element is located in the brine bath
will indicate that the temperature
changes approximately according to
a sine wave. In this installation the
temperature difference between the
tops and bottoms of the curves is
about 2to 3degrees. The cycle of operation is about 10 to 15 minutes. The
pressure of the gas is also recorded
and the dew-point can be calculated
from the records of temperature and
pressure.—Setter, ELECTRONICS, November 1941, p. 72.
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Photoelectric Cooling
Control
AT THE TVA FERTILIZER W ORKS
phosphate ore is heated to a high
temperature and crushed to sizes
varying from fine dust to two inches
in diameter. The phosphate must be
cooled by a water spray on a moving
conveyor before further processing,
but if acontinuous spray of water of
sufficient capacity to cool the larger
pieces is used, the finer and cooler'
material is flooded, making a mud
that clogs the equipment.
The problem is to provide cooling
water when it is necessary to cool

Circuit diagram of the infrared
tubes

connected

in

parallel

The

actual

setup

the

conveyor
The water

spray (A) is mounted away from the phototubes (B) to permit the ore to reach it before water flows

sensitive phototube
are

showing

which moves from right to left.

mounted

within

relay.
a

The three

Pyrex

photo.

cylinder

for

protection from heat

hinc
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ELECTRONICS

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TUBES
Having WAR EQUIPMENT APPLICATIONS
COMBINING SMALL SIZE WITH EXCEPTIONAL RUGGEDNESS AND OUTSTANDING HIGH-FREQUENCY PERFORMANCE
FOR BOTH TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING USES
Incorporating requisite mechanical ruggedness with

have been thoroughly tested and proved, and are now

small size, these RCA miniature and acorn-type tubes

being supplied for war equipment use on suitable

have been specifically designed for Transmitter and

priorities.

other applications where good high-frequency performance must be combined with extreme portability.

Complete descriptions and operating characteristics
for each of the seven tubes are given in the following

Although catalogued here for the first time, the tubes

tabulations of technical data.

RCA-9004

RCA-9005

U-H-F

DIODE

Acorn Type (Tentative Data)

U-H-F

DIODE

Acorn Type (Tentative Data)

The 9004 is a heater-cathode type of Acorn diode suitable
for use as adetector, mixer, or measuring device in u-h-f circuits.
The resonant frequency of the 9004 is approximately 850
megacycles.

The 9005 is aheater-cathode type of Acorn diode suitable for
use as a detector, mixer, or measuring device in u-h-f circuits.
The resonant frequency of the 9005 is approximately 1500
megacycles.

HEATER VOLTAGE (A.C. or D.C.)
6.3
Volts
HEATER CURRENT
0.15
Ampere
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:'
Plate to Cathode
1.3
paf
Plate to Heater
0.3 approx. puf
Heater to Cathode
2.2 approx. up(
OVERALL LENGTH
17n" + '4'
OVERALL DIAMETER
!se
BULB
T.4
RCA SOCKET
Stock No. 9925
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
•With no external shield.
RECTIFIER
Maximum Ratings Are Based on aLine-Voltage Design Center of 117 Volts
A-C PLATE VOLTAGE (RMS)
117 max.
Volts
D-C OUTPUT CURRENT
5max.
Milliamperes

HEATER VOLTAGE (A.C. or D.C.)
3.6
Volts
HEATER CURRENT
0.165
Ampere
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:*
Plate to Cathode
0.8
Plate to Heater
0.2 approx. upf
Heater to Cathode
1.1 approx. puf
OVERALL LENGTH
OVERALL DIAMETER
BULB
T-4!¡
RCA SOCKET
Stock No. 9925
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
•With no external shield.
RECTIFIER
Maximum Ratings Are Based on a Line-Voltage Design Center of t17 Volts
A-C PLATE VOLTAGE (RMS)
117 max.
Volts
D.0 OUTPUT CURRENT.
1.0 max.
Milliamperes

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TUBE DATA

heater and cathode should.be kepeas low as possible.
Ratings are to be interpreted according to RMA
Standard M8-210 (Ian. 8, 1940 Rev. 11-40).
•The center hole in sockets designed for this base
provides for the possibility that this tube type may be
manufactured with the exhaust-tube tip at the base
end. For this reason, it is recommended that in equipment employing this tube type, no material be permitted to obstruct the socket hole.
BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET CONNECTIONS
Pin 1-Plate
Pin 2-Internal Connection
Pin 3-Heater
Pin 4-Heater
Pin 5-Plate
Pin 6-Grid
Pin 7-Cathode

Grid Bias for Plate Current

--8

-6
2.9
1.2

Plate Current
Screen Current

Volts
Ma.
Ma.

4.5
2.0

Ratings are to be interpreted according to RMA
Standard M8-210 (Jan. 8, 1940 Rev. 11-40).
ISee RCA 6C4
BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET CONNECTIONS
Pin 1-Filament (-),Grid
No. 3, Internal Shield
Pin 2-Plate
Pin 3-Screen
G2
Pin 4-No Connection
Pin 5-Filament (-), Grid
No. '3, Internal Shield
Pin 6-Grid
Pin 7-Filament (1-)

FG3

NC

INTERNAL
SHIELD

GI

Ft
FG3

INTERNA
SNIELD

RCA 6C4
H-F POWER TRIODE
Miniature Type (Tentative Data)

The 6C4 is a heater-cathode type of Miniature tube intended for use as class C amplifier and oscillator in compact, light-weight,
portable equipment, but it is useful in other
applications where a medium-mu miniature
triode with high transconductance is desired. In class C service, the 6C4 will deliver
apower output of about 5.5 watts at moderate frequencies, and 2.5 watts at 150
megacycles. The heater is designed to
operate at 6.3 volts, 0.15 ampere.
HEATER VOLTAGE (A.C. or D.C.)1.
6.3 Volts
HEATER CURRENT
0.15 Amp.
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:*
Grid to Plate (Cgp)
1.6
mid
Grid to Cathode [Cg (h
k)]
1.8
ppl
Plate to Cathode (Cp (h -1- k))
1.3
PO
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH
2
MAXIMUM SEATED HEIGHT
MAXIMUM DIAMETER
BULB
T-5'2
BASE
Miniature Button 7-Pint
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
•With no external shield.
A-F AMPLIFIER
PLATE VOLTAGE
PLATE DISSIPATION

300 max. Volts
3.5 max. Watts

Characteristics-Class Ai Amplifier:
Plate Voltage
100
250 Volts
Grid Voltage**
0 -8.5 Volts
Amplification Factor
19.5
17
Plate Resistance (Approx.)
6250 7 700 Ohms
Transconductance
3100 2200 umhos
Plate Current
11.8
10.5 Ma.
"The type of input coupling used should not introduce too much resistance in the grid circuit. Transformer- or impedance-coupling devices are recommended. Under maximum rated conditions, the
resistance in the grid circuit should not exceed 0.25
megohm with fixed bias, or 1.0 megohm with cathode
bias.
R-F POWER AMPLIFIER a OSCILLATORCLASS C TELEGRAPHY
300 max.
-50 max.
25 max.
8 max.
5max.

D.0 PLATE VOLTAGE
D-C GRID VOLTAGE
D-C PLATE CURRENT
D-C GRID CURRENT
PLATE DISSIPATION

Volts
Volts
Ma.
Ma.
Watts

Typical Operation:.
300
Volts
D-C Plate Voltage
Volts
D-C Grid Voltage
25
Ma.
D-C Plate Current
7
Ma.
D-C Grid Current (Approx.)
0.35
Watt
Driving Power (Approx.)
5.5
Watts
Power Output (Approx.)
tApproximately 2.5 watts can be obtained when
the 6C4 is used at 150 Mc as an oscillator with grid
resistor of 10,000 ohms and maximum rated input.
tIn circuits where the cathode is not directly connected to the heater, the potential difference between

RCA 1A3

RCA 1L4
R-F AMPLIFIER PENTODE

H-F DIODE

Miniature Type (Tentative Data)

Midget Type (Tentative Data)

The 1L4 is an r-f pentode of the Miniature
type with a sharp cut-off characteristic. It is
recommended for use wherever asharp cutoff pentode is required in compact, lightweight, portable receivers. The tube is,
therefore, of interest in FM receivers and
other circuits not requiring avc. The 1L4
features internal shielding which eliminates
the need for an external bulb shield, but a
socket with shielding is essential if minimum grid-plate capacitance is to be
obtained.
FILAMENT VOLTAGE (D.C.)
1.4
Volts
FILAMENT CURRENT
0.05
Amp.
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:'
Grid to Plate tCgio]
0.008 max.
put'
Input [Cg, (f & gait internal shield -I- gi)] 3.6
J
.
/
A
Output [Cp (f& gi 8c internal shield -1- JO [7.5
uf
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH
2S"
MAXIMUM SEATED HEIGHT
1A
7"
MAXIMUM DIAMETER
%.
BULB
BASE
Miniature Button 7-Pint
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
•With no external shield.
AMPLIFIER
PLATE VOLTAGE
SCREEN VOLTAGE (Grid No. 2)
SCREEN SUPPLY VOLTAGE
GRID VOLTAGE (Grid No. 1)
TOTAL CATHODE CURRENT

110 max.
90 max.
110 max.
0 min.
6.5 max.

Volts
Volts
Volts
Volts
Ma.

Typical Operating Conditions and Characteristics
-Class Al Amplifier:
Volts
90
90
Plate Voltage
Volts
67.5
90
Screen Voltage
Volts
0
0
Grid Voltage
0.6
0.35
Meg.
Plate Resistance
925
1025
umhos
Transconductance

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TUBE DATA

The 1A3 is aheater-cathode type of Midget
diode particularly useful as a discriminator
tube in portable FM receivers, and in portable high-frequency measuring equipment.
Its interelectrode capacitances are very low,
being in the order of 0.5 micro-micro-farad.
The resonant frequency of the 1A3 is
approximately 1000 megacycles. The glass
button base provides short leads and low
lead inductance.
HEATER VOLTAGE (A.C. or D.C.)
1.4 Volts
HEATER CURRENTAmp.
0.15
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES
Plate to Cathode (Cp(kA)
PPr° ":.
0.4
mpf
Plate to Heater (Cph)
0.6
pp(
Heater to Cathode (Chk)
0.6
µO.
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH
11 1
4MAXIMUM SEATED HEIGHT
MAXIMUM DIAMETER
BULB
BASE
Miniature Button 7-Piné
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
With no external shield.
RECTIFIER
A-C PLATE VOLTAGE (RMS)
117 max. Volts
D-C OUTPUT CURRENT
0.5 max. Ma.
Ratings are to be interpreted according to RMA
Standard M8-210 (Jan. 8, 1940 Rev. 11-40)
1See RCA 6C4
BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET CONNECTIONS
Pin 1-Heater

NC

NC

Pin 2-Plate
Pin 3-Cathode
Pin 4-No Connection
Pin 5-No Connection
Pin 6-Plate
Pin 7-Heater

J1Ere

Typic al Operation:
Parallel Filament
Arrangement'.
D.0 Plate Voltage
150
Volts
D-C Screen Voltage
135
Volts
Grid Resistor
0.2
Meg.
D-C Plate Current
18.3
Ma.
D-C Screen Current
6.5
Ma.
D-C Grid Current
0.13
Ma.
Power Output (Approx.)
1.2
Watts
•Filament voltage applied across the two sections
in series between pins No. 1and No. 7. Grid voltage
is referred to pin No. 1.
•• Filament voltage applied across the two sections
in parallel between pin No. 5and pins No. 1and No.
7 connected together. Grid voltage is referred to
pin No. 5.
tf For series-filament operation, ashunting resistor
must be connected across the section between pins
No. 1and No. 5to by-pass excess cathode current in
this section. The value of the shunting resistor should
be adjusted to make the voltage across the shunted
section equal to the voltage across the section between pins No. 5 and No. 7. When other tubes in
series-filament arrangement contribute to the filament
current of the 3A4, an additional shunting resistor
may be required between pins No. 1 and No. 7.
Typical operating values for the 3A4 with filament sections in series will be approximately the
same as those shown for parallel-filament operation.
Ratings are to be interpreted according to RMA
Standard M8-210 (Jan. 8, 1940 Rev. 11-40).

RCA 3A4
POWER AMPLIFIER

ISee RCA 6C4

PENTODE

BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET CONNECTIONS

Miniature Type (Tentative Data)

The 3A4 is a Miniature type of power
amplifier pentode designed for use in compact, light-weight, portable equipment. The
relatively large filament employed in the
3A4 enables it to supply the high peak
currents required in r-f power applications.
In r-f amplifier service, the 3A4 will deliver
a power output of about 1.2 watts at 10
megacycles. The filament of the 3A4 can
be operated either with series connection
on 2.8 volts or parallel connection on 1.4

Pin 1-Filament (- for
series operation)
Pin 2-Plate
Pin 3-Screen
Pin 4-Grid
Pin 5-Filament Mid-Tap
(- for parallel operation), Grid No. 3
Pin 6-Plate
Pin 7-Filament (-I-)

Parallel Filament
Arrangement'.
Plate Voltage
135
150 Volts
Screen Voltage (Grid No. 2)
90
90 Volts
Grid Voltage (Grid No. 1)
-7.5
-8.4 Volts
Peak A-F Grid Voltage
7.5
8.4 Volts
Zero-Signal Plate Current
14.8
13.3 Ma.
Max.-Signal Plate Current
14.9
14.1 Ma.
Zero-Signal Screen Current
2.6
2.2 Ma.
Max.-Signal Screen Current
3.5
3.5 Ma.
Plate Resistance
90,000 100,000 Ohms
Transconductance
1900
1900 pmhos
Load Resistance
8000
8000 Ohms
Total Harmonic Distortion
5
6 %
Max.-Signal Power Output
0.6
0.7 Watt
R-F POWER AMPLIFIER
D-C PLATE VOLTAGE
150 max.
D-C SCREEN VOLT. (Grid No. 2) 135 max.
D-C GRID VOLT. (Grid. No. 1) -30 max.
D-C PLATE CURRENT
20 max.
D-C GRID CURRENT
0.25 max.
TOTALD-CCATH.CURRENTff 25 max.
PLATE INPUT
3 max.
SCREEN INPUT
0.9 max.
PLATE DISSIPATION
2 max.

Volts
Volts
Volts
Ma.
Ma.
Ma.
Watts
Watt
Watts

135 max. Volts
5max. Ma.
0.5 max. Watt

Characteristics-Class A, Amplifier
Plate Voltage
90
Grid Voltage
-2.5
Amplification Factor
15
Plate Resistance
8300
Transconductance
t800
Plate Current
3.7

Volts
Volts
Ohms
pmhos
Ma.

max.
max.
max.
max.
max.
max.

Volts
Volts
Ma.
Ma.
Watts
Watt

Typical Operation at 40 Mc with Bath Units:
Push-Pull Power Amplifier & Oscillator
(Key-down conditions per tube without modulation)
D-C Plate Voltage
135
Volts
D-C Grid Voltage
From afixed supply of
-20
Volts
From agrid resistor of
4000
Ohms
From acathode resistor of
570
Ohms
Peak R-F Grid-to-Grid Voltage
90
Volts
D-C Plate Current
30
Ma.
D-C Grid Current (Approx.)
5
Ma.
Driving Power (Approx.)
0.2
Watt
Power Output (Approx.)
2
Watts

Volts
Volts
Watts
Watt

18 max. Ma.

A-F AMPLIFIER-Each Unit
PLATE VOLTAGE
PLATE CURRENT
PLATE DISSIPATION

CLASS C TELEGRAPHY

A-F POWER AMPLIFIER

Typical Operating Conditions and Characteristics
-Class A: Amplified

FILAMENT VOLTAGE (D.C.) 2.8
1.4 Volts
FILAMENT CURRENT
0.11
0.22 Amp.
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:*
Triode Unit Triode Unit
Tt
Tx
Grid to Plate (Cgr)
3.2
3.2
mai'
Grid to Filament (Cgf)
0.9
0.9
mocf
Plate to Filament (Cpf)
1.0
1.0
ppf
Plate to Plate (Cpt,pt2)
0.32
ppf
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH
2W
MAXIMUM SEATED HEIGHT
174"
MAXIMUM DIAMETER
34 '
,
BULB
•
T-5 ,2
BASE
Miniature Button 7-Pint
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
tWith no external shield.

D-C PLATE VOLTAGE
135
D-C GRID VOLTAGE
-30
D-C PLATE CURRENT (per unit) 15
D-C GRID CURRENT (per unit)
2.5
PLATE INPUT (per unit)
2.0
PLATE DISSIPATION (per unit)
1.0

Series
Parallel
Filament Filament
Arrange- Arrangement'
ment.'
FILAMENT VOLTAGE (D.C.) 2.8
1.4 Volts
FILAMENT CURRENT
0.1
0.2 Ami,.
DIRECT INTERELECTRODE CAPACITANCES:*
Grid to Plate (Cg,p)
0.2 max. ppf
Input [Cg‘ (f & gz ± Ion
4.4
micf
Output [Cp(f & gz + g2))
4.2
¡cd
MAXIMUM OVERALL LENGTH
2%*
MAXIMUM SEATED HEIGHT
I7
4"
MAXIMUM DIAMETER
BULB
T-5 ,4
BASE
Miniature Batton 7-Pint
MOUNTING POSITION
Any
*With no external shield.

150 max.
90 max.
2 max.
0.4 max.

Series
Parallel
Filament Filament
Arrange- Arrangement*
ment**

R-F POWER AMPLIFIER & OSCILLATOR-

volts.

PLATE VOLTAGE
SCREEN VOLTAGE
PLATE DISSIPATION
SCREEN DISSIPATION
TOTAL ZERO-SIGNAL
CATHODE CURRENTtf

either with series connection on 2.8 volts or
parallel connection on 1.4 volts.

RCA 3Ab
H-F TWIN TRIODE
Miniature Type (Tentative Data)

The 3A5 is a twin triode of the Miniature
type intended for use in high-frequency applications. The relatively large filament employed in the 3A5 enables it to supply the
high peak currents required in r-f power
applications. In class C service, a 3A5 with
its units in push-pull will deliver a power
output of approximately 2 watts at 40 megacycles. It may be used at still higher frequencies with reduced efficiency. Each triode
may be used independently of the other.
The filament of the 3A5 can be operated

RCA

•Filament voltage applied across the two sections
in series between pins No. 1and No. 7. Grid voltage
is referred to pin No. 1. For series-filament operation,
a shunting resistor must be connected across the
section between pins No. 1 and No. 4 to by-pass
excess cathode current in this section. The value of
the shunting resistor should be adjusted to make the
voltage across the shunted section equal to the voltage
across the section between pins No. 4 and No. 7.
When other tubes in series-filament arrangement
contribute to the filament current of the 3A5, an
additional shunting resistor may be required between
pins No. 1and No. 7.
•• Filament voltage applied across the two sections
in parallel between pin No. 4 and pins No. 1and No.
7 connected together. Grid voltage is referred to
pins No. 1and No. 7 tied together.
Ratings are to be interpreted according to RMA
Standard M8-210 (Jan. 8. 1940 Rev. 11-40).
ISee RCA 6C4
BOTTOM VIEW OF SOCKET CONNECTIONS
Pin 1-Filament (-)
Pin 2-Plate (Triode T2)
Pin 3-Grid (Triode T2)
Pin 4-Filament Mid-Tap CT
(+ for parallel operalion)
Pin 5-Grid (Triode Ta
Pin 6-Plate (Triode Ta Pr
Pin 7-Filament ( for
series operation)

MANUFACTURING
CAMDEN,

NEW

rM

CO.,

Gr,

INC.

JERSEY

(NOTE: For additional copies of literature on these tubes, address RCA,
Commercial Engineering Section, Harrison, N. J.)

SPECIAL-PURPOSE TUBE DATA

is blown past them. Because of the
(lust conditions prevalent at ore
treating plants, the relay is placed
in a dust-proof glass container.
The sensitive relay has a drop-out
current which is about 80 percent of
its take-up current. The circuit may
be adjusted to operate at any desired
radiant heat by adjustment of the
amplifier grid bias control (50,000ohm potentiometer).—Ewald, ELECTRONICS, November, 1941, p. 55.

Photoflash Synchronizer
Tester
TYPICAL FLASHLAMPS used in photography reach peak brilliancy 20 milliseconds after filament voltage is applied. Synchronizing devices must
open the camera shutter in that short
space of time if maximum illumination and film exposure are to coincide. A convenient instrument for
determining the time required for a
shutter to open measures it in terms
of voltage attained by a condenser
charging from a steady source of potential during that period.
A beam of light from a steady external source is directed into the type
917 phototube. The camera shutter
to be actuated by the synchronizer is
interposed in this beam of light.
The input terminals of the testing
device are substituted for the flashlamp, which is not used, in such a
manner that when the synchronizer
switch is closed the battery within
the synchronizer is connected to the
input terminals:
When the synchronizer switch is
closed the negative bias applied to
the control grid of the first type 2051
thyratron is reduced, causing this
tube to conduct. Anode circuit capacitor C, starts to charge and continues to charge until the camera
shutter blocking off the light beam
opens. When the shutter opens the
output of the phototube trips the
second 2051, which reduces the voltage applied to the anode of the first
thyratron by an amount equal to the
drop in resistor R, sufficient to stop
conduction in the first 2051. The
capacitor is left with a definite
charge, which may then be measured
by means of the 6C5G tube connected
as a vacuum tube voltmeter calibrated
in
milliseconds. — Marsal,
ELECTRONICS, January, 1942, p. 34.

90

Width Gage for
Moving Webs
THE WIDTH OF A

continuously

mov-

sheet or web of material may be
measured during manufacture or
processing even where the web shifts
ing

slightly from side to side while
passing through the fabricating or
finishing machine. One measurement
system involves photoelectric scanning of each edge of the material,
with mechanical movement of the
web itself controlling the quantity of
light transmitted and causing the
beams to follow the material edges
as they shift.
Width gage for moving webs. Two scanConsidering one of the two scanning devices are needed, one at each
edge. Their outputs are combined in an
ning units involved, a light source
electronic totalizer and indicator
is focussed upon a mirror fastened
to the moving coil of a meter. The combined in an electronic totalizing
light is reflected by the mirror past and indicating device. The indicatthe edge of the material into a pho- ing device may be calibrated in terms
totube, the initial adjustment per- of width despite lateral shifts in the
mitting the edge of -the material to web as, with constant web width, the
partially cut off the beam. The out- output of one amplifier declines while
put of the phototube is fed into an that of the other amplifier rises and
amplifier and the output of the ampli- vice versa, depending upon which
fier drives the meter carrying the way the web shifts. If the width of
mirror. Reduction in transmitted the measured web remains constant,
light by movement of the web in other words, shifts from side to
deeper into the light beam changes side simply add current to the dethe mirror angle and causes the beam tector on one side and subtract a like
to move away from the edge of the amount from the other side, with the
web until the initial condition of bal- net result that there is no change in
ance is restored. Movement of the the position of the indicator. Inweb away from the light beam, con- creasing current indicates increased
versely, increases the light received web width while decreasing current
by the phototube and the meter indicates decreasing web width as,
moves the mirror in such a manner under these conditions, amplifier output is additive or subtractive.—Alexthat the beam follows the edge.
The output of the scanning devices ander, ELECTRONICS, January, 1942,
at either edge of the sheet or web is p. 66.

Photoflash synchronizer
between

closing

of

the

tester

designed

switch

and

to

measure

opening

of

the

the elapsed time
camera

shutter
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*CATCH UM SleNAL

8538
12j M. C.

526
it! 6"M.C.

8551
M. C.

.

ACTUAL SIZE

527
127," M. C.

8517
m. c.

APPROXIMATELY /
2
1
SIZE

* Cinch tube holders maintain tubes

must be caught". Made of high

rigidly, an effective guard against

quality spring steel, Cinch tube hold-

shocks that distort reception. The

ers as illustrated are inexpensive and

added protection of the tube holder

simple units for locking tubes in

is a precaution when "every signal

their sockets. "They're the Clincher".

CINCH MANUFACTURING CORPORATION •2335 WEST VAN BUREN STREET •CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
SUBSIDIARY:

UNITED-CARR
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FASTENER

CORP.

•

CAMBRIDGE,

MASS.
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Static Beam
Photoelectric Alarm
THE FIGURE SHOWS the schematic of
a simple static beam photoelectric
alarm device. Light from a distant
source is directed across the area to
be protected into the phototube. D-c
output of the phototube is amplified
by the 25L6 and holds a signalling
device relay closed so long as the
light is uninterrupted by an intruder.

Wide Voltage Range
Large Overvoltage
Capacity

o
cs'e

Simple
The

High Impedance
Time Saving Stability

Wide Frequency Runge

IDEAL FOR USE IN AUDIO FREQUENCY, CARRIER CURRENT,
SUPER-SONIC TELEVISION AND BROADCAST FIELDS.

• This meter responds to the average value of the full wave ... thus
waveform errors are reduced. Measurements up to 1megacycle with
this Voltmeter are as simple as measurements with the usual multirange meter at d-c! Generally, no precautions are necessary...no adjuStments to make during operation... no damage from large overloads...
and, input inpedance is high enough so that it won't affect the circuit
being measured.
Think of the time you can save in produttion testing with the
elimination of the need for adjuSting to zero position during operation. It is ideally suited for audio frequencies from 10 cps to 20 kc
and also for applications in carrier current work, in the super sonic, in
television and throughout the broadcast field.
Get information about this néw Voltmeter today. Write direEtly
to the factory. There's no obli
icielf course.
INSTRUMENTS

LABORATORY

Chicago Office

Hollyw4d Office

New York Office

ALFRED CROSSLEY
Electro Products Laboratories
549 West Randolph Sr., Chicago, III.

N. B. FEELY
5334 Hollywood Boulevard
Hollywood, Californ ia

BRUCE O. BURLINGAME
ASSOCIATES
69 Murray St, New York City,N.Y.

HEWLETT-PACKARD
BOX

92

135-A

STATION

A

•

PALO

COMPANY
ALTO,

CALIFORNIA

static

beamelectric

alarm

circuit.

25L6 amplifier phototube self-rectifies
its own operating potentials

Capacitor C provides a timing adjustment, the length of time required
to discharge this capacitor when the
beam is interrupted determining the
speed with which the device operates.
Resistor R is a sensitivity adjustment, permitting the bias on the 25L6
to be varied to suit the amount of
light impinging upon the phototube.
In this elemental example d-c potentials required for the operation
of the amplifier are obtained through
self-rectification of applied a.c. by
the 25L6 itself. A majority of static
beam alarm devices now being made
have d-c powerpacks supplying required operating potentials to the
amplifier tube or tubes.—MacDonald, ELECTRONICS, February, 1942,
p. 38.

Optical Filter Testes
LIGHT LOST IN TRANSMISSION through
an optical filter may be measured by
the following method:
A light source of constant intensity is focused upon a phototube.
The phototube operates into an a-c
amplifier driving a cathode-ray oscilloscope provided with a 60-cps
sinusoidal sweep. An opaque disc
or wheel in which there are two
apertures directly opposite each
other, one aperture containing the
filter and the other left open, is
placed in the path of the light beam

June 1942 — ELECTRONICS

"
KNOW- How"
J

ust as important to many customers as the quality of IRC fixed

and variable resistors itself is the "Know-How" of resistor usage

that IRC specialized experience makes available.
This "Know-How" is designed into IRC Products. It is a big
part of IRC customer service. It avoids mistakes in resistor specifications and orders. It simplifies matters of inspection and
priorities. It clarifies many special technical problems. Above all,
it means invaluable help in selecting the right resistor for the job
—chosen without bias as to type from a line sufficiently broad to
cover practically every requirement.
For the solution of alarge number of the problems confronting
the designing engineer, IRC has prepared the Resistor Chart
which is yours for the asking. However, many special problems
frequently arise requiring the "Know-How" of atrained staff of
resistor engineers, which IRC has available.

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
403

N.

BROAD

STREET,

PHILADELPHIA,

PA.

-
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WE WANT MOR
"IMPOSSMIE"

WAR ORDERS
Recently expanded War Production facilities permit our
handling additional orders, regardless of the quantities required, for all types of coils and
windings used at radio frequencies, intermediate frequencies,
and audio frequencies. Please
submit prints or samples (for
duplication) with your inquiries.

Illustrated
above,
the
standard Bakelite bobbin,
developed 15 years ago,
has been found extremely
useful for all types of r.f.
choke coils and many tuned
circuits with either air or
powdered iron core tuning.

AUTOMATIC

WINDING CO., Inc.
900

PASSAIC

EAST NEWARK

AVENUE
NEW JERSEY

in such a manner that the light
shines alternately through the two
apertures when the disc is rotated by
a motor running at 1800 r.p.m.
Since such a disc revolves at 30
rps and there are two openings in
the disc light will reach the phototube once each 60th second. A pattern similar to the one shown will
be observed on the oscilloscope
screen, the distance B indicating
the amount of light reaching the
phototube directly and the distance
A indicating the amount of light
reaching the phototube through the
filter. Thus the ratio A/B represents
the percentage light passing through
the filter.
If the wavelength of maximum
transmission is desired, this may be
determined by passing the light
from the source through a prism
before passing it through the disc
apertures. Angular movement of the
prism will permit the wavelength of

Mirror:

amine light from light sovrc

Adjusting collets
on ball bearing
revolved by
wheel-,

Seítion of
_
index/rig wheel:
Oil or
lubrication
hole being
inspecteo'

•
8o/1 being Inspected

Revolving wheel
.
with rubber belt

,-Photo tube
housing

'Photo tube
cathode
"Light baffle
'Oil or lubrication
ho/e being inspected

Photoelectric oil-hole Inspector

while a bolt is revolved one complete
turn by arubber-tired driving wheel.
If the quantity of light at which the
device is calibrated fails to reach a
phototube mounted adjacent to the
side hole during some portion of this
cycle, indicating imperfect alignment or a block, the bolt is automatically rejected by an electromechanical
mechanism. — Powers,
ELECTRONICS, September, 1939, p. 54.

Articulated Weighing
Scale
\\ EIGIIING SCALES FREQuENTLi used
10 indicate one specific weight may
be made to actuate an audible or visible signal when that weight is
reached.
A small hole is drilled through the
face of the scale at a position corresponding to the weight to be inCathode-ray oscilloscope pattern showing
dicated. A light source is mounted
the relationship between light passed
directly to a phototube and light passed
in front of the hole and a phototube
to the phototube through an optical filter.
is placed back of the hole in such a
B represent light transmitted directly and
manner that the beam of light is
A light transmitted through the filter
interrupted by the pointer or by a
flag attached to the pointer when
the light transmitted to the photo- this weight is reached. The 'output
tube to be varied.—Seeley and And- of the phototube is amplified and,
erson, Review of Scientific Instru- when interrupted, operates a relay
ments, August, 1941, p. 392.
which energizes the selected signal
device.
The advantage of the electronic
Oil Hole Inspector
method of control in this instance is
AUTOMATICALLY
INSPECTING
o n e the fact that no error-producing load
shackle bolt per second, a photoelec- is introduced in the mechanism -of
tric machine determines that oil holes the scale by the articulating device.
drilled longitudinally through the
Editor's note — This hole-in-the
bolts exactly meet other oil holes scale device is widely used with
drilled into .
the bolt centers from the phototubes for controlling mechansides.
ical or electrical quantities.—Kron
A beam of light is reflected from Scale Co., ELECTRONICS, January,
a mirror into the longitudinal hole 1942, p. 60.
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Hytron's

newly
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"Sunshine Plant" at Newburyport, Massachusetts
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Y111011 now has QUADRUPLED

P

space for war , production

Hytron REMEMBERS PEARL HARBOR—Wake Island—Bataan—Corregidor.
As its contribution to the swelling tide of production which will equip the
nation with an overwhelming flood of war materials to avenge these temporary defeats, Hytron is developing at top speed the productive capacity of
its new plant at nearby Newburyport. The new factory is so large that it
could easily accommodate on one floor the entire Salem plant. In this
appropriately-named radio war, Hytron's quadrupled facilities will play an
important part in the production of viial electronic tubes to be used in
making

the

enemy

remember with

regret

his mistake in attacking

the

United States.

HYTRON CORPORATION
Manufacturers of electronic tubes since 1921

Newburyport. .MASSACHUSETTS. .. Salem

MORE TUBES FOR VICTORY

Hytron's Plant at Salem

RECElaS —"GT", "G", or "acorns", R.M.A. or
Government types, — twenty-two years of experience give you time-tested quality.

TRANSMITTING — Nationally famous u-h-f designs,
popular instant-heating tubes for mobile use, standard Hytron triodes and rectifiers, all perform
efficiently—dependably.

SPECIAL PURPOSE—From medium power tubes
to tiny miniature types, Hytron welcomes the opportunity to manufacture in production quantities the
specialized tubes you may need for your war production.
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Measurement of
Turbidity in Liquids
THE TURBIDITY OF ALMOST clear solutions can be measured by the extent
to which a light beam is dispersed
by the suspended particles. By the
use of proper filters, colored solutions can also be measured. The
method is to pass a collimated light
beam through two grids consisting
of alternate bars and open spaces
with the sample and a lens systém
between them. The grids must be
machined very accurately so that the
two units are of the same dimensions
and so that the bars and the open
spaces are of the same size. After
the light beam passes through the
first grid it consists of several beams
which are rectangular in cross section. A pair of 4-inch objective lenses
is mounted in a slide for focussing.

Diagram of the circuit and optical system
of

the

photoelectric

turbid:meter

The famous Johnson insulator line is the most complete of
any manufacturer. Designed by engineers for practical
application, their quality, materials and excellence of workmanship are often imitated but never equalled. Nuts are
carefully milled and heavily nickel plated, not cheap
stamped unplated types. Studs have accurately cut threads
held to a close tolerance and heavily plated.

Inferior

varieties use cheaper rolled threads that bind or strip
easily. All Johnson insulators are made of the finest electrical porcelain or Steatite (depending on type) and are
remarkably free from pin holes, impurities and imperfections.

Substitutes are usually inferior porcelain or clay

such as that used in dishes and pottery. Superior Johnson
parts cost no more—why take chances?
Write us concerning your need.
will

recommend

an

insulator

Johnson Engineers

that

will

do

the

job

better—often at a lower price. After all Johnson parts
are

GOOD

parts.

(Ask for

Catalog

967D).

E. F. JOHNSON Co.
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The lens system is adjusted so that
the light beam has unity magnification on the second grid. The second
grid is positioned so that the rectangular portions of the light beam
fall on the bars. Thus, no light gets
past the second grid, except that
which results from imperfect machining of the grids. Beyond the second grid is a barrier type photocell
to detect any light. Another photocell is located near the light source
as shown in the diagram and connected to a potentiometer across
which are connected the first photocell and a microammeter. This is for
the purpose of balancing out any
light getting past the second grid.
When a liquid sample is placed between the two grids as shown, any
suspended particles cause a dispersal
of the light and permits it to pass
through the openings of the second
grid to the photocell where it is converted into electrical energy for
measurement.—Silverman,
Review
of Scientific Instruments, February,
1941 (ELECTRONICS, April, 1941, p.
100).
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THE DSD 880
WINCHESTER SYSTEM.
MADE THE WAY
DIGITAL WOULD MAKE IT.
EXCEPT DIGITAL
DOESN'T MAKE IT.

HyperDiagnostics, HyperService and Rapid Module Exchange are trademarks of Data Systems Design, Inc.
PDP is aregistered trademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
"OEMS: Don't miss the new 700 Series of Multibus
PC Winchesters at NCC booth eA549, Astroarena, Houston."

The people at Digital are apretty smart
bunch. They make some of the finest small computers in the world. So we like to think that if
they were to make anew storage system like our
880 Winchester/Floppy, they'd do it the same
way we did.
First of all, they'd make it extremely reliable
with extensive testing and by using one of the
most reliable storage technologies known, the
Winchester.
Next, they'd offer it in different capacities,
like 7.8, 20.8, and 31.2 megabytes, with achoice of
.5 or 1Mb floppy back-up, or none at all.
These different configurations would, of
course, be fully compatible with Digital's LSI-11
and PDPe-11 computers.
And the whole package would be extremely
compact, just 5% inches high, so it would save
space and fit in almost anywhere.
They might even add some on-board selfdiagnostics, similar to our exclusive HyperDiagnostics,'" so you could test, exercise, and debug
without aCPU. And cut down on your service
costs at the same time.
Maybe they'd even institute amodule swap
program, something like our Rapid Module
Exchange,'" which would be designed to get you

back up and running within twenty-four hours.
Finally, since this system would be so
dependable, they'd be able to offer their extended
service at amuch lower price—much like we do
with our own HyperService,'" which goes into
effect when the 90-day warranty expires and
covers everything.
And then, as if it weren't good enough
already, they'd offer this remarkable storage system at alower cost per megabyte than any comparable system.
The fact is, though, Digital doesn't make
anything like this.
Which is why we make the DSD 880 Winchester system to go with your Digital computer.
And, why we make it the way we do.
Corporate Headquarters: 2241 Lundy Avenue, San Jose, CA 95131 Eastern Region Sales and
Service: Norwood, MA, 617 769 7620. Central
Region Sales: Dallas, TX, 214 980 4884. Western
Region Sales: Santa Clara, CA, 408 727-3163.

DATA SYSTEMS DESIGN

INTERNATIONAL SALES: Australia 03/544-3444; Belgium and Luxembourg 02/7209038; Canada 416/625-1907; Central and South
America (office in U.S.A.) 415/967-8818; Denmark 01/83 34 00; Finland 90/88 50 11; France 03/956 81 42; Israel 03/298783; Italy 02/4047648;
Japan 06/323-1707; Netherlands 020/45 87 55; New Zealand 4/693-008; Norway 02/78 94 60; Spain 34/433-2412; Sweden 08/38 03 70;
Switzerland 01/730 48 48; United Kingdom 44/7073/34774; West Germany and Austria 089/1204-0; Yugoslavia 61/263-261.
Circle 199 on reader service card

New products
Packaging & production

Machine etches
fine metal lines
Reactive ion etching system
reduces undercutting to make
aluminum lines 0.5 gm wide
With the geometries of very largescale integrated circuits approaching
the submicrometer region, semiconductor manufacturers have turned to
dry plasma etching systems, which
offer tighter control in oxide, nitride,
and polysilicon etching. But the size
of many VLSI devices is determined
by the metal interconnections, which
are wet-etched and must be made
wide enough for the acid etching not
to completely undercut them.
A new system from Technics West
Inc. promises to solve this problem
with reactive ion etching [Electronics,
April 21, P. 33]. With this technique, metal lines can be produced
that are 0.5 gm wide on 0.5-gm
spacing, with aheight of 1gm.
Reactive ion etching combines the
characteristics of two established
wafer-processing techniques—plasma etching and ion milling. As in
plasma etching, reactive chemicals
in a gas plasma are employed, but
the plasma's ions are accelerated in a
collimated beam, as in ion milling.
The beam strikes the bottom of the
etch pattern and not the sidewalls,

Hybrid aligner
exposes fine lines
Mask aligner's critical stage
is pneumatically isolated
to achieve 1-µm line widths
The key to aligning geometries with
dimensions of around 1gm on thinfilm hybrids, flat-screen displays,
microwave hybrids, and other fine-
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greatly reducing undercutting and
allowing narrower metal lines.
The reactive ion etching takes
place in achamber where the cathode is ahexagonal aluminum column
on which the wafers are mounted.
The anode is astainless steel bell jar.
Four wafers (3, 4, or 5in. in diameter) are mounted on each of the six
surfaces. A complete etching cycle
takes 40 minutes, so the system,
called the HE-II, has a throughput
of 36 wafers per hour.
Technics West has been building
plasma etching and ion milling systems for about 10 years. The HE-II,
which is based on a process developed and licensed by Western Electric's Bell Laboratories, will be
shown for the first time at Semicon/West, the semiconductor production-equipment trade show held
in San Mateo, Calif., May 25-28.

line devices is avibration-free system
that enables an operator to view the
mask and substrate clearly at high
magnifications. Optical Associates
Inc. has designed its new series 500
mask aligner so that its mask-tosubstrate alignment stage is located
on a vibration-free pneumatically
isolated exposure platform. The Hybralign 500 system, a successor to
the proven 400 series, can accommodate substrates up to 4 in. on aside
and rectangular masks with adiagonal dimension of 7in.
At higher magnifications (up to

The HE-II will sell for about
$250,000, depending on configuration. Delivery is in six months.
In addition to the ion etching system, Technics West has developed a
wafer loader that automatically
takes wafers from standard cassettes
and loads them onto the special carriers that mount on each of the six
processing surfaces. Pricing for the
loader has not yet been set.
Technics West Inc., 2305 Paragon Dr., San
Jose, Calif. 95131. Phone (408) 946-8700
[4351

X400) it is essential that the substrate surface remain in focus as the
microscope is moved along any axis
during the alignment phase. To
achieve this, the aligner first brings
the substrate surface into contact
with the mask. When separated, the
system keeps the mask and surface
parallel, compensating for any substrate-wedge error.
Selection of microscopes. Another
key feature of the 500 aligner is its
wide microscope adaptability. The
user can select from a variety of
split-field metallurgical microscopes
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One Step Ahead of Your
Mature MOS Requirements.

y ahead of your mature MOS requirements by keeping a few
bac
t ese iconductor race. Our sole business is the production of mature
,NMOS and CMOS products, left behind in an industry that outgrows
ology every few years.
ether you're a semiconductor company searching for a way to fulfill ongoing
requirements of your customers, or an OEM looking for. hard-to-find MOS
products, Senitron can provide you with apermanent supply.
Best of all, our fast turn-around time delivers the product you want when you want

it. At a price you'll like. Write or call us at: Senitron, 3883 N. 28th Avenue,
Phoenix, AZ 85017, (602) 277-3481.

senitron
Moving Ahead By Staying Behind.
Circ7Ie reader service card

New products
with -a bright- and dark-field capability or units operating on Nomarski interference-contrast principles,
which are especially valuable when
lining up afeature to ametal edge.
The mask-to-substrate alignment
stage is supplied with differential
micrometers that provide fine vernier control of X- and Y-axis movements of the substrate holder. In
addition, the microscope joystick has
finger-tip—operated X- and Y-axis
brakes. Another valuable feature is
simple, direct operator control of the
pneumatically powered stage positioning for the alignment and expo-

sure steps. In the
off-load, on-load
phase, there is
unobstructed access to the entire
mask-to-substrate alignment
stage.
Other features
of the system,
which is priced
at approximately $25,000, are constant intensity control at the substrate surface and a shutter timer.
Light sources for the unit are available with collimating lenses up to 7in.

in diameter and with lamp ratings of
up to 500 W.
Optical Associates Inc., 3300 Edward Ave.,
Santa Clara, Calif. 95050. Phone (408) 9886900 [436]

frequency of the quartz monitor disk
automatically when the work pieces
in two modes, from 1to 40 MHz. The
reach apreset thickness.
The measurement, twice as accu- control unit translates frequency into
rate as those of existing instruments thickness. Normally the gage uses
the frequency constant of AT-cut
used for this purpose, is independent
of lap-plate wear—it indicates the quartz monitors (k = 1.66 x 10 9 µmQuartz crystal is lapped
Hz), but other constants can be
thickness of the machined pieces, not
the distance between the lap plate entered through the keyboard. The
with wafers; its resonance
thickness dimension can be read out
and afixed reference surface.
is used to monitor progress
in micrometers or mils. FurtherThe gage consists of acontrol unit
more, an offset can be entered to
and a base unit. The control unit
Thickness is a parameter that must contains the thickness display and a account for the added thickness of a
spacer on which the monitor can be
key pad for entering the desired conbe carefully controlled in the process
mounted. With the standard fretrol parameters. It can be located
of lapping metals, semiconductors,
or insulators. A new piezoelectric
near the operator or mounted in the quency constant, thickness can be
measured from 1,660 down to 41.5
gage from Transat Corp. employs a control panel of the lap machine.
µm. With the addition of a spacer,
low-cost, disposable quartz sensor The base unit contains the main
greater thicknesses can be measured.
disk to monitor the thickness of work electronics and can be remotely
In an actual lapping operation, a
located.
pieces during lapping to an accuracy
small quartz monitor blank is
The gage measures the oscillation
of 0.5 µm and terminate the process
inserted into the center of one or
more wafer carriers. An electrode is
mounted in the lap plate, its face
flush with the lap surface and positioned so that it meets the quartz
monitor once each revolution. A
variable-frequency sweep signal is
applied to the electrode from the
gage. The signal flows through the
quartz monitor and then back to the
electrode.
Target resonance. The monitor
oscillates, responding strongly when
its mechanical resonance frequency
coincides with the signal frequency.
The resonant frequency is sensed
and compared with atarget frequency. When the resonant frequency of
the monitor equals the target value,
the lapping motor is stopped by a
relay. Thickness equals the frequen-

Gage controls
lapping to 0.5 grn
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Choosing an
architecture
appropriate to
I.S1 is
important.

Computeraided
design helps
generate final
layout file

-Stick Coon]
are used to •'
describe ba
building bl

LEAR\ VLSI DESIC\I
Berkeley. Similar
If you want to take
Designing c
plete systems
courses based
part in LSI/VLSI designon a few
chips is now
.
on the Mead/
and understand what this
possible
' —
Conway design
technology means to
methodology
you, your
are now being
company, and
m.
taught at DEC,
your career- you
Xerox, Varian,
can't sit back and
watch. Join the design
Bell Labs, and
Hewlettrevolution of the '80's!
Packard, as
Learn VLSI design!
And that's what this
well as at over
new video tape course
30 major
universities in the U.S. and Europe.
from VLSI Technology, Inc. is all
about-actually "doing LSI/VLSI".
Now you and your company
have the opportunity to take part
Filmed before a class of managers,
in this valuable course at your own
engineers, and CAD specialists from
plant or office. A modest
Hewlett-Packard, this 21 hour video
programming or digital design
ckplot of an
background are the prerequisites.
essiye student
design project
Managers, engineers,
programmers, and CAD
specialists can all benefit. This new
course will allow
you and your
company to
become a
participant in the
LSI/VLSI design
revolution. You will
be able to make
tape series teaches you how to
more accurate
architect, design, and layout
technology
your own proprietary chips.
tradeoffs, take
Homework assignments are
part in
proprietary
provided so you can learn by
doing. Some of you may actually
chip-design
programs,
fabricate your first designs.
and develop
The instructors for this course
have debugged the material over
CAD tools more
attuned to the design
the past two years while teaching
and testing problems of
LSI/VLSI design courses at M.I.T.
your company.
Caltech, Stanford, and U.C.
-41

kr

Final designs
may be
fabricated a
packaged
for testing
ws.

Learning a new technology is
not easy. It takes work-and a lot
of it. If you're willing to make that
commitment, and move your
career and company forward.
Join the design revolution of
the '80's! Learn
Hands-on experience
VLSI design!
is important

to the learning process

This exciting
video tape series
focuses on the
following critical
areas •
Architectural
design for VLSI •
nMOS logic and
basic building
blocks U Chip
planning and
layout IM
Performance
evaluation•
System timing and simulation•
Computer-aided design techniques
• Case studies in LSI design.

VII

VLSI Technology, Inc.
1101 McKay Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
408-942-1810

VLSI Technology, Inc. is a
new high-technology
semiconductor company
that will specialize in fastturnaround fabrication of
custom and semi-custom
LSI/VLSI and silicon foundry
services. We will continue
to offer a range of
educational services for
this fast-moving field.
Circle 203 on reader service card

Our name is on the keyboard,
but your name is on the linen

When your design team chooses akeyboard
for your new business-computer, wordprocessor or other new application, you know
your products' success will be based in large
part on that keyboard... how it feels, how
it looks, its functions, features and reliability.
That's why so many companies specify
Digitran's capacitive switch technology.
People tell us that the "tactile feel" of our
keyboards beats anything they've ever used.
Effortless, but positive.
Digitran keyboards make your product look
better because we make everything (except
the IC's) in house.We control the color, the
finish and the aesthetic appeal for maximum
marketing impact.

Specifications? Yours. Custom or standard.
We'll design to U.S. specs or the new
European DIN specs.We can provide any
function you specify and many features you
may not be aware of. If your specifications
call for astandard application keyboard, we
have those, too.
Application by application the Digitran
keyboard has built aproven record of fieldtested reliability.
You may already be using Digitran keyboards.
If you aren't, remember: Your product is
only as good as its keyboard. Is your product
as good as it could be? If you aren't sure
talk to your design team. Then write or call:
Director of Marketing, Keyboard Division.

oicirrRnnTm

The Digitran Company, adivision of Becton, Dickinson and Company
855 South Arroyo Parkway •Pasadena, California 91105 •Phone: (213) 449-3110 •TWX 910-588-3794, TELEX 67-5485
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cy constant, k, divided by the resonant frequency. For quartz, kis precise within about 1part per million.
The monitor, which costs about 150,
is lapped down with the lap load and

Dense connector

discarded after the process.
The gage has been evaluated by a
major lapping-machine manufacturer, and several are currently being
installed at integrated-circuit firms.

nector is deflected by vibration
between the pc boards, there is no
danger of the wires coming loose
since the bond between the wires and
rubber is stronger than the rubber
itself. The elastomer also provides
Stacking connector uses
excellent shock and vibration
wires bonded to elastomer
damping and forms a gas-tight seal
where it contacts the board.
to link boards despite knocks
At the extreme top and bottom of
the D configuration, the tips of the
The stacked or board-to-board con- flat wires flare upwards so point connector has evolved into an attractive tact can be achieved. This contact
alternative to the backplane. Present
penetrates any surface oxides or othmetallic-contact board-to-board con- er contaminants present on the surnectors are adequate for most appliface of the contact pads, ensuring a
cations but are limited to relatively reliable electrical connection in addilow-density interconnections and, in tion to the connection through the
addition, are susceptible to failure flat surface of the element. The flat
due to shock and vibration.
wires of the elastomeric insert are on
Tecknit has developed ahigh-den15-mil centers and typically have a
sity, low-resistance elastomeric con- contact resistance of 20 inS2 when
nector assembly for board-to-board connected to apad 35 mils wide.
applications where center-to-center
The new connector offers a prescontact spacing is less than 50 mils sure-type connection that eliminates
and where the system must withproblems associated with soldering
stand acertain amount of vibration.
and lead straightening and allows for
The assembly consists of a lowrapid assembly and disassembly of
resistance Zebra series 7000 elasinterconnected boards. A plastic
tomeric connector inserted into the
holder and connecting element 2/
4
1
slot of a plastic dielectric holder,
in. long sell for about $3 in lots of
which is held in position between a over 20,000. Deliveries are in about
pair of printed-circuit boards with
three weeks.
two screws. The holder is designed to Tecknit, 129 Dermody St., Cranford, N. J.
align the pc boards and also acts as a 07016. Phone (201) 272-5500 [438]
controlled deflection stop.
The elastomeric
connector element
is a D-shaped lowdurometer silicone
elastomeric core
around which run
flat metal conductors. Parallel rows
of these wires are
vulcanized to the
surface of the silicone and become
part of the composite material.
When the con-

takes vibration
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It is priced at about $8,000 and can
be delivered in eight weeks.
Transat

Corp.,

3713

Lee

Rd.,

Shaker

Heights, Ohio 44120. Phone (216) 991-7300
(437]

Chip sorter permits
chip inspection
A programmable chip sorter enables
users to categorize integrated-circuit
chips and diodes and simultaneously
moves them from film-mounted
sawed wafers to waffle packs and
from waffle packs to substrates,
hybrid circuits, or other packages.
The KTC Placement System can
load the chips in up to four separate
waffle packs. The operator visually
determines the chip's category and
then presses the appropriate output
button (labeled A through D), causing the chips to be automatically
placed in the designated chip tray.
The chips are picked up from the
input table by adual-tip 180 ° transfer head and transferred to the output table. Both 4-by-4-in. tables are
microprocessor-controlled with programmable read-only and randomaccess memory and have several
optional tooling holders.
The KTC Placement System is
available with aclosed-circuit television monitoring system that is used
to align and inspect chips transferred
from film through a die-elevator
device and sells for $34,500. With a
stereo microscope monitoring system
used for high-quality inspection, it
sells for $32,500. Delivery takes
eight to ten weeks.
Keller Technology Corp.,

P. O.

Box

103,

Buffalo, N. Y. 14217. Phone (716) 693-3840
[393]

Multipole connectors
work in hostile environments
A line of multipole connectors with
die-cast aluminum housings resists
dirt, grease, oil, vibration, and sea
water. They are commonly used for
heavy-duty machine tools, industrial
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QUALITY
PROBLEMS?
We Can Find Failures
Before Your Customers Do
Thermotron has been solving
quality problems for 20 years
for the aerospace industry with
environmental simulation stress screening.

Call Us 616-392-1492
Ask for Stress Screening Consultant

We Can
•Save you money
•Improve your product's image

machinery and processing equipment, electronic medical equipment,
transport and recreational vehicles,
and outdoor advertising and communications equipment.
The environmentally protected
connectors comply with DIN 40050
standards and are VDE rated. Their
positive-locking latch comes in zincplated steel or stainless steel, and the
neoprene gasket seal is resistant to
aging.
Available with either screw-, solder-, or crimp-type terminations, the
multipole connectors are priced at
$38 each. Delivery takes eight to ten
weeks after receipt of order.
Electrovert Inc., Components Division, 399
Executive

Blvd.,

Elmsford,

N. Y.

10523.

Phone (914) 592-7322 [394]

We Have
•Largest design and
application engineering
staff in the industry
•Largest product support
organization to provide
"after sale service"

THERMOTR•N
Thermotron Industries, Inc., Kollen Park Drive, Holland, Michigan 49423
A SUBSIDIARY OF
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WEHR CORPORATION
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Desoldering unit removes
components from pc boards
In the offing is adesoldering system,
the printed-circuit-board reflow
module, which can remove bad multi-lead components quickly and easily from printed-circuit boards in
about 5 seconds. The component to
be removed is positioned so that a
predetermined amount of solder
flows against the lead pattern of the
component. The flowing solder
transmits enough heat to cause solder in all lead holes to melt for instant
removal of the component. The operator need not be experienced to operate the system because the only
thing that touches the board is the
flowing solder.
With the printed-circuit board
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The latest available
technology for custom
IC's. Truly astroke of
genius from Synertek.

CMOS Power At
Bipolar Speed.
A Stroke Of Genius.

You get the best of both worlds. Low power
consumption. High speed —up to a20MHz
clock. That's HCMOS —high-performance
CMOS. And we're the first custom IC manufacturer to offer this advanced technology to
the custom marketplace.

Because when you commit your products
success to the successful design and manufacture of ocustom IC, you want acustom
house that performs. And delivers. You need
to know that the best options are available
to you. So that you can get the best circuit
possible for your particular requirement

does it with state-of-the-art 3-micron design
rules. From hand-crafted maximum performance designs to semi-automated cell-library
designs. Plus flexibility. Plus experience. All
molded by ateam of professionals dedicated
solely to custom work. And all this backed by
the resources of one of the largest ond most
innovative custom MOS manufacturers today.
Synertek.

We've been designing and manufacturing
custom IC's since day one. For HCMOS (and
High-speed, high-performance, cost-effective
HMOS or industry stancustom IC's. Tough to do. And we did it
For design engineers,
dard NMOS) now is
first. That tells you something about Synertek HCMOS —the domiSynertek Custom HCMOS the right time for you
custom.
nant technology of the
to tap the genius at
Propagation Delay
2ns
80's —can be the
Synertek The artisans
answer, and Synertek
of technology
Threshold Voltage
V Ip -0.9V
VTN

Send for your Custom MOS/LSI brochure (M/S 57) Or call (408) 748-7070
program and applIcatIon

Telephone
COMpar,

Address

E519

0.7V

SYNERTEK
ASubsidiary of Honeywell
3001 Stender Way, PO Box 552
Santo Clara, California 95052
(408) 988-5600
TWX: 910-338-0135

SILK COVERED
COTTON COVERED
CELANESE COVERED
GLASS FIBRE COVERED
LITZENDRAHT AND
SPECIALS TO ORDER

ENAMELED COPPER
ENAMELED IRON
ENAMELED ALLOY
ENAMELED ALUMINUM
TWISTED MULTIPLES
PARALLEL MULTIPLES

e There's more to present day engineer-

ing and design problems than shortages
of materials, priorities, etc. There is also
the question of whether specifications have
been rigidly adhered to.
Wire, for example, must meet such requirements
as specific electrical properties, flexibility,
tensile strength, laying speed, uniformity, etc.
Whether it's abuyer's or a seller's market,
WINCO magnet wire products are drawn

UDSON
ELECTRONICS — June 19.12

WIRE

to exact specifications. Uniformity of product is guaranteed by mercury process tests
and careful supervision guards against
variations in consistency, structure or electrical values.
If you have awire problem, our complete
facilities are at your disposal. Send blueprints or specifications for recommendations, without obligation. Samples sent on
request; write today.

COMPANY

ONMECTICUT
97
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Fan Id Gold.

lime probes for
your toughest tests.
Even in the toughest applications, user reports and our own
tests show the Fairchild probe tip, plated with 50 millionths of gold,
to have aconsistent pattern of superior performance compared
to other types of probe tips. We give you the largest diameter spring
in the industry for dependable electrical contact and longer spring life.
You get the closest possible tolerance between each component
of the probe-receptacle set, and the receptacle will handle repeated
probe replacements while retaining its tight fit to insure reliable
continuity during testing.
Fairchild Test Systems/Mechanical Division
One Fairchild Sq.

FAIRCHILD Clifton Park

New York 12065
A Schlumberger Company 518-877-7042
Make your own tests with Fairchild's
free samples. Send your request on your
company letterhead and we'll send you
our sampler pack which includes every tip style.
You can request rhodium-tip samples. too.
Go for the gold.
Circle 208 on reader service card

WORLDWIDE ELECTRONICS MARKETS
Electronics' highly respected 24th annual market forecast has been
expanded to provide a65-page in-depth look at
the current and future demand for more than 800 electronic component and equipment products in the USA,
Western Europe, and Japan—including 23 additional
pages of market-estimate and growth-rate tables. Order
today for immediate delivery of the Electronics 1982 World
Markets Forecast Data Book!
Payment of $150 (USA orders add local tax) must accompany order to:
Electronics Magazine Books, 1221 Ave. of the Americas, New York, NY
10020 USA. Pro forma invoice will be sent upon request. Price includes
first-class or air shipment.

reflow module, faulty assemblies can
be economically repaired, and valuable components can be salvaged
from nonfunctional boards, thus
reducing the cost of replacement,
according to its maker.
The desoldering system is available as a table-top model or as a
console station with adjustable board
carriers, a target locator, and temperature and speed controls. It is
framed in an acrylic-polyvinyl-chloride housing and is priced at $3,900.
Delivery takes six weeks.
Air-Vac Engineering Co., 100 Gulf St., Milford, Conn. 06450. Phone (203) 874-2541
[395]

Pc-board cleaning systems
sell for under $10,000
Two aqueous cleaning systems, the
Aquamatic Iand II, wash, rinse, and
dry printed-circuit boards. They
incorporate features normally found
in only the much larger systems but
have a base price starting at under
$10,000 —lower than any comparable system in the industry, its maker
claims.
The Aquamatic I is a modular
system with a series of seven basic
modules that can be added or subtracted according to the user's needs.
The Aquamatic II is aself-contained
unit incorporating three basic stations. Both are available with avariety of options and accessories for
custom-designed systems. The
Aquamatic I, for example, comes
with an optional clear window for
inspection of the cleaning operation.
A nonpolluting and economical
cleaning stage that uses water to
eliminate constant dumping and
monitoring is common to both systems.
The Aquamatic Iand II can handle pc boards up to 12 in. wide and
can be used in line with larger systems, including soldering systems,
without costly modifications. Delivery is estimated at eight to 10 weeks
after receipt of order.
The John Treiber Co., 18120 Mount Washington St.,

Fountain Valley, Calif. 92708.

Phone (714) 557-1821 [398]
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NOT AN OSCILLOSCOPE!
NOT A CURVE TRACER!
TESTS SOLID STATE DEVICES ... IN-CIRCUIT. ..WITH NO CIRCUIT POWER APPLIED!
This amazing instrument will help you reduce troubleshooting costs and speed
repair to a degree that will surprise you. Easy to operate, HUNTRON
TRACKER locates defective devices FAST. NOT A LOGIC TESTER! The
TRACKER locates shorts, opens and leaky components of all kinds. LED's
diodes, bipolars, FET's, J-FET's, MOS and CMOS IC's, electrolytics,
memories of all types, special purpose devices like diac triggers and
integrated voltage regulators.
FAST, LOW-COST REPAIRS WITH ...HUNTRON TRACKER!

OcOMEM`Lu'In o

11K@VDMNIEGTY@

15123 lioghway99 North.Lynnwood,WashIngton 98036

(800) 426-9265

AUSTRALIA
CANADA
FRANCE
GERMANY
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New products
MIL-STD-883B, operating at from
Unlike conventional op amp designs
—55 ° to +125 °C.
where the optimum gain-bandwidth
product is achieved at high gain,
Comlinear Corp., 2468 East Ninth St., Loveminimum settling time occurs at a land, Colo. 80537. Phone (303) 669-9433
gain of —1, and the minimum slew rate
[3411
is found at a gain of +1, the
year-old-firm's device is consistent in
almost all aspects of performance
Instrumentation filter and
High-speed unit's performance
over its entire gain range.
amplifier eliminate aliasing
The hybrid's high stability at all
is stable without compensation
gain settings "means that no comover gain range of 1to 40
The PDF-106 instrumentation ampensating capacitors or resistors are
plifier and filter conditions signals
needed to maintain stable gain and
and eliminates aliasing by limiting
high-fidelity pulse response," says
Comlinear Corp. is offering ahybrid
the input-signal bandwidth. The
Nelson. "This eliminates the expense
operational amplifier of exceptional
-106 combines a programmable,
of
adjustable
capacitors
and
the
performance. It has, says David A.
high-performance instrumentation
labor of a trained technician to
Nelson, president, a gain-phase reamplifier and a low-pass, six-pole
adjust them."
sponse that is flat from dc to 100
Butterworth filter that is housed in a
Uses. Comlinear is targeting the
mHz and an unconditional stability
thick-film
hybrid circuit, hermeticalCLC103
for
use
with
100-MHz
flash
not requiring external components.
ly sealed in a 24-pin dual in-line
analog-to-digital and digital-to-anaThe CLC103's typical small-sigpackage.
log converters, as preamplifiers for
Amplifier gain is from 0.1 to
high-speed fiber-optic detectors and
1,000, amplifier offset is ± 100%,
photomultiplier tubes, as high-perand the filter cutoff is between 5 Hz
formance low-cost output amplifiers
and 5kHz. All values are determined
for function and pulse generators,
by external resistors. The amplifierand for baseband video communicafilter combination has floating diftions in such applications as satellite
ferential inputs, an input range of
earth stations.
± 10 v, and a high common-mode
Group delay for the CLC103 is
rejection ratio-110 dB minimum
typically 2.2 ns at a transfer gain of
for again of 1,000. The device's gain
4, 2.9 ns at a gain of 20, and 3.5 ns
stability is within 2% between — 35 °
at again of 40. Overshoot for a 1-ns
and +85 °C.
nal 3-dB bandwidth is 150 MHz, and
input rise time and a 20-v output
The -106 is approximately $200,
the minimum full-power (an ouput
step is typically 3% at gains of 20
with delivery from stock.
of 20 y peak to peak) 3-dB bandand 40 and 12% for again of 4. For
width is 70 MHz for noninverting
a 5-v step, overshoot is only 2% at a Aydin Vector Division, P. 0. Box 328, Newtown, Pa. 18940. Phone (215) 968-4271
applications or 75 mHz when the
gain of 20. The part's high linearity
13431
input is inverted. These minimums
is typified by aminimum third-order
hold over a range of transfer gains
intermodulation intercept of 40 dBm
(V„„./V) of 1to 40. The typical slew
at 20 MHz. At 50 MHz, 1-dB gain
rate is greater than 6v/ns.
compression occurs at 20 y peakDigital attenuators operate
For a 10-v output step, typical
to-peak output.
over dc-to-400-MHz range
settling time to within 0.4% of final
Input offset voltage is typically
value is 5ns and to within 0.2% is 10
less than 30 mv and drifts less than
A line of m.-programmable digital
ns. Maximum settling times at a 50 ilv/ nC. The unit draws 27 mn
attenuators spans the frequency
transfer gain of 20 are 8ns to within
from a ± 15-v supply—supply levels
range of dc to 400 MHz, with amaxi0.4% of a 10-v step and 15 ns to
may range from ±9 to ± 16 Y. The
mum attenuation to 127 dB. These
0.2%. Phase linearity from dc to half two bipolar output transistors will
miniature components are capable of
the bandwidth is within 10.
put out ± 200 mn at 12 y peak.
providing attenuation with a preciStable performance at this high
In a 24-pin ceramic dual in-line
level is maintained by a proprietary
package, the CLC103 is priced at
design that keeps the op amp's
$150 each in small quantities. For
closed-loop gain constant as transfer
orders of 1,000 pieces or more, the
gain is varied by a single external
price is under $100; production
resistor from 1 to 40, says Nelson.
quantities will be available this
With closed-loop gain held constant,
month. The operating temperature
no change in internal compensation
range is —25 ° to +85 °C. Comlinear
is required as transfer gain is varied.
is also offering a version that meets

Components

Hybrid op amp
runs at 70 MHz
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Let's talk silicon value...

Monsanto now offers
two families of
silicon products
MQS and YIELD MAX.
These products,
coupled with our
yield analysis program,
are designed
to help fab
engineers
achieve higher
device yields
and lower
device
costs.

Haskell Waddle
Director, Marketing

MOS and YIELD MAX products deliver improved
device yields by:
IN Matching wafer
characteristics to
specific I.C. process
requirements.
• Consistently delivering
wafers to stringent
quality standards.

Monsanto

To learn more about the Monsanto
silicon program, send for our
product offering and Silicon Story.
Monsanto Electronics Division
Attn: B G. Marchetta
755 Page Mill Road
PO. Box 10123
Palo Alto. California 94303
Phone: (415)493-3300
Name
Title
Company
Address
City

State

Zip

Telephone (
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New products
sion normally associated with mechanical step attenuators.
The DA-600 series covers the 1.0
to-35-MHz range with a balanced
configuration that reduces switching
transients to extremely low levels,
while the -700 series covers the 20to-400-MHz range with attenuation
in 1-dB steps to 127 dB. A third
series, the -800, uses miniature electromechanical devices to cover the
de-to-35-MHz range with negligible
switching transients and distortion.
The series is available in avariety
of binary or binary-coded—decimal
sequences, including single-bit units
suitable for interspersion in signal
paths where gain-attenuation profiles require critical control.
Switching times are 200 ns for the
-600 series, 2its for the -700 series,
and 3.0 ms for the -800 series.
The devices range in price from
$460 to $1,995 each. Delivery takes
60 days and longer.
Lorch Electronics Corp.,

105 Cedar La.,

Englewood, N. J. 07631. Phone (201) 5698282 [344]

Pulsed laser diode works at
wavelengths of 870 to 904 nm
The PLD-10, a high-performance,
military-grade laser diode, is a gallium-aluminum-arsenide laser designed for pulsed operation. The
laser has a mirror-coated, multilayer, heterojunction design and operates on a low threshold current.
The device's output power is typically 10 w.
The laser diode is available at
peak wavelengths of 870 to 904 nm.
Each laser is factory tested for 24
continuous hours before shipment.
The pulsed laser diode, packaged in
an optically centered, hermetically

sealed case, can be used in avariety
of military systems including laser
range finders, proximity devices, and
target designators. Available for
immediate delivery, the -10 sells for
approximately $150 each.
Laseron, 655 Concord St., Suite 1, Framingham, Mass. 01701. Phone (617) 8729870 [345]

Resistor networks in plastic
packages meet military specs
Housed in plastic 8-, 14-, and 16-pin
dual in-line packages with a 99.5%
alumina substrate and 0.100-in, lead
spacings are the F08, F14, and F16
series, respectively, thin-film precision resistor networks that meet the
specifications of charqcteristic V of
MIL-R-83401. Automatically insertable, the devices have standard
resistor tolerances of ±0.1%,
±0.5%, and ± 1% absolute, respectively. Their temperature coefficient
of resistance is 50 ppmCC, and their
operating temperature range checks
in at —55° to + 125°C.
Suitable for replacing discrete
precision resistors, the resistor networks' applications include matched
pairs, pull-up resistor arrays for
unused ra. gates, parallel highspeed circuitry, wire-OR gate configurations, and rrumos interfacing.
In 1,000-unit lots the devices sell
for 950 each, with delivery taking
eight weeks.
Allen-Bradley Co., Electronics Division, 1201
South Second St., Milwaukee, Wis. 53204.
Phone (414) 671-2000 [346]

Full-travel keyboard
has ergonomic features
A full-travel membrane-type keyboard, called Screened-Contact, for
wired-only keyboard requirements is
designed to replace more expensive
and less reliable gold-contact
switches.
The keyboard, which will be
exhibited at the National Computer
Conference next month, meets all of
the new ergonomic standards, in-
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eluding the German DIN requirements. Each switch is 19 mm high
and has alifetime of over 50 million
operations.
The board is mounted on a rigid
frame, and stepped or sculptured
keytops are available—a nonglare
keytop finish is standard. The 53station keyboard with a wired-only,
X-Y matrix termination will be
delivered from stock for $76.07 each
in lots of 1to 9and $52.90 each in
quantities over 50.
In addition, the firm has introduced an off-the-shelf enclosed keyboard, model P2492, that includes
an 83-station microprocessor-encoded capacitance keyboard with
serial ASCII output. This keyboard
will be available from stock for
$149.63 without an enclosure and
$212.63 with one for 1to 9units.
Key Tronic Corp., P. O. Box 14687, Spokane, Wash. 99214. Phone (509) 928-8000
[347]

Membrane-telephone keypad
costs as little as 45$ each
Added to the Kriket series of silicone
elastomer keypads is astandard telephone-array membrane keypad. The
units are guaranteed for 3 million
cycles and have typical contact
resistances of less than 200 9.
Center-to-center spacing, in both
directions, is 17.5 mm.
The keypad is configured in the
standard three-by-four-key array,
but customers can use multiple pads
to make larger arrays. Available
from stock, the keypads sell for
$1.25 each in the 50-piece minimum
order and for as low as 450 each in
quantities over 10,000.
Conductive Rubber Technology, Olive Mill
Plaza, 1230 Coast Village Circle, Santa Barbara, Calif. 93108. Phone (805) 969-5807
[348]
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ISAACTm turns Apples
into laboratory
computers...

...and data acquisition costs tumble!
ISAAC teams with the Apple Computer to give
you automated control of laboratory instruments, data
acquisition, electronic test, process control and front end
processing for centralized systems.
Its LABSOFT extended BASIC language makes
ISAAC easy to use wherever real time signals must be
recorded, manipulated, related, analyzed, stored, displayed
or printed out. Color charts and graphs are abreeze.
Major ISAAC Hardware Features:
• 16-channel, 12-bit AID
converter
• 4-channel, 12-bit D/A
converter
• 16 binary inputs
• 16 binary outputs
• 16 bit timer
• 8channel counter

• Real-time clock
• RS-232C and IEEE 488
(optional)
• 4programmable Schmitt
triggers
• Expansion cards for
additional analog and
binary channels.

e

Typical Applications:
CHEMISTRY
• Spectroscopy • Chromatography • Electrochemistry
ENGINEERING
• Bioengineering • Electronic test • Materials testing
PSYCHOLOGY
• Biofeedback • Stimulus response • Cognitive learning
PHYSIOLOGY
• Human performance testing • Neurological waveform
analysis
PROCESS CONTROL
• Flow, pressure and temperature measurements
• Current and voltage measurements
ISAAC plus Apple. A lot of technical computing
power for alittle money. For complete information, circle
reader service number, or call us toll free at
1(800) 343-4494.

Circle 213 on reader service card
Cyborg Corporation, 55 Chapel Street, Newton, MA 02158 (617) 964-9020
Apple is atrademark of Apple Computer. ISAAC, LABSOFT and CYBORG are trademarks of Cyborg Corporation.

Throw away your resistors.
Replace them with the unique RCA programmable
dual 4-bit logic terminator and save space and power.
RCA's new CD40117B is the
industry's first low-current data
terminator.
Consisting of two 4-bit terminators, it can be used to terminate
adata bus to ahigh or low logic
state. Or to terminate any open or
unused CMOS logic input to the
last driven logic state with 3-state
logic or during power down.

Each IC will replace 8powerhungry pull-up or pull-down resistors. So you save power while
improving board density. Ideal for
any battery-operated or battery
back-up data bus application.
In addition to saving space
and power, you can program your
8-bit data bus using the strobe
and data inputs. And the CD40117B

remembers the last logic state of
the data bus.
Available in 14-lead hermetic
or plastic packages.
Another CMOS logic innovation from the people who invented
CMOS.
For more information, contact
any RCA Solid State sales office
or appointed distributor.

RCA Solid State headquarters: Somerville. NJ. Brussels. Sao Paulo. Hong Kong
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New products
Computers & peripherals

Q-bus card links
to current loop
Communications card also
offers RS-232-C link, lets
Unibus code run on LSI-11
The world is opening up to Digital
Equipment Corp. LS!-11 users who
can now choose between currentloop and RS-232-C interfaces, and
now Unibus aficionados will be able
to bring their software to the LSI-11
environment —all because MOB Systems Inc. has expanded its line of
DEC-compatible boards with a system communication module that is a
multifunction board.
The MLSI-SCM11 offers avariety of features that are not available
on the comparable DEC board, the
MXV1 IRC, according to MDB design engineer Sandy Traylor. Foremost among these is the ability to
interface with both current-loop and
RS-232-C peripherals. The single
port on the board accepts either, letting users switch equipment easily
without worrying about compatibility, she notes.
Two features permit users to carry
over Unibus software. The -SCM11
offers support for four-level interrupt schemes, so Unibus packages
can be brought to it without modification. A clock-programmable interrupt capability is another aspect that
makes it easy to maintain Unibus
software. The board provides for the
timed interrupts needed for Unibus
programs that are not a feature of
the LSI-11. When Unibus software
runs, the LSI-11 ignores the interrupts, obviating code rewriting.
A selector on the front of the
board lets users manually change
transmission rates when devices of
different speeds are used. This quick
conversion method eliminates special
software packages needed on some
systems for rate alteration or the
powering down of the system for
hardware conversions required on
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others, says Traylor. Rates from 110
b/s to 38.4 kb/s are standard.
As a troubleshooting aid, the
-SCM I1 has two light-emitting diodes that show whether the board is
transmitting or receiving data. This
feature, common to many of MDB's
recent introductions, makes it simpler to determine whether the terminal or board is malfunctioning by
indicating data flow.
The board lists for $450 in single
quantities, with the price dropping to
$360 in 100-quantity orders. Delivery is 30 days after receipt of order.

ment system. The network package
allows users to establish graphics
data networks. The data-base management package provides the multidisciplinary access to engineering
and design data necessary to see a
product through the entire development cycle. Says Applicon president
Donald W. Fedderson, "The series
4000 provides more than basic documentation and drafting capabilities.
It offers engineering, manufacturing, and data-management capabilities not typically found in today's

MOB Systems Inc. 1995 North Batavia St.,

Data base with network. The 4275
graphics processing facility offered
with the top-of-the-line series 4000
system represents amajor innovation
for Applicon. Based on aDEC VAX11/751 processor, this facility is supplied with 1megabyte of main memory (which can be upgraded to 2
megabytes) and supports as many as
four dual-density tape drives and
four hard-disk drives. Starting at less
than $320,000, this system combines
networking and data-base capabilities with the fast number crunching
that is necessary for many advanced
applications.
The VMS operating system and
virtual-memory architecture help to
keep data-base management swift
and efficient. The data-base manager sees to it that access to data is
protected. The system can be set up
so that manufacturing personnel
cannot change the original design to
make it easier to manufacture without notifying the engineers and
designers responsible for the original

Orange, Calif. 92665. Phone (714) 989-6900
[411]

Spate of CAD/CAM hardware
heads toward market
Developers of computer-aided—design and —manufacturing systems
are aiming at a new level of system
integration based on acommon data
base accessible to both engineering
and manufacturing organizations
and maintained by a 32-bit computer. This key feature is found on the
most recent CAD/CAM entries from
Applicon, Sperry Univac, Graftek,
and Auto-trol Technology Corp.
Applicon's series 4000 (see photo
below) is built around three new
Graphics Processing Facilities based
on Digital Equipment Corp. minicomputers. The series 4000 features
a Distributed Graphics Network
package and a data-base manage-

CAD/CAM systems."

New products
development of the product.
Besides its top-of-the-line system,
Applicon offers entry-level systems
based on the 16-bit PDP-11/34 processors. These graphics processing
facilities, dubbed the 4225 and 4245,
include the RSX-11M operating system. A system including hardware,
software, and a work station can be
bought for less than $100,000 and is
upwardly compatible with other Applicon systems to protect the user's
initial investment.
Unifying thread. Joel N. Orr,
chairman of Orr Associates Inc. of
Danbury, Conn., and a CAD/CAM
expert, notes that -the unifying
thread running through all the operations of the automated factory is
the geometric description of the
part." Sperry Univac has designed
its UNIS*CAD system with that
thought in mind. Seeking to build a
system with drafting and design
capabilities and analysis software
that operates directly on the design
model, Sperry included adirect connection with production scheduling
and control operations, as well as
numerical-control capabilities.
The most recent addition to Sperry Univac's UNIS series of systems
executing manufacturing planning,
scheduling, and control software,
UNIS*CAD (sec photo above) uses
both a Sperry Univac 1100 series
32-bit mainframe and aSperry Uni vac V77 minicomputer in a distributed architecture. The V77 handles
design, drafting, numerical control,
and mesh generation, freeing the
mainframe to run large analysis programs, perform the detailed calculations required for solid modeling,
maintain the data base, and perform
business functions. The V77 is in
turn offloaded by the graphics terminals, which store display lists; zoom,
pan, and rotate display figures; and
communicate with the designer via
the data-tablet interface. The graphics software packages provided by
Sperry Univac support the Megatek
7200 and the Adage 4177 terminals.
Graphics Technology Corp., also
known as Graftek, is adding to the
spectrum of available hardware a
high-resolution—color work station to
be used with its 32-bit turnkey
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ports the user's work stations, with
all functions—from tooling design
and flat-pattern development to numerical-control and product assembly programs—running on the same
computer. Turnkey systems, including the processor, start at $80,000.
Applicon, 32 Second Ave., Burlington, Mass.
01803. Phone (617) 272-7070 [476]
Auto-trol Technology Corp.,

12500 North

Washington St., Denver, Colo. 80233, Phone
(303) 452-4919 [477]
Graphics Technology Corp., 1777 Conesto-

system. The new highperformance display will feature a
19-in, raster-scanning color cathoderay tube with flicker-free 60-Hz noninterlaced operation. Capable of displaying 1024 by 768 picture elements in eight colors, the terminal
has 27 programmable-function keys
and screen-overlay capabilities.
But the element that promises to
make the new color work station truly unique is its voice-input option.
Slated to be available in September,
this option recognizes 100 words or
phrases up to 1.2 seconds in length.
Extra words can be added to the
recognizable vocabulary in under 15
seconds.
Full-featured. The color terminal
alone will be available in July for
$45,000. It is designed to work with
Graftek's series 32 CAD/CAM system, which has arelational data base
specifically designed to handle engineering and scientific data. The
series 32 is a full-featured system
including provisions for mechanical
design, numerical control, production drafting, electrical-power wiring
work, solid-geometric and finite-element modeling, flat-pattern development, and plastic injection molding.
Graftek first began shipping the system, which is built around Gould's
SEL 32-bit computer, in May of
1981. A complete turnkey system
including four work stations is available for $425,000.
Another 32-bit—based system designed to be an integrated productdevelopment tool was recently announced by Auto-trol Technology
Corp. Auto-trol's GS-32 engineering
and manufacturing system also uses
the DEC VAX series of 32-bit minicomputers. The minicomputer supCAD/CAM

ga St., Boulder, Colo. 80301. Phone (303)
449-1138 [478]
Sperry Corp., Sperry Univac Division, P. O.
Box 500, Blue Bell, Pa. 19424. Phone (215)
542-4213 [479]

$895 daisy-wheel printer
runs at 12 characters/s
The cost of letter-quality printing for
small computer and word-processing
systems takes a big step down with
the announcement of the TP-1 daisywheel printer from Smith-Corona.
Its suggested retail price is only
$895, and glass-reinforced nylon daisy wheels for various type fonts are
only $5 each.
The unit prints at speeds between
12 and 15 characters/s on paper up
to 13 in. wide. The 10-character/in.
version can print 105 characters a
line, and the 12-character/in. version 126 aline. The initial unit has a
friction paper-feed scheme—a tractor-feed mechanism is due out during the first half of the year, according to the firm.
The TP-I comes with either a
Centronics-compatible parallel interface or an RS-232-C serial interface.
The latter can be strapped to operate
from 50 to 19,200 b/s. Character
length and parity can also be strapped. Margins are under program
control.
Printing is unidirectional at 6, 4,
or 3 lines/in. Impression force is
controlled with afive-position switch
so that up to five carbon copies may
be produced. Print wheels are said to
have a 2-million-character life and
arc easily replaceable. Three types of
ribbon arc available in convenient
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Introducing the TRW-61
Metallized Polyester
Capacitor. Now you get
better performance for
medium-current switching
power supplies. .. at a
competitive price.
Unlike electrolytic capacitors
which are can-shaped, our new
TRW-61 capacitors are flat. So,
lying down or standing up, they
take less space on the PC board.
Giving you more design
flexibility.
But that's only the second best
thing about our metallized film
capacitors.
The best thing is, unlike
electrolytic capacitors, the TRW61 exhibits little or no
capacitance roll-off with

increasing frequency. So now
you get superior performance
over electrolytic capacitors. At a
competitive price.
Designed specifically for SPS
applications requiring low ESR
and current capability up to 4
amps, the TRW-61 is used for
input filtering, high frequency
transformer DC blocking, and
output filtering.
Rated for 20 through 60 kHz
usage, there's negligible shift in
capacitance due to aging, long
exposure to humidity, or
temperature cycling. And our
insulation resistance, surge
rating and dissipation factor are
all superior to the can-shaped
variety.

How does the TRW-61 capacitor
deliver such great performance
at such a sensible price?
It's positively uncanny.
Send in coupon or call us at
(308) 284-3611.
ETRW Capacitors
301 W ''0' Street, Ogallala, Nebraska 69153
Yes, Iwant better performance for my lower
switching power supplies.
Please send data on your TRW-61
Capacitors.

Name

Company
Doi /Dept

Mall Code

Address

City

State

Zip

TRWCAPACITORS
AN OPERATION OF TRW CAPACITORS DIVISION
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Daylight Measurement
of Cloud Heights
THE HEIGHT OF CLOUDS above ground
level is of utmost importance to aircraft operators and can be measured
in daylight by means of a modulated
light beam pointed vertically at the
cloud, and a photoelectric detector
unit and amplifier. The light source
is an a-c operated high intensity
mercury vapor lamp operated on
60-cps power. The modulation of the
beam is about 95 percent and has a
frequency of 120 cps. The detector
system includes a lens system designed to pick up a cloud area no
larger than that illuminated by the
light beam to reduce the background
light to a minimum. A type 929
phototube is used and its current is
amplified by a five stage resistancecapacitance amplifier tuned to 120
cps. In practice, the base of the cloud
is scanned by the detector until the
output meter indicates that the light
signal is being received. The computation of cloud height is a simple
trigonometric problem making use of
a known base line and one angle of a
right triangle to determine the vertical leg, or height of the cloud.—
Electrical Engineering, May 1941.

Stimulus —

circuit operation is precisely the
sáme as outlined above. It will be
obvious, however, that welding current may be started and stopped by
starting and stopping ignitron conduction, using the ignitrons as an
"electronic switch." It will also be
apparent that the ignitrons may be
used as an "electronic rheostat" if
some means of causing them to fire
at controllable points along each half
cycle of a.c. is employed.
One method of controlling the ignitrons and thus controlling welding
time or welding current or both is to
connect thyratron tubes between ignitron anodes and igniters as shown.
The thyratrons may be contrblled by
means of any conventional electronic
timing circuit or by phase-shift
methods described elsewhere in this
issue and will, in turn, control the
points along each half cycle at which
associated ignitrons fire. No special
provision for stopping ignitron current flow is required in this circuit
as the tubes automatically cease conduction on half cycles of a.c. during
which their anodes are negative with
respect to their cathodes.--GENERAL
ELEcntic COMPANY, Instruction Manual.

(Continued from page

74)

THE DIRECTION OF rotation and the
speed of d-c motors may be controlled
by means of the circuit shown. The
motor field is operated from any
suitable d-c source. Alternating current is applied to the motor field in
series with two thyratron rectifiers
connected "back to back." The thyratrons employed here are cut off
unless their grids are made positive
with respect to their cathodes.
Throwing the control switch to the
left makes the grid of thyratrón A
positive and that tube conducts. Half

waves of current pass through the
motor armature in one direction and
the motor operates. Throwing the
control switch to the right causes
tube B to fire and the motor direction
reverses.
,

'-Thyratrons-'

,r

"Electronic timing or,r
phase control —

thyratrons
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to

control circuit using
primary current and

control

STEATITE
FOR

CERAMIC

U.H.F.

minimum

SOCKET

ACORN

electrical

TUBES—

lo sse s:

special tempered, silver-plated,
phosphor bronze contacts—minimum insertion pressure: snapin

contacts

withstand

severe

vibration.

Speed Control

electronic control equipment is inserted in series with this lead. The
control comprises two ignitron tubes
connected in such a manner that primary current flows through one tube
on one half cycle and through the
other tube on the other half cycle.
When the ignitrons are conducting,

Resistance welding
ignitrons to control

NOW BEING MANUFACTURED FOR ARMY, NAVY
AND
SIGNAL
CORPS
REQUIREMENTS.

Motor Reversal and

Electrical

Vgnitronsi

TWO NEW
FRANKLIN
SOCKETS

the

ignitrons

If a variable inductance is included in the center arm of the control switch, as drawn, it will be possible to control motor speed as well
as the direction of motor rotation.
Varying the inductance shifts the
phase of voltage applied to the thy-

LOW LOSS MOLDED LOCK-IN
TUBE SOCKET. Shell is special
mica

filled

phenolic—efficient

operation at higher frequencies.
Revolutionary
—allows

contact

thousands

design

of

inser-

tions and rotation of tube without

contact

spring of

failure.

stainless

Locking
steel—ten-

sion to maintain tube in position under severe vibration.
CHECK

YOUR

MENTS WITH US.

REQUIREWE MAY

BE ALREADY TOOLED UP TO
MAKE THE PARTS YOU NEED.
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The challenge: conformance to VDE
and international standards
The solution: AIRPAX IPG and
SNAPAKe magnetic circuit
breakers.
For the export market, your product
must conform to international and VDE
specifications. AIRPAX engineers designed the IPG and SNAPAK to comply
with the spacing requirements of VDE
0730, IEC 380, and IEC 435 standards.
You now have the benefits of precision
magnetic "stand alone" protection—with
choices of handle actuation, colors, illumination, terminals, and hardware. Also,
the IPG will mount in any equipment that
currently uses the UPG and UPL style
breakers.
"Hotline" delivery is assured for prototype requirements. Find out how we
can help you meet the challenge of international standards with positive, reliable circuit switching and protection.
Specifications are in our new catalog.
Write or call AIRPAX/North American
Philips Controls Corp., Cambridge Division, Woods Road, Cambridge, MD
21613, telephone (301) 228-4600.
The Intelligent Choice.

IpAx
NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CONTROLS CORP

Cambridge Division
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New products
Microcomputers & systems

Enhanced OS lets
RAM emulate disk
Version of operating system
for IBM Personal Computer
speeds I/O-intensive tasks
Microsoft, the company that developed the primary disk operating system for IBM's Personal Computer,
has come up with an expandable
random-access-memory card with a
difference: it comes with a modified
version of the PC-DOS that allows a
portion of main memory to be used
as if it were a disk drive. Because
programs written in the Personal
Computer's Basic language can only
use 64-K bytes of the potentially
large semiconductor memory as
work space, long programs may be
forced to keep subroutines and data
on disk. Transferring them to and
from floppy-disk storage can slow

68000-based unit
runs in-house OS
Proprietary operating system
is user-friendly, supports body
of tested application programs
The Motorola 68000 is fast growing
in popularity for small-business systems, and most of the recent 68000based entries offer system software
employing de facto industry standards, such as Bell Laboratories'
Unix. Alpha Microsystems is taking
a different tack with its AM 1000

execution down radically,
and this is where the
Rnmprive feature of the
Rnmcard, as it is called,
steps in.
"Programs aren't bottlenecked while the disk
drive is clicking and
whirring," says David
Woodruff, product marketing manager. Emulating the disk with the
Rnmcard achieves much
higher input/output rates and is particularly valuable to programs requiring repeated disk access. Largescale business programs, sophisticated graphics programs, and major
development tasks are made feasible.
The card comes in 64-, 128-, 192-,
and 256-K-byte configurations ranging in price from $495 to $1,095.
The smaller versions can be upgraded in $200 64-K-byte increments. Three cards, placed in any
available expansion slots, add up to
576-K bytes of usable memory.
Address-decoding switches let the
user assemble programs anywhere in
the user memory map.

entry-level system: it has designed
the hardware around the 68000 specifically to run the firm's userfriendly AMOS (for Alpha Microsystems operating system).
Implementing the multiuser multitasking operating system and revising the Alphabasic compiler for the
generation of 68000 code allows the
AM 1000 to run tested application
software written during the last five
years with aminimum of code modification, says Robert Currier, director, future systems. In addition,
users who develop programs on the
AM 1000 will be able to maintain
them as they move to larger systems.
Alpha Microsystems will continue to
support the custom central process-

With a utility called Config, the
user may assign adisk-drive letter to
a portion of the main memory.
Another utility, Memtest, can isolate
bad memory to the chip level.
The card has odd parity checking
and two light-emitting diodes, one
indicating that parity checking has
been disabled and the other that the
board has been selected. The fully
loaded card draws 600 mn from the
5-v supply when accessed, 525 mn
when idle. It will be available this
month at retail stores.
Microsoft Corp., 10700 Northup Way, Bellevue, Wash. 98004. Phone (206) 828-8080
[371]

ing unit that it first made available
in 1977 even though it is currently
updating all its hardware to 68000based units.
The system is designed for firsttime users and comes with avariety
of built-in mass-storage options that
use the Shugart Associates standard
interface. A low-end version will
have two 51
/-in, double-density flop4
py-disk drives, each with an unformatted capacity of 1 megabyte.
Another model substitutes a 10megabyte Winchester disk drive for
one of the floppy-disk drives. A third
version includes the Winchester
drive and an interface that allows
the hard disk to be backed up with a
video cassette recorder, using atechnique unveiled last year [Electronics,
Nov. 17, 1981, p. 401.
The AM 1000 comes with amaximum of 16-K bytes of read-only
memory and amain memory 128- to
512-K bytes in size. Three RS-232-C
ports are provided.
Distributor pricing is not yet set
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New products
for the AM 1000, but the system will
sell to the end user for under
$10,000, the company says. Deliveries are in 30 days.
Alpha Microsystems, 17881 Sky Park North,
Irvine, Calif. 92713. Phone (714) 957-1404
[372]

S-100 voice unit lets users
vary quality of speech
With its selectable bit rates of 1.25-,
2-, 3-, and 4-K bytes per second of
speech, the CompuCorder, an S-100bus—compatible speech-storage circuit card, lets the user determine the
tradeoff between computer memory
requirements and speech quality to
suit individual applications.
The unit can produce high-quality
speech in any language, from any
voice, male or female. Vocabulary
for the CompuCorder is prepared by
the user by simply speaking into a
microphone. The voice is digitized
using a hardware-based data-compression technique. The resulting
speech data is stored in computer
memory, then replayed under software control.
When combined with a disk, the
unit becomes a high-speed, randomaccess tape recorder, suitable for
applications such as voice store-andforward systems, paging systems,
automatic announcement systems,
ham-radio repeaters, and computeraided instruction.
Available now, the CompuCorder
is priced at $295.
Computalker Consultants,

1730 21st St..

play monitors at a 50- or 60-Hz
frame rate. Up to 256 characters are
contained in erasable programmable
read-only memory, reprogrammable
by the user for custom applications.
Three types of character font displays are supported by the iSBX 270
in matrixes of seven by nine, five by
seven, or six by eight dots. A keyboard and light-pen interface are
also on board to simplify the design
of intelligent terminals. Rounding
out the controller's features are cursor control, reverse video, blinking
and underline, and scrolling.
The iSBX 270 contains asoftware
package in its on-board 8741A
microcomputer that initializes and
monitors the various on-board very
large-scale integrated circuits, maintaining constant video display without the intervention of the system's
central processing unit. The device is
available now for $750.
Intel Corp., 5200 N. E. Elam Young Parkway,
Hillsboro, Ore. 97123. Phone (503) 6407147 [374]

Boards make IEEE-488 bus
respond to serial, parallel data
The models 4825 and 4828 interface
cards allow IEEE-488 bus control
from any standard serial or 8-bit
parallel data source, respectively.
Both are Eurocard-sized plug-in
boards intended for the originalequipment-manufacturer market.
The 4825 accepts command data
in serial format from any RS-232-C
or RS-422 serial-data source com-

Santa Monica, Calif. 90404. Phone (213)
828-6546 [373]

Low-cost video controller is
aimed at smart terminals
Built on a 3-by-7-in. iSBX Multimodule board, the iSBX 270 video display controller provides low-cost,
eight-color display-terminal control
for all 8- or 16-bit Multibus and
iSBX-compatible systems.
The board can interface with
either color or black and white dis-
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puter input/output port or modem
and interprets it to control IEEE488 bus operations. The 4828, on the
other hand, accepts command data
in parallel format from any standard
8-bit Z80- or 8080-type micropro-

cessor bus and interprets that data
for bus control.
No special interface software need
be written. Each board contains all
the logic and intelligence necessary
to let it operate as a full-featured
controller, and each accepts highlevel commands, generating all the
control signals and character codes
necessary to command bus operations. Each card can address any
device connected to the bus as well
as transfer data from devices on the
bus back to the command source.
In small quantities, the 4825 sells
for $550 each, the 4828 for $525.
Delivery takes 45 days.
ICS Electronics Corp., 1620 Zanker Rd., San
Jose, Calif. 95122. Phone (408) 298-4844
[378]

Package brings CP/M
to SS50-bus computers
A combination hardware and software package called the Z809 Softboard System enables users of SS50bus computers to run commercial
CP/M application programs. In addition, a large quantity of publicdomain software is available from
the CP/M User Group.
The Z809 board contains a Z80A
microprocessor that runs at 4 MHz
when installed on a2-MHz SS50 system. It will execute Z80 and 8080
object code. Minimum memory requirements are 25-K bytes, but the
system can accommodate as much as
56-K bytes. It also supports up to
four disk controller boards and up to
16 disk drives.
Included with the Z809 are the
CP/M 2.2 operating system, the
console command processor, the file
manager, and acollection of nonresident commands and utility programs. The Z809 Softboard System,
which is to sell for $595, will be
demonstrated at the National Computer Conference next month. In
addition to the 50-pin processor
board and CP/M, it includes an editor, assembler, and debugger.
Meta Lab, 2888 Bluff St., Suite 106, Box
1559, Boulder, Colo. 80306. Phone (303)
499-4236 [376]
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Here's anew line of
miniature ROTARIES
PLUS a
whale lut
Make ALCOSWITCH your one stop supply source for
all miniature rotary switch requirements. The brief list
shown will provide an idea as to the extent of our current line. In the works are also many options and custom
modifications to meet many of your exact requirements.
You can start by calling A LCOSW ITCH and ask for additional information on one or more specific series. Or,
simply request acopy of our new catalog which includes
other miniature switch products. A LCOSWITCH is prepared
to quote on any custom design switch products. Our engineering department is trained to work with your designers to
overcome any technical problems or space limitations.

MRS-RA Series right angle mounting
on std. 0.1" centers.

eirjf
4.0.

MRS Series miniature rotary
switches with solder lug or PC
terminals. Choice of two shaft
lengths, with adjustable
stop feature.
•IM

elet

4

Ai..
4/
i
S

be
jo

MRSB Series is a programmable
rotary for PC applications.
Terminals are molded in DAP base.
Features full environmental seals.
Excellent for flow soldering
8. auto-cleaning.

e

MRC Series have
adjustable-stops with
molded-in terminals.

MRSE Series is splashproof. Internal & external
"0" Ring Seal shaft
& or bushing.

MRJ Series are PC rotaries
.%
with maximum positions in )
minimum space.

300

Command Series selector
switch offers 1 amp rating

index.

@ 125 VAC. 2 or 3 positions.
DRS Series dual-in-line mounting.
Available as BCD or 1,2 or 3 pole
4.6. or 12 positions.
MRJE Series have
7 ell
s

splashproof seal on
shaft & bushing for
added protection.

li.

MRCE Series feature splashproof
"0" Ring Seals between the
bushing, shaft & panel.

AUGAT® FECES

Lree

4401111k.

QUALITY AND INNOVATION

MRJB Series has screwdriver
slot adjustment. All MRJ versions
are break-bef ore-make.

Electro Show Booth number:

EH

:..
IP
WAV
I(

ALCO ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, INC
1551 Osgood Street, North Andover, MA 01845 USA Tel: 617/685-4371
Canada: Augat Electronics Inc., Suite 103, 6205 Airport Rd., Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, L4V 1E1
Europe: Augat France SA (Z.I Sofilic) B P. 440 -CEDEX 94263 Fresnes, France

1334-133 ,
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'Of course we advertise...
Many electronics executives do not have good, sharplyfocused, measurable objectives for their advertising. This
general aimlessness is perhaps the biggest single cause of
wasted advertising dollars.
The purpose of this ad is to remind you that advertising is
too efficient and powerful to be thrown away on vague objectives. Only you can set the specific tasks that will make your
advertising investments pay off, but we hope this ad will
serve you as ageneral checklist of possibilities.

1. Market coverage and
brand recognition.
They can't buy from you if they don't
know about you. Conversely, the
more people who recognize you as a
competent supplier, the more companies you will be able to sell to. It is
beyond controversy that brand recognition and brand preference are the
essential predecessors of sales. It is
also beyond controversy that the only
efficient tool for establishing broad
market recognition is publication advertising. The Electronics Technology
Market is getting bigger and broader,
and the only way to cover it is to advertise. Don't fall into the trap of
believing that the market knows you
and is thinking about you. Research
will tell you how much recognition
you have now. Decide how much
more you want, set that increase as
the objective for your advertising,
invest to achieve it, and measure the
return on that investment.

2. Positioning.
Positioning is simply deciding what
you most want the market to remember about your company and
its products, and then saying those
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things in your advertising. Do you
want to be remembered most for
quality, value, low price, service,
dependability, research, technology,
software support, delivery, or something else? Whatever you select, a
good positioning statement can be
very powerful. It can make your company easy or safe to buy from. It can
preempt your competitors, forcing
them into a"me too" position.
Research can help guide you to the
selection of the optimum available
"position" and can measure your
progress through the years as you
advertise to make that position stick in
the marketplace.

3. Ride the trends.
This is aflexible form of positioning.
You figure out how your product or
service offerings tie in with current
market trends and then advertise to
put those tie-ins into the prospect's
mind. For example, you advertise to
show how your products can contribute to microprocessor-based systems,
or how they can increase productivity,
or how reliable they are in under-thehood environments. The important
technology and market trends are
there for all to see.

4. Reach unknown or
inaccessible buying
influences.
Traditionally, advertising has been
seen as asales support function —
"calling on" customers when the
salesman is calling someplace else.
Electronics technology purchases
have become more complex and
more critical. The buying decisions
have moved up in the organizational
hierarchy where the salesman has difficulty making calls. As you define
your market coverage objectives,
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but I'm not sure why:
make sure your advertising is reaching the important people your
salesmen cannot see. Make sure your
message is of interest to these kinds
of people. If it is, they will reach
you—even if your salesmen cannot
reach them.

5. Product differentiation.
When your products are viewed as
commodities, price and availability
become your only real competitive
weapons. And your profit margins are
under constant pressure. The only
way out of this "commodity trap" is to
differentiate your products from those
of your competitors. Pick some product differences and drive them home
in your advertising. There almost
always are saleable differences in apparently identical products. If there
aren't any in yours, don't advertise.
Save the money and put it into price
and inventory for quick delivery.

6. Increase or maintain
market share.
If you already have agood share of
market and are willing to keep building brand recognition and preference,
advertising will make it awfully tough
for your competitors to make arun at
you. The important thing is to do the
research to learn what your share of
recognition and share of preference
are. Then invest whatever advertising is required to maintain or increase
the lead over your competitors.
There's also amessage here for market
trailers: If old number one in your
market is letting his advertising slip,
your advertising will help you close
that gap faster than any other investment you can make.

7. Increase market size.
Suppose you already have the lion's
share of aproduct market? Your strategy as the dominant supplier should
be to increase the market size. Maybe
this means going into new geographical areas where you have not competed before, like Japan, South
America, Eastern and Western Europe, Australia, or Israel. Or maybe
it means creating new applications for
your products. Advertising worldwide in an international magazine will
pave the way.
The surest way to expand amarket
is to educate potential customers. The
surest medium of product education
is advertising.

8. Sponsor change.
Change is what creates sales opportunity — change gives you the
chance to get business you don't
presently have.
Use your advertising to sponsor
change. Show the prospect how your
product will improve his system, cut
his costs, increase his own sales,
lower his inventories, let him extend
his warranties. Become known as the
supplier who can deal with change.
Then, when your customers need a
change, they'll come to you.

9. Control your message.
Good publications won't let you manage or control the news in their editorial columns, but you can do it in your
advertising pages. Advertising is
an ideal "announcement" medium.
You can tell your story to the whole

worldwide market, at onetime, and in
your own words, for very modest expense. When you have something to
announce, advertise. Then set up a
system to measure how the message
got across.

10. Make the customer ask.
How many times have you seen a
salesman hand aprospect asample,
or abrochure, or something else that
the prospect had not yet requested?
This is afaulty selling technique. The
sample will only be meaningful to the
prospect if the prospect wants it. The
salesman should make the prospect
ask for something. Your advertising
can make the prospect ask. Use advertising to get the prospect to request a
sample or demonstration. Then the
sample or Milo will mean something
to him and will be more likely to lead
to asale.

11. What about media?
Now that you have good advertisements based on objectives that you
can measure — run them in Electronics. It's read by important people
all around the world, and most read
only Electronics. In fact, more important people keep ahead of technology
and business developments with
Electronics than any other magazine
— 331,072 to be exact. Your share of
market will grow with your advertising in Electronics.

Electronics
Where important people 11.14'4P
read important editorial ern.

This is the second in aseries of advertisements on important marketing and advertising objectives for the 1980's. Your comments are welcome.
Electronics Magazine, 1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10020
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The TRE 800SLR wafer stepper
has proven that there are no alternatives
to its superiority! Here's why...
Industrys' highest wafer

Maximum yields through

throughput

automatic alignment

The TRE 800SLR Wafer Stepper has
the highest demonstrable throughput of
any stepper on aproduction floor today.
At 0.2 micron and 2o• registration,
the 800SLR provides aguaranteed global
throughput of 55 wafers per hour on 4"
wafers, on a10X configuration. The 5X
provides aguaranteed global throughput
of 90 wafers per hour on 4" wafers.
Ask the competition to demonstrate
comparable figures; TRE's throughput
can't be beaten.

The TRE 800SLR stepper system
uses the industry's state-of-the-art
automatic wafer-to-reticle alignment
system which eliminates the effects
of wafer distortion and continental
drift errors introduced through the
IC manufacturing process.
This results in increased yield,
providing more net good die per hour
than any other system.
The sensitivity of the system
guarantees fast precision overlays on
each chip level within 0.2 gm at 2cr
and is capable of aligning to atarget
in the first level oxide through all
subsequent layers. This is not
compromised by different resists,
surfaces, or topographies. The
benefits are substantially increased
yield, chip reliability and tighter
design rules.

Machine interchangeability —
anew industry standard
TRE Semi manufactures all their
steppers to afactory standard of ±0.3 gm
and uses system characterization
software to monitor their performance.
There's nothing else like it. In less than
20 minutes, 484 location points per wafer
are calibrated and the data reduced and
presented in anumerical and graphic
printout.
This production line characterization
technique has set the standard for the
industry. It should be setting the
standards for your production floor.

Industrys' most advanced
stepper
The TRE 800SLR Stepper is the
technological leader; the industry's most
advanced, fully-automated system.
It's features include:
•automatic field-by-field alignment
•automatic reticle changing,
alignment and masking
•automatic wafer handling (3", 4"
and 5")
•automatic reticle-to-wafer
alignment
•automatic wafer alignment in less
than 0.25 second with 0.2 micron
precision at 2cr
•built-in environmental control

TRE
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Industry's highest uptime
record
With TRE 800SLR steppers, it's afieldproven fact that when our systems come
up, they stay up, consistentlygistering
95+% uptime.
And they're up, because we build them
that way. TRE Semi is the only stepper
manufacturer who does afull three weeks
of reliability testing prior to source
inspection. So any problems are found in
our factory, not on your production floor.
Plus, we ship fully-assembled systems.
So they're shooting wafers within 8hours
of applying power in 90% of the
installations. Shipping sub-assemblies in
boxes like some manufacturers do,
virtually guarantees problems.
Cost-effective production requires
reliability. Our reliability is built in, not
serviced in.

TRE worldwide
service and support

THE technology—
your competitive edge in
IC production
TRE Semi has pioneered many firsts in
microlithography. Like vacuum air
bearings. And the laser-controlled stage.
Environmental chambers. Computer
control. Automatic air gauge focus.
Automatic reticle align. Criss cross.
Automatic reticle and wafer handling.
And automatic die-by-die alignment.
And we originated the concept of
interchangeable lens systems which
permit the user to alter his machine
configuration to address his product mix
without additional capital expenditures.
TRE Semi's present 24-hourinterchangeable 5X/10X system
configurations are the continuation of
this company philosophy... and the
prelude of technologies to come.
What other stepper companies have
only been promising for the last two
years, TRE Semi delivers. 'fliday.

Semiconductor
Equipment
Corporation
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TRE Semi has the industry's highest
commitment to service and support. No
other stepper manufacturer can top the
breadth of experience or manpower put
behind every system we build.
•4-Hour Response Time—
Internationally, within 24 hours.
•24-Hour Hotline—(800) 423-5327;
in CA, (800) 382-3373.
•14 Service Centers—on three
continents with fully-trained,
experienced field engineers.
•Process Engineers—with extensive
resist background and fab line
experience.
•Development Lab—supports
production and is open to
customers.

We'll demonstrate
the difference!

6109 De Soto Ave., Woodland Hills, CA 91367 (213) 884-5050
2and 4Avenue de l'Europe, 78140 Velizy, France 946-59-58
Radix House, Central Trading Estate, Staines, Middlesex, England 44-784-51114
TEL, 1-26-2 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 160, Japan 03-343-4411
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New products
Lee. The STD bus has caught on
primarily in industrial control and
instrumentation applications. Such
systems are also used in telecommunications, medical applications, traffic control, oil exploration and logging, and elevator control.
"The STD bus is now over 20% of
13-slot chassis carries
the industrial pc-card marketplace,"
four-output switching supply,
observes Lee. It is basically an 8-bit
microcomputer bus, as evidenced by
two 1.6-megabyte drives
the availability of STD central-processing-unit cards containing all
More than 50 manufacturers are 6800 family members, as well as the
now creating function cards for the Z80, 8080, 8085, 8088, RCA's 1802,
STD bus, but the original-equipment
and National Semiconductor's NSC
manufacturer who wishes to inte800. The STD function cards also
grate all this functionality into sys- include disk controllers, randomtems has had to supply his own chas- access memory, and input/output
sis or select Pro-Log's model 701, a cards among the primary functions.
12- or 21-slot card cage with alinear
The three types of dc power made
power supply. Pro-Log's latest addi- available to bus cards by the 702's
tion to the STD-bus effort goes the switching power supply include +5
model 701 one better in making sysvat 15 A, +12 vat 5A, and —12 v
at 1.5 A. Its rear-panel controls
tems easier to integrate.
Model 702 improves upon model
include an ac power switch, two
701 by using a four-voltage switched auxiliary outlets and a
switching power supply and adding
power-line filter. The dimensions of
two thin-line 8-in, double-sided douthe system, either rack-mounting or
ble-density floppy-disk drives to a tabletop, are 22 by 19 by 7in., and
chassis with 13 slots on %-in centers.
the unit weighs 46 lb. The front pan"Users previously either had to buy el can tilt down 180 °,or it can be
removed by activating two springtwo separate boxes to get a massstorage STD-bus system, or they had
loaded pins. A 3-in, space between
to design their own package," notes
the front panel and card cage allows
Charles Cech, Pro-Log's director of components to be mounted on the
product marketing.
panel and cables to be connected to
The thin-line floppy drives have
the front of the STD-bus cards.
capacities of 1.6 megabytes each and
Pro-Log Corp., 2411 Garden Rd., Monterey,
are made by Tandon Magnetics and
Calif. 93940. Phone (408) 372-4593 [411]
an as-yet unnamed second source.
The drives are guaranteed for one
year, and the remainder of the 702
Meter measures fluid flow
carries a two-year guarantee. The
using ultrasonic transducers
all-metal model 702 uses forced-air
cooling and meets Federal CommuThe Sonic-1010 velocity-averaging
nications Commission and Underultrasonic flowmeter uses the
writers' Laboratories requirements.
Doppler effect to measure the flow
It fits into a standard 19-in, rack,
with optional side and top panels for
of a fluid in a pipe. A transmitting
forming atabletop unit. The 702 will
be priced at about $5,000, and it will
be available in September.
A full deck. According to Pro-Log
president Edward Lee, the total market for STD cards alone is now about
$50 million. "That figure doesn't
include the STD cards that users have
manufactured for themselves," notes
Industrial

STD-bus chassis
holds disk drives
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transducer injects an ultrasonic signal into the pipe; shifts in the frequency of the signal reaching the
receiving transducer are translated
into aflow rate indicated on ameter
and by alinear 4-to-20 7mA currentloop output. Measurement repeatability is better than 1% of full scale.
The non-invasive twin-transducer
design works with most pipe materials and measures the flow of slurrylike fluids, among others. The unit's
nickel-plated aluminum sensors operate at —20 ° to + 130°C, and the
instrument itself operates at 0° to
70°C. Its electronics are on epoxycoated modules with gold-plated
contacts. Dual-alarm and integrating totalizing modules can be
installed in the field.
The Sonic-1010 flowmeter comes
in a 12-by-10-by-5-in. steel case and
runs from a 120-v 60-Hz line. The
basic unit is warranteed for five
years and priced at $2,400. Quantity
discounts are available, and delivery
is immediate.
Pacific Meter Inc., P. 0. Box 1011, Station A,
Delta, B. C. V4M 3T2, Canada. Phone (604)
943-8315 [416]
P. 0. Box 145, Point Roberts, Wash. 98281
[417]

Solar panel produces power
for remote installations
Photowatt International has introduced the largest silicon cell in a
solar panel to date. Designed to produce electricity economically for
remote industrial applications, the
model ML7010 solar panel consists
of 36 5-in.-diameter silicon cells that
will produce 55 w peak under optimum conditions (3.3 Aat 16.5 v).
The cells can be wired in either
series or parallel to meet specific
voltage requirements. Some of the
applications powered by the panel
include navigational aids for offshore platforms and buoys, railroad
signaling, remote communications,
telemetry, and pumping stations.
The ML7010 sells from stock for
$575 in small lots.
Photowatt International Inc., 2414 West 14th
St., Tempe, Ariz. 85281 [415]
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New products
Software

Spread sheet is
large, versatile
Financial modeling package
for Prime computers accepts
initial input from data base
A versatile financial-modeling package called Cybil is available from
Software Management Systems to
run on Prime Information systems.
It is aspread sheet program set up to
perform profit and loss analysis and
forecasting, cost studies, market
planning and sales forecasting, tax
planning, and cash-flow management. Up to 702 columns and any
number of rows can be maintained.
Paging, scrolling, and moves to a
specific location are possible with
positioning commands. Columns and
rows can be inserted, copied, and
deleted; column width and the number of decimal places displayed can
be changed. A spread sheet can be
initialized from a data base using
English-like sentence fragments that
invoke any number of files and
attributes. Status lines display the
current location's definition and position, calculation mode, and whether recalculation is required.
Cybil prints out areport using any
number of columns or rows. A
spread sheet may be saved on disk
under a user-assigned name. Time,
date, and the name of the user saving it are recorded, and it can be
protected against overwriting
Calculations can be done automatically, or external Basic subroutines can be called for complex custom calculations. In addition to standard arithmetic, transcendental algebraic and trigonometric functions
are included; the program computes
averages, maximums and minimums,
and the results of relational expressions. Cybil's price is $5,000; the
program is available now.
Software Management Systems, 84 Inverness Circle East, Englewood, Colo. 80122.
Phone (303) 741-3179 [361]
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UCSD p-System runs on Altos hardware
A multiuser UCSD p-System, a program-development and executionenvironment aid, is now available for the Altos 51/
4-, 8-, and 14-in. Winchester-disk microcomputer systems. This package is compatible with the UCSD
p-System and provides it with full output support, including a high-speed
interpreter, butfered disk, and input/output terminal.
The USCD p-System can handle up to four terminals and three printers
simultaneously and will also run existing single-user programs without modifications. Full memory is available for each user with a random-accessmemory disk. In addition, the system offers hard-disk mapping and user
privacy protection with interuser communication and resource sharing. With
an automatic-start utility, the system can be easily installed.
Future enhancements for the version IV.0 package include networking,
data communication, extended memory support for large code pools, and
extended filing systems. Single system costs are $495 for aturnkey implementation and $925 for full-system implementation.
Dynamic Control Systems, 13662 104A Ave., Surrey, B. C. V3T 1Y8, Canada. Phone
(604) 585-0655 [363]

Spelling checker proofs
10,000 words in under 2min
A tool appreciated by writers, editors, and business people that can
not only proofread 10,000 words of
text in less than 2 minutes but can
automatically correct any errors
found throughout the entire document is Word Plus. In addition,
Word Plus will visually display the
misspelled word and will look up
possible correct spellings of the word
it has found in its 45,000-word literal vocabulary.
An enhanced version of a spelling
checker called the Word, Word Plus
includes programs that will automatically hyphenate words within the
text, tell not only how many words
there are in a given text, but also
how many different words there are,
what they are, and how many times
each was used. Also, it will help
locate rhyming words and solves
crossword puzzles and anagrams.
Word Plus is compatible with
almost every CP/M editor commercially available and will run under
CP/M 1.4 and 2.2, CDOS, and others. It comes in a variety of formats
including 8-in. single-density; 5'/4-in.
double-density for North Star, Superbrain, and Osborne; and 5'/4-in.
single-density for Apple CP/M and
Osborne. Complete with a 50-page
instruction manual, Word Plus is

available for immediate delivery at a
price of $150.
Oasis Systems, 2765 Reynard Way, San Diego, Calif. 92103. Phone (714) 291-9489
[368]

Ada-to-Pascal translator
aids in learning Ada
Available now from SofTech is an
Ada-to-Pascal source-to-source
translation tool that also enables the
programmer to gain experience with
Ada. Designed to be used in the
interim until production of the company's Ada compilers and related
tools arc available, the translation
tool recognizes and translates features from the Pascal subset of Ada
into the VAX/VMS version of standard Pascal.
The translator includes astandard
9-track tape with the translator's
Digital Equipment Corp. Pascal
source code, VMS command files for
compiling and using the translator,
and an installation verification program. It is currently available for the
VAX-11/780 and -11/750.
This package is available for a
one-time license fee of $4,000 for
each central processing unit. Delivery takes 15 days after receipt of a
completed license agreement.
SofTech Inc, Ada Products Manager, 460
Totten Pond Rd., Waltham, Mass. 02154.
Phone (617) 890-6900 [366]
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i&S SUWA SEIKOSHA

A Specialist in CMOS LSI

Suwa Seikosha, amajor manufacturer of
the famous SEIKO
watches, is now
producing new Static
RAMs, Mask ROMS,
Microcomputers,
Voice Synthesizers
and a host of other4
new products not yet
released. As a pioneer of quartz watch
technology, the company consistently
developed and manufactured its own miniature
electronic parts and IC's. Now a recognized
specialist in the broad field of CMOS LSI, Suwa
Seikosha is working aggressively to extend its

position as a majorsource supplier of Microcomputer Chips,
Memories, Time Standard ICs, Voice Synthesizers, LCD Drivers, CMOS LSIs for
Watches and Clocks,
and Custom LSIs.
OEMs are invited to
contact Suwa Seikosha regarding new or
existing products in
these fields. Furthermore, inquiries are solicited regarding requirements in other fields that might benefit from Suwa
Seikosha's most-advanced CMOS LSI technology.
Suwa Seikosha is a growing specialist in CMOS LSI.

CMOS LSI FOR USE IN LOW POWER SYSTEMS
• STATIC RAM
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM
SRM

2016
2017
2018
2114
6504
6514

• MASK ROM

(2k x8)
(2k x8)
(2k x8)
(lkx4)
(4k x1)
(lkx4)

• VOICE
SYNTHESIZER
SVM 9300

• MICROCOMPUTER

SMM 2364 (8k x8)
SMM 2365 (8k x8)
SMM 2325 (32k x8)
SMM 2326 (32k x8)
• LCD DRIVER

for Watch and
Clock
• CUSTOM LSIs

• HIGHLY COMPACT
MELODY MODULE
SEK7 Series

AUTHORIZED AGENTS
Epson Electronics Trading Ltd.
Tsim Sha Tsui Centre, Room 411
East Wing No. 6
Ching Yee Road, Tsim Sha Tsui,
Kowloon, Hong Kong
Phone 3-694343/4 Telex (802)64714

Epson U.K. Ltd.
Sherwood House
176 Northolt Road
South Harrow, HA2 ORB, U.K.
Phone 01-422-5612 Telex (51)8814169
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(Programmable Clock
Pulse Generator)
8640
8650
8651

7910
7920
7930
7940
7950
7970
7990

SUWA SEIKOSHA CO., LTD.

SUBSIDIARIES
Epson America, Inc.
Semiconductor Marketing
3415 Kashiwa St.
Torrance, CA 90505 U.S.A.
Phone (213) 534-0360
Telex (230) 182412

SVM
SVM
SVM
SVM

• TIME STANDARD IC

• CMOS LSI

Semiconductor Operation Division (Fujimi Plant)
281, Fujimi, Fujimi-machi, Suwa-gun, Nagano-ken,
399-02 JAPAN
Phone: (02666) 2-4112 Telex: 3362-432 S SEIKF J
Fax: UF520 III (02666)2-5393

• MELODY IC

SMC 1102, SMC 1112
(one chip 4-bit Microcomputer, built-in
Driver)

W. Moor AG
8105 Regensdorf-Zurich
Bahnstrasse 58, Switzerland
Phone 01-840-6644 Telex (45)52042
W. Moor GmbH
1150 Wein XV
Stochengasse 1/1/1, Austria
Phone 0222-858646
Telex 135701

*
Circle

Technoprojekt GmbH
Heinrich-Baumann-STR 30
7000 Stuttgart
West Germany
Phone 0711-561712 Telex 721437

Charming Industrial Co., Ltd.
51-5 Sec. 2, Chang Ar Road, East.
Taipei 104, Taiwan, R.O.C.
Phone 02-522-1566
Telex 22279
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FRANKLIN Can Help You
STEP UP DEFENSE DELIVERIES

SOCKETS

METAL STAMPINGS

PLUGS AND SWITCHES

COMPLETE
TOOL ROOM
FACILITIES
r

Punch and Drill Presses

,
e

TERMINAL STRIPS

BAKELITE S- AMPINGJ

BAKELITE AND METAL
ASSEMBLIES

AND MACHININGS

Ready for Large or Small Orders

W

E have produced many millions of the above
illustrated items for leading radio and electrical

apparatus Manufacturers. Today we have the facilities to render similar service to any manufacturing
organization engaged in defense production, in large
or small quantities, standard or special designs. Quotations made promptly from your blueprints.

A. W. FRANKLIN MFG. CORP.
175 Varick Street

New York, N. Y.
Telephone: WAlker 5-6037
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For timeless architecture...
the R6500/1.
I

P.14

ure

Build in Rockwell's
proven microcompu
amily.
And build out business risks.
When you take advantage of the computer history
lessons we've learned, you'll find you're managing
your business risks better.
Get off the instruction-set treadmill.
At Rockwell, we think systems, not just devices.
That's why we made the R6500/1 truly object-code
compatible throughout the family, along with its well established predecessors. And we've maintained
architectural compatibility with our powerful new
16-bit microprocessor, the R68000.
Get high performance through "less time"
architecture.
The real measure of data throughput is the time it
takes to execute an instruction. That we deliver in
1psec at 4MHz. While others push all the way up to
11 MHz trying, we haven't even begun to crank up
the clock.
And you get this performance distilled onto one remarkable chip. One that offers the industry's smallest
and fastest CPU. On-board RAM and ROM. Thirty-two
I/O ports. And the most versatile counter/timer made
to date. Plus the R6500/1 family offers virtually endless expansion opportunities with low-cost peripheral
chips—the most complete family in the business.
Minimize your costs and time-to-market.
The real power of our 8- and 16-bit families lies in the
fact that their efficiency and design capabilities are

intended for your convenience, not ours. This makes
them easy to learn and easy to use, allowing you to
get your product to market faster—without destroying your investment in training and software.
Your investment in development support can be
minimal, too. Let us show you how to utilize your current development system to design the R6500/1 into
your product. Or, we can supply acomplete set of
economical support tools and application aids.
Even applications engineers, if you need them.
Build timeless reliability into your designs.
Best of all, Rockwell's microprocessors have a
history of high-volume, high-reliability use.
That means the R6500/1 will be manufactured and
delivered on time. And in the quantities you need.
So before you commit to apart for your next
generation product, look at the only one that will
endure the test of time: the R6500/1. Call Rockwell at
(714)632-3698. For complete technical literature, call
(800)854-8099, or (800)422-4230 in California.
In Europe, telex 0571/2650. In the Far East, telex
J22198.

Rockwell International
...where science gets down to business
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New products
Instruments

Smart recorder
calibrates itself
Microprocessor in recorder
equalizes and calibrates it
for awide range of tasks
For its reentry into the market of
wideband instrumentation recorders,
Racal Recorders Ltd. is introducing
a high-performance 42-track tape
recorder that sets itself up. Calibration and equalization tasks are
assigned to a microprocessor, thus
reducing an operation that can take
several hours to about three minutes.
The microprocessor also drives a
small built-in cathode-ray-tube display through which matching characteristics and recorder performance
can be monitored.
Racal has set out to cover the
widest market spectrum possible
with asingle multipurpose chassis. It
is useful in applications representing
28% of the total world recorder market, says David Kempson, managing
director of Racal. Storehorse, as it is
called, can be used in any combination of the three standard data
record-replay formats: direct recording, frequency modulation, and
high-density digital-data recording.
The machine works with 1
/- or
2
1-in. tapes. A user can start small
with a 14-track intermediate-frequency-band recorder. Subsequently
he can change heads and add a signal board for a 28-track wideband
recorder. Expanding to a full 42
tracks, however, requires the addition of an external clip-on housing.
Marketing gamble. The firm's bid
to squeeze a laboratory-style data
recorder into aportable package is a
marketing gamble. Usually laboratory-performance instruments are
large rack-mounted affairs with coplanar tape transports. But the company has managed to keep Storehorse lean—it weighs around 100 lb
and can be transported by acar.
For compactness, a coaxial-spool
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layout has been adopted. This
arrangement puts one 15-in, spool
behind another but may be harder
on the tape than the usual coplanar
feed, argue competitors. Users, they
claim, may wish to use alighter 14track recorder, playing the tape back
later on alaboratory machine.
The extensive use of microprocessor technology eases the construction
and increases the reliability of
recorders by permitting the elimination of the usual arrays of potentiometers. Also new is the use of a
digital tracking filter. Changing tape
playback speed can alter the apparent signal frequency, so ideally any
filter in the playback chain should
track the tape speed, adjusting its
filter characteristics accordingly.
Use of such a tracking filter
allows Racal to offer many tape
speeds without additional complexity
or compromise in performance. For
example, the tape speed is adjustable
from '
5
/
32in./s to 120 in./s. In many
recorders, speeds can be incremented
by a factor of two, but in the Racal
recorder there is also a facility for
dividing tape speed by 6, 10, or 60.
This feature is extremely valuable
for minutes-to-seconds time compression or expansion.
Racal uses a microprocessor to
calibrate the recording circuitry for

biasing and recording level and to
equalize the replay circuitry across
its full bandwidth. Equalization of
the replay circuitry is performed
using test signals laid down as apreamble when the tape is recorded.
Storehorse records these signals automatically. When used as a playback machine for tapes recorded on
other machines, these signals are not
available, but the company is also
offering an accessory that will allow
any of its instrumentation recording
systems to lay down the necessary
preamble signals.
The microprocessor and cathoderay-tube display monitors the system
for fault analysis or diagnosis. For
example, all input or output channels can be monitored simultaneously on a bar-graph display. By
switching between inputs and outputs, the user can look for any channel that is not functioning correctly.
Signal overload is indicated whenever the input or output channel
exceeds defined limits.
Other display pages indicate tape
position as well as attenuator settings, machine status, trace sequence, tape shuttle, and an index of
stored calibration settings. In the
event of asystem fault during power
up or tape loading, a full page will
interrupt the display to indicate the
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Now, you can draw on NCR's
semiconductor experience -coast to coast
and year after year. Consider the facts.
1. NCR pioneered MNOS
and, now, SNOS
With twenty-one MNOS patents
since 1972, NCR has designed and
developed seventeen non-volatile
memory devices From our MNOS
products to our exciting new
n-channel SNOS (Silicon Nitride
Oxide Silicon) 4K NV-RAM, you can
count on NCR innovation. And our
5V-only SNOS E2PROMs are coming
soon (see memory guide)

2. We're in the merchant
market to stay
NCR's commitment to the merchant
market is long term. We're spending
$155 million on the expansion of existing chip making facilities
That's because we're thinking about
the future—as you are—and
preparing for it
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3. Experienced technical
representatives coast to coast
Over one hundred representatives in
North America are trained and ready
to support your requirements—from
technical applications to prompt customer service Of course, they're
backed by NCR Microelectronics
expertise if and when needed

4. NCR semiconductors—
quality you can count on
Our ten years of experience as a
manufacturer of semiconductors has
taught us quality and reliability are
essential elements of any chip It's no

wonder we're one of the world's leading manufacturers of MNOS nonvolatile memories
NCR—NV MEMORY GUIDE
Device No

Organization

Type

2051

32x16

WAROM

2055

64x8

WAROM

7033

21x16

WAROM

1400

100x14

WAROM

3400

1024x4

WAROM

2811

2048x4

EAROM

2168

2048x8

EAROM

2161

2048x8

WAROM

4485

512x8

NVRAM

52801 •

18818

EPROM

52817.

204888

PPROM

52832.

409888

E.PROM

Industrial and Military temperature ranges available
'Future product

For more information, call your local
NCR Microelectronics representative
Or contact Dave Major at NCR
Microelectronics Division, Box 606,
Dayton, Ohio 45401 Our toll free
number is (800) 543-5618, in Ohio
(513) 866-7217

N

Microelectronics Division

NCR Microelectronics
Technical Representatives

New products

la N R. Schultz Company
Bellevue. WA 206/454-0300
lb N.R. Schultz Company
Beaverton, OR 503/643-1644
IC N.R. Schultz Company
Boise, ID 208/377-8686
2 Costar, Inc.
Cupertino. CA

408/446-9339

3. Orion Sales. Inc.
Glendale. CA 213/240-3151
3b Orion Sales. Inc.
Tustin, CA 714/832-9687
4 Wescom Marketing, Inc.
Broomfield. CO 303/465-2234
5 B.H.&B. Sales. Inc.
Phoenix, AZ 602/269-7069
6a Oeler & Menelaides, Inc.
Dallas, TX 214/361-8876
6b Oeler & Menelaides, Inc.
Houston. TX 713/772-0730
6c Oeler & Menelaides, Inc.
Austin, TX 512/453-0275
7a Electronic Marketing Associates, Inc.
Atlanta. GA 404/448-1215

type of fault and its location.
In the direct-recording mode,
Storehorse can operate in an intermediate frequency band to 600 kHz
and in the wideband mode to 2MHz.
Fm recording covers an intermediate
frequency band to 40 kHz and wideband to either 80 or 500 kHz. Highdensity digital-data recording is at
up to 36,000 b/in, using delay modulation, biphase L or nonreturn-tozero codes.
SO4 6ZH,

England.

Phone 0703-

843265 [359]
Racal Recorders Inc., 3830 Bee Ridge Rd.,

8a Hutto-Hawkins-Peregoy, Inc.
Maitland, FL 305/831-2474

Suite

100,

Sarasota,

Fla.

33583.

(813) 921-6662 [360]

9a Zucker Associates, Inc.
Raleigh, NC 919/782-8433

Four-channel analyzer

9b Component Sales. Inc.
Baltimore, MD 301/484-3647

superimposes waveforms

10a Rich Electronic Marketing, Inc.
Carmel. IN 317/844-8462
1013 Rich Electronic Marketing, Inc.
Fort Wayne, IN 219/432-5553
10c Rich Electronic Marketing, Inc.
Louisville, KY 502/499-7808
10d Rich Electronic Marketing, Inc.
Dayton, OH 513/237-9422
10e Rich Electronic Marketing, Inc.
Cleveland, OH 216/468-0583
11a Rush & West Associates, Inc.
Olathe. KS 913/764-2700
lib Rush & West Associates, Inc.
Ballwin, MO 314/394-7271
12

Sieger Associates
Bloomington, MN

13

Sieger Associates
Rolling Meadows, IL

Contained in a 25-lb package, the
Smartscope II is an integrated hardware-software system with built-in
disk storage for waveform analysis of
time- and frequency-domain data.
The unit uses a 16-bit microprocessor and is acomplete system for the
acquisition, storage, analysis, processing, and display of waveforms.
For ease of use, front-panel knobs,

612/884-7788
312/991-6161

14. Precision Sales Company
Liverpool, NY 315/451-3480
14b Precision Sales Company
Pittsford, NY 716/381-2820
14c Precision Sales Company
Binghamton, NY 607/648-8833
14d Precision Sales Company
Pleasant Valley, NY 914/635-3233
15

REP Associates Corporation
Marion, IA 319/393-0231

16

Tritek Sales, Inc.
Haddonfield, NJ

17

Tri-Tek Associates
Wantagh, NY 516/221-7600

609/429-1551

lea New England Technical Sales
Corporation
Burlington, MA 617/272-0434
18b New England Technical Sales
Corporation
Meriden, CT 203/237-8827
18e Nets Limited
Malahide Co. Dublin
Republic of Ireland 450-635
19. Cantec Representatives. Inc.
Ottawa, Ontario. Canada
613/725-3704
196 Cantec Representatives, Inc.
Brampton. Ontario, Canada
416/791-5922
19c Cantec Representatives, Inc.
Quebec, Canada 514/683-6131
20

Enco Marketing, Inc.
Bloomfield Hills, MI 313/642-0203

21

Rocky Mountain High, Inc.
Albuquerque, NM 505/292-3360
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(503) 659-9366 [354]

VLSI test system
operates at up to 60 MHz

Phone

Sc Hutto-Hawkins-Peregoy, Inc.
Clearwater. FL 813/797-4447

Sc Component Sales, Inc.
Richmond. VA 804/270-9470

T. G. Branden Corp., 5565 Southeast International Way, Portland, Ore. 97222. Phone

Racal Recorders Ltd., Hythe, Southampton,
Hants.

7b Electronic Marketing Associates, Inc.
Huntsville, AL 205/837-7363

8b Hutto-Hawkins-Peregoy. Inc.
Fort Lauderdale, FL 305/971-5750

times as slow as 1,500 s/point. Users
can display up to four channels on
the screen with up to four waveforms
superimposed per channel. Included
are IEEE-488 and RS-232-C interface ports.
Prices start at $10,500, with delivery taking 30 days.

controls, and switches have been
replaced by a calculator-style keypad. Menu selections and screen
prompts aid in the unit's use. Every
function is programmable and the
test setups and programs can be
stored on disk.
Models come with two or four
independent channels of acquisition,
with or without signal averaging,
with up to a 500,000 Hz sampling
rate, a 12-bit resolution, and sweep

Production testing, inspection, and
quality assurance may be had with
the series 21, ageneral-purpose very
large-scale integrated-circuit test
system. It has an accuracy of 1 ns
(500 Ps for inputs and 500 Ps for
outputs), offers test rates of up to 40
mHz in a variety of pin counts, and
has automatic timing deskewing and
calibration.
The system's automatic deskew
feature uses programmable hybrid
delay lines for automatic adjustment
for any combination of timing generators and pins. A deskew load board,
containing a50-S1 matrix, allows the
series 21 to be automatically calibrated in less than 15 minutes. It is
available with high-speed or -voltage
test heads with 60, 90, or 120 pins
and uses 10K and 100K emittercoupled logic throughout all formats,
timing paths, pipelines, and local
memory sections.
The series 21 has a free-running
clock that is used for asynchronous
testing and allows the user to force
clock bursts out to the device under
test at frequencies up to 60 MHz.
Because it uses the same operating
system as the rest of Fairchild's general-purpose LSI testers, the operator
can use the company's library of
utility and device programs. It is
available with avariety of options to
further enhance its capabilities.
The series 21 base configuration is
priced around $450,000 with delivery taking 120 days.
Fairchild, Test Systems Group, 1601 Technology Dr., San Jose, Calif. 95110. Phone
(408) 998-0213 (356]
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The designers'
choice for
MULTIBUS
compatible data
acquisition
systems.
The ADAC 700 series of
data acquisition systems plug
directly into the same card cage
as computers from Intel and National.
Mounted on asingle PC board, the 700 •
series includes both high and low level
analog to digital systems and DAC boards.

710 Series Low Level A/D

• Withstands common mode voltage to 250 V
Ill Digitizes outputs from bridges, thermocouples, and
other low level transducers
II Gain amplifier with system cold junction compensation
can be programmed channel to channel
• 8or 16 differential inputs per card
• 12 bit resolution

735 Series High Level AID
•
•
II
•
•

16 to 64 single ended or pseudo differential inputs
Jumper selectable for 8, 16 or 32 differential analog inputs
12 bit high speed analog to digital converter
Up to 2channels of 12 bit digital to analog converters
Bus interface includes software choice of programmers
control or interrupt

735 DAC Series
•
•
•
•

Up to 4channels of 12 bit DACs
2scope/recorder per control circuit
8discrete digital outputs with 8current sinks
8discrete digital inputs

Send for full technical data to:

CORPORATION
70 Tower Office Park • Woburn, MA 01801, 617-935-6668
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New literature
Thin-film primer. The 1982 "Book of
Basics," an expanded second edition,
serves as aprimer on the fundamental sciences required for thin-film
technology. It contains five technical
papers covering the basics of plasmas, materials, thin films, sputtering, and plasma etching. Illustrated
with photos, graphs, and charts, the
214-page book is available for $50 a
copy from Materials Research
Corp., Route 303, Orangeburg,
N. Y. 10962 at (914) 359-4200. Circle reader service number 421.
VIC-20 aid. Designed for use by
computer novices as well as experienced programmers, the "VIC-20
Programmers Reference Guide"
provides complete information about
the programming of Commodore
Business Machines' popular low-cost
VIC-20 computer. Nearly 300 pages
long, the $16.95 guide includes illustrations, instructions, charts, and
programs as well as aschematic diagram of the computer. For a copy,
write to Commodore Business Machines Inc., 681 Moore Rd., King of
Prussia, Pa. 19406 or call (215) 3377100. [422]
Phosphors and filters. For use as a
design guide by manufacturers of
equipment with visual displays, an
engineering bulletin provides design
data and specifications for nonglare,
contrast-enhancement cathode-raytube display filters. The bulletin lists
the most commonly used phosphors
and the Homalite shade that meets
specific light-transmission requirements for those phosphors. The publication is available free from SOL
Homalite, 11 Brookside Dr., Wilmington, Del. 19804 at (302) 6523686. [423]
Software plus service. Lifeboat Associates' catalog No. 22, called the
"Software Desk Reference," includes listings for 26 new products; a
special section detailing the company's original-equipment-manufacturer services and products; a new
minicomputer systems section; and
for the first time, a list of 16-bit
software programs including information about the IBM Personal
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WHY NEW YORK
IS A SOLID STATE
FOR THE
ELECTRONICS
INDUSTRY_

.11

Look at what New York State ness taxes by over
offers the electronics industry, and $2 billion annually.
you'll agree: It's more profitable to
Our labor force is
do business in New York State.
#1 in productivity.
New York ranks #1 in elecIt costs less
tronic
components productivity
to do business in
(value added per production wage
New York State locations
than in San Jose, California.
dollar) among the locations anaAnd we can prove it.
lyzed. And in the past five years,
An independent study anaNew York's number of idle mandays due to work stoppages was
lyzed the four critical costs of
taxes, wages, power and construc- half that of the national average.
tion for amodel new electronics
We graduate more
firm. It showed that New York
electronics engineers than
State offers locations where these
any other state.
costs are less than they are for
Thanks to universities like RPI
choice electronics industry locaand Cornell—and dozens of other
tions around the country.
fine colleges and universities—
For example, these costs would more electronics engineers are
total $7.6 million annually in San graduated each year in New York
Jose, versus only $6.4 million in,
State than in any other state insay, Brookhaven, New York.
cluding California or Massachusetts. And since many of the
New York has the best
largest electronics firms are already
business advantages
doing business here—GE, IBM, to
in America.
New York State is committed name only acouple—our graduates
are quickly turned into seasoned
to abig, broad business-boosting
professionals.
program to create private sector
jobs.
When you look
Our costs are lower because we
into New York,
have the best tax incentives and
you'll love New York.
credits. We have on-the-job trainWe have an abundance of
ing and job incentive programs.
electric power. Lots of affordable
Long-term, low-cost financing.
housing for your employees. And
And, we've cut personal and busi- our 30 million acres include thou-

sands of available plant sites. And
some of the most magnificent outdoors and year-round recreation on
the American continent.
Tell me more about why New York is a
solid state for business. Iam particularly
interested in information on:
El Electronic Components
CI Small Computers
El Semiconductors
George G. Dempster, Commissioner

New York State Dept. of Commerce
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, New York 12245

Name
Title
Company Name
Product/Service
# Employee
Address
City
State

7ip_
MSE X I

NEW YORK STATE
VOTES "YES" FOR
BUSINESS.
Circle 235 on reader service card

Circle 237 on reader service card

Published by Electronics Magazine...

I3ooks of special interest to our readers

allicnannmessors
and
Micrommuters

Me=

Circuits for Electronics Engineers
Almost 350 diagrammed circuits arranged by 51 of
the most useful functions for designers. Taken from
the popular "Designer's Casebook" of Electronics,
these circuits have been designed by engineers for
the achievement of specific engineering objectives.
Pub. 1977, 396 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-711, $1795.

Electronic Circuits Notebook
Contains 268 completely illustrated electronic circuits conveniently arranged by 39 vital functions,
including amplifiers, audio circuits, control circuits,
detectors, converters, display circuits, power
supplies and voltage regulators, function generators, memory circuits, microprocessors, and many
others, as published in Electronics magazine 19771980. Companion volume to Circuits for Electronics
Engineers. Pub. 1981, 344 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-026, $1795.

Microprocessors and Microcomputers:
One-chip Controllers to High-end Systems
Practical orientation to all aspects of microprocessors and microcomputers in 95 articles from
Electronics covering low-end microcontrollers,
mid-range microprocessors, high-performance
16-bit microprocessors, high-speed bipolar processors, peripheral support chips, signal processors, board-level microcomputers, software and
applications. Pub. 1980, 482 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-011, $18.95.

Design Techniques for Electronics Engineers
Expert guidance at every point in the development of
an engineering project — making measurements,
interpreting data, making calculations, choosing materials, controlling environment, laying out and purchasing components, and interconnecting them
swiftly and accurately. Nearly 300 articles from Electronics' "Engineer's Notebook," with more than 500
diagrams and tables. Pub. 1977, 370 pages,
softcover.
Order No. R-726, $1795.

Designers Casebook No.1
Design .solutions from Electronics magazine cover
controls, filters, logic, power supplies, signal conversion, and signal sources. Pub. 1976, 106 pages,
softcover.
Order No. R-31D, $10.95.

Personal Computing: Hardware and
Software Dosics
More than 50 articles from leading publications provide information on personal computing hardware,
software, theory and applications. Pub. 1979, 266
pages, softcover.
Order No. R-903, $15.95.

Active Filters
Covers the theory and practical implementation of
filter networks built with active elements. Includes
design tables and computer/calculator programs,
as published in Electronics. Pub. 1980, 133 pages,
softcover.
Order No. R-003, $11.95.

Basics of Data Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance, data link controls, network diagnostics,
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-608, $15.95.

Practical Applications of
Doto Communications
Selected articles from Data Communications magazine cover architecture and protocols, data-link performance, distributed data processing, software,
data security, testing and diagnostics, communications processors, and digitized-voice and dataplus-voice. Pub. 1980, 424 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-005, $1795.

An Age of Innovation: The World of
Electronics 1930-2000
The editorial edition of Electronics 50th Anniversary
issue of April 17, 1980, casebound with four-color
jacket. A comprehensive look at past and future developments in electronics, researched and written
by the editors of Electronics. 300 illustrations, many
in color. 274 pages.
Order No. R-013, $18.50.

ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
1221 Ave. of the Americas
New York, N.Y. 10020
(Telephone 212/997-2996)
McGraw-Hill Intl. Publications Co.
European Circulation Center
Maidenhead, Berks. SL6 20L, UK
(Tel. 10628123431; Telex 848640)
Microelectronics Interconnection
and Packaging
Articles from Electronics include sections on
lithography and processing for integrated circuits,
thick- and thin-film hybrids, printed-circuit-board
technology, automatic wiring technology, IC packages and connectors, environmental factors affecting interconnections and packages, computer-aided
design, and automatic testing. Pub. 1980, 321
pages, softcover.
Order No. R-927 $15.95.
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Order e
R-

Oty

Price

Name
Title
Company
Street/PO address

R-

City/State/Zip (Outside USA: City/postal code/country)

R-

n Payment enclosed (Payment must accompany orders
under $25. USA residents add applicable local tax.)
Bill my company (or attach company Purchase Order)
E Bill me

R-

H.

Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books.
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Products Newsletter
Full-duplex modem
has 2,400-b/s channel

Finnish supermini
executes Ada code

64-K RAM chip
is redesigned

Interface with IBM
channel is modified
to speed transfers

Electronics/May 19, 1982

Racal-Vadic of Sunnyvale, Calif., will introduce afour-channel originateand-answer modem at the National Computer Conference to be held in
Houston, Texas, June 7-10. The unit is the first available of its kind: its
full-duplex 2,400-b/s channel communicates over telephone lines in synchronous or asynchronous modes, implementing 16-level phase-shiftkeying quadrature amplitude modulation. The only other 2,400-b/s equipment available is alarge box geared to cryptographic applications made by
Motorola's Codex Corp. In contrast, eight of the Quadruple modems, as
they are called, will fit into a 7-in.-high rack-mountable enclosure. Each
modem consists of two printed-circuit boards.
A microprocessor in the modem acts as asignal processor to do digitally
what is generally done with analog filters and discriminators. The modem
also has equalizers that adapt it automatically to avariety of telephone-line
conditions. The direct-connect unit includes a300-b/s asynchronous channel and two 1,200-b/s channels for synchronous or asynchronous operation. One possible market for the modem is computer installations, such as
those of Telenet's time-sharing service, with 2,400-b/s ports that are not
used because of the lack of suitable hardware.

Nokia Electronics of Helsinki, Finland (the U.S. arm, Nokia Inc., is in
Sunnyvale, Calif.), is soon to introduce a very compact 32-bit superminicomputer, the MPS 10. It has an object-oriented architecture with
extended stack organization and is designed to execute Ada programs.
The initial compiler is anearly complete subset, and afull version of Ada is
due out next year.
The fault-tolerant machine has a 40-bit virtual-memory address space
and built-in relational data-base management. The bit-slice TTL central
processing unit will come with 0.5 to 4 megabytes of main memory; it is
said to perform in the range of a VAX-11/780 from Digital Equipment
Corp. Its local network, which links it to intelligent workstations and a
gateway processor for interfacing with other networks, will at first be a
500-kb/s subset of Ethernet supporting up to 30 nodes but will later be a
full Ethernet implementation. An entry-level system with a 1
/-megabyte
2
main memory and aWinchester drive and streaming-tape backup each of
45-megabyte capacity will sell for under $30,000 in the U. S.

Motorola is placing its redesigned 64-K dynamic random-access memory,
the MC6664A, on the market in 150- and 200-ns versions. Changes in the
RAM [Electronics, Oct. 20, 1981, p. 39] increase speeds and are transparent to users of the earlier design. Available now in sample form in
ceramic dual in-line packages, the 150-ns chip is priced at $17 each in lots
of 100. The 200-ns part sells for $13.60 each, also in lots of 100.

Auscom Inc. is upgrading its 8900 series of programmable IBM-channel
interfaces to increase the throughput rate during data transfers. The
Auscom series gives non-IBM peripherals a direct interface with the
mainframe channels. To enhance the performance of the interfaces, the
Austin, Texas, firm has reconfigured the input/output registers. The new
series is priced the same as existing models: $4,995 each in single quantities for the model 8900A card set and $14,995 for the 8911A box
configuration. Auscom is also offering upgrade kits for the earlier version.
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S.W. &SUNBELT
Circuits
• Systems
• Product
• CAD

Micro
Software
Hardware
• Optics

$25.000 to $50,000

Career outlook

Specialists placing EE s/ME s in data
acquisition. penpheral and instrument
development companies across the
Sunbelt

100% company Fee Paid Send

resume

geographic preference. salary

Educators get together

and salary requirements to:

jfilbert ittompson companies inc
immo Management& Employment
Consultants
2200 West Loop South. Suite 000-E
Houston. Texas 71027
17131627-1940

POSITIONS VACANT

South? Technical / Professional
Placement Network — fee paid.
Murkett Associates. Box 527 (E).
Montpornery. AL 36101.
Electronics Technology Instructor for two year degree program.
Masters in EE preferred. minimum of 5 years field and/or
teaching
experience.
Basic
electronics plus communications.
digital systems. microprocessing
processors and instrumentation.
Start August 19. 1982. $14.414
to $32.299 (81-82 schedule). Inquire V.P. Academic Services.
Lincoln Land Community College.
Springfield, IL 62708. EOE (217)
786-2267

FACULTY POSITIONS
VACANT

Electronics Instructor — Black
Hawk College. Tenure position
begins August 15. 1982 for a
Technology Instructor in a2-year
Associate Degree program in
Electronics / Instrumentation &
Process Control. BS or equivalent
experience
in
EE
or
EET
preferred. Minimum of 2 year's
industrial work experience is desired with some teaching experience. Basic circuit analysis. industrial controls, and instrumentation courses. Send application
to: Dr. Richard J. Henry. Director
IRT Division. Black Hawk College.
6600 34th Avenue. Moline. IL
61265.

POSITIONS WANTED

Seeking permanent position that
involves microcomputer design.
Experience includes designing microcomputers from ground up
from hardware concept to assembly language programming.
Experience also includes A/ D and
D/A conversion and interfacing
transducers. PW-6062. Electronics.
Microcomputer Expert for hire.
Contract or per diem. Programming. products with a brain. circuitry. Mr. Masel. 212-476-1516.

RESUMES

Resumes—Complete instructions
and examples. $4. Consultants. Box
567—J. Bergenfield. NJ. 07621.
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In the continuing controversy, a
growing number of observers now
trace whatever shortage of electronics engineers may exist to ashortage
of engineering faculty in the colleges. It is against that background—and that challenge—that
the American Society for Engineering Education is preparing for its
90th annual conference. Thus it
seems entirely appropriate that the
ASEE will gather from June 20
through 24 at the country's largest
engineering school, Texas A&M University in College Station.
For the educators finding their
way to the central Texas campus of
Texas A&M, which is an hour by air
from Dallas—Fort Worth and 30
minutes from Houston, the program
for the meeting offers such adizzying array of mini-plenaries, workshops, and meetings of boards, councils, and divisions that only one
steeped in the arcana of academia
could feel comfortable. No detail is
overlooked—the program, some 98
pages of listings, directions, and ads,
even explains that the native greeting is "Howdy."
In any case, what will the instructors, working the kinks of a justcompleted teaching year out of their
muscles, seek to accomplish that
affects the working EE? At first
glance, the conference is top heavy
with subjects concerning teaching
itself. But for today's engineering
faculty, the campus is no ivorytowered sanctuary: scattered
throughout the week at Texas A&M
arc forums and discussions—the
mini-plenaries — that will grapple
with the realities of shortage versus
surplus in these days of an uncertain
economy.
In the areas of interest to the EE,
there is evidence that help is on the
way—although that will be cold
comfort to the out-of-work engineer.
Still, the educators are worried
about catching up with the state of
the art, as evidenced by sessions like
"Electronics in the '80s." There,
guided by C. R. Visvanathan, professor and chairman of the EE depart-

ment of the University of California,
Los Angeles, three panelists will
wonder out loud about who will
teach electronics, what the curriculum should contain, a philosophy of
education for very large-scale integration, computer architecture, and
the like. The panelists will be Rajinder Khotla, who heads the solid-state
laboratory at Eastman Kodak Co. in
Rochester, N. Y.; Dennis McGreivy
of Gnostic Concepts Inc. in Menlo
Park, Calif.; and Edward Kinnen of
the University of Rochester (N. Y.).
Another discussion, or mini-plenary session, that deals directly with
the faculty shortage is "Status
Report on the Engineering Faculty
Shortage Project." Robert P. Stambaugh of Union Carbide Corp., New
York, will moderate a panel of
experts including John W. Geils,
who heads the industry-funded ASEE
study and will describe the accomplishments of the first year of the
project; Paul E. Torgersen of Virginia Polytechnic Institute, Blacksburg,
who will view the project from the
university's vantage point; and Robert K. Armstrong of Du Pont, who
will describe how it looks from the
industry side.
Nitty gritty. On the more basic
level, J. J. Jonsson of Brigham
Young University, Provo, Utah, who
is program chairman for electrical
engineering, points out that alecture
on the first day will look at the role
of electromagnetic fields in "Field
Theory—a Bushel or a Peck?"
Gayle Miner of Brigham Young will
ask "Who Needs Electro- and Magneto-Statics?" Alexander B. Bereskin of the University of Cincinnati
will cover "Microwave Course Content." And Fred J. Young and C.
John Mole of Westinghouse Corp.'s
Research Laboratories in Pittsburgh
will discuss the role of "Electronic
Fields and Industrial Research."
The conference, whose theme is
"Productivity through engineering,"
is abig, sprawling affair—much like
the state in which it will take
place—and will provide proof that
the academic community is working
hard to keep pace with technological
progress.
-Howard Wolff
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engineers
•

Projects like the ring
laser gyro for the
Tomahawk-2 mean even
more career paths at Kearfott.
Like our on-going JTIDS terminal project and many other key awards, our
new contract for the inertial sensor for the MRASM (medium-range, air-tosurface) Cruise Missiles clearly demonstrates our record of success in solving strategic systems problems.
As arecognized leader in dozens of aerospace technologies, we offer abroad
spectrum of inertial guidance, navigation, communications and airborne
computer programs that are as challenging as they are professionally
stimulating.
Whether your strength is in staff engineering, project engineering,
or project management, you'll find ample
opportunities to choose your own career path
with Kearfott. And to move along it rapidly. If
you're impatient with your current prospects,
and have at least aBS degree, let us show
you in realistic terms where proven innovative ability in any one of the following
areas can take you.
•Digital Signal Processing
•Communication Systems Analysis
•Navigation Systems Analysis
•Digital Logic Design
•RF Communications
•Computerized Avionics
•Microwave Circuitry
•Realtime Computer Systems
•Power Supply Design
•Advanced Manufacturing
•Electro Optics
Find out about the sustained growth
environment at Kearfott, and about our
excellent on-site Masters Degree program
which further supports your career
progress. Send your resume, along with
salary history and requirements, to:
Mr. F DeGennaro, Singer Company,
Kearfott Division, 1150 McBride Avenue,
Little Falls, NJ 07424.

An equal opportunity employer, m/f,
who creates opportunities.
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Kearfott
adivision of The SI NGER Company

ratron grids so that the conducting
tube rectifies during part rather than
all of a half cycle. Latitude of speed
control is increased if the thyratron
grid resistors are made variable.
Rapid motor braking may be
achieved by using a control switch
whose center arm normally contacts
both grid return circuits. In this
case both thyratrons fire alternately
with the result that full wave a.c. is
applied to the motor field. Inertia of
the armature rotor will be sufficient
to stop "hunting" by the motor as
the polarity of voltage applied to the
field changes. The closed core choke
in series with the ac supply is included to reduce current flowing
through the armature when the motor is held at a standstill, saturation
of the core of the choke reducing its
inductance and avoiding serious voltage drop when the motor is operated.
The fact that current flows in the

I. DIELECTRIC

WHY PAY

STRENGTH
2. TENSILE
STRENGTH
3. ELONGATION

FOR AFEW

4. PLIABILITY
5. FINISH
6. UNIFORMITY

when EMPIRE
gives you

7. RESISTANCE
TO AGING,
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ALL SEVEN!
GET THIS QUALITY INSULATION
FOR YOUIÇT IUCAL EQUIPMENT,
SPLICI NCisib TOR REPAIR WORK

Direct-current

You're paying for all 7 of these advantages in any
Varnished Cambric Tape or Cloth you buy. Why not
specify EMPIRE —it costs no more to be sure of a:I 7.

versed.
ment

Through years of experience and research, we have
developed Empire Tapes and Cloth to the point where
they earn top rating from every standpoint. Both equipment manufacturers and power companies have proved
this in searching tests. And they back it up with orders
and reorders whenever this type of material is needed.

USE THE COUPON TODAY!
INSULATOR CO., Dept.

Yellow

.
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Empire Seamless Bias Tape Yellow .010._

Name
Com pa a.
Address
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E. 6-42

31, 198 Varick St., New York, N. Y.

Send me samples and prices of: Empire Straight Cut Cloth

—
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motor armature only on half cycles
requires that the a-c supply have approximately twice the voltage required by the armature to compensate the voltage drop in the rectifying system.—Ryder, ELECTRONICS,
December 1938, p. 20.

If you need Varnished Tape or Cloth send the coupon
for astock sample of Empire. Subject it to your own
tests for first-hand evidence of its all-round excellence.
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motor

permits the direction of rotation to be

.010_

Black .010

High Speed Stroboscopic
Light Source
A COOPER-HEWITT mercury vapor
lamp may be used as asource of high
speed stroboscopic light for the observance or photographing of recurrent or transient phenomena. The
circuit shown in simplified form provides control of timing and brilliancy.
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TOMORROW '
S TECHNOLOGY TODAY
The engineering leadership of Computing Devices Company in advanced acoustic signal processing, military
command & control, and security sensor systems, has created career opportunities with challenge and growth
prospects.

We have immediate openings for:

ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS — RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY
Applicants must be able to contribute actively to the frontend design process, and must have an ability to communicate
effectively with government/customer representatives.
Reliability/Parts Engineers: Duties include planning and management of reliability and parts control programs,
responsibility for associated analyses and test phases, and supervision of parts application/specification activities.
Maintainability/ILS Engineers: Duties include planning, analysis, and test phase activities in the areas of
Maintainability, Human Engineering, and Logistics Support.
Qualifications:

Several years of

familiarity with relevant military

experience in the electronics development or
54

support environment, including

specifications and standards.

11 .

@Es

.......

COMPUTING DEVICES COMPANY
aControl Data Company

EMPLOYMENT OR TERM-CONTRACT
Applications for full-time employment, or for work on a term-contract basis, are both welcome.
We offer attractive financial and professional rewards with the additional benefits of the Company's location in the
beautiful National Capital area. For career opportunities in the forefront of the high technology industry contact Joyce
Kincade at (613) 596-7066 or write to: Computing Devices Company, P.O. Box 8508, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada K1G 3M9.
Electronic Engineering/Data Processing Professionals

CONSIDER TEACHING, THE STANDOUT CAREER
That Offers Satisfaction, Recognition and The
Opportunity to Keep Up with the Latest

STATE OF THE ART
Find yourself performing with assembly line enthusiasm, wondering if
anybody is listening? Turn to teaching! Your abilities to respond to
problems will be challenged as YOU MANAGE the flow of knowledge
to an attentive audience. Leading as ateacher exchanges the
anonymity of project teams and large departments for highly
motivated students looking up to you for direction!

•TEACHING BACKGROUND IS NOT REQUIRED!

BSEE or MSEE and at least 2years post-degree experience required.

•CREATIVITY IS ENCOURAGED!
Experiment alittle with the freedom to think again ...ON YOUR OWN!
•ATTRACTIVE SALARIES, OUTSTANDING BENEFITS!
4 weeks vacation, sabbatical programs, tuition reimbursement plus
the involvement in the advances inherent in teaching. BHEG Institutes
are accredited by the North Central Association. The electronics degree programs are accredited by TAC/ABET.

••••••••

E

Attention: E. Cabot, Dept. E
If you're ready to redefine your career
goals, let's exchange information. (1)
Send a letter or resume, (2) Call our Toll
Free Number 800/323-4253, (3) In Illinois
call 312/328-8100, or (4) Fill out enclosed
coupon, mail to:

BELL E, HOWELL
LiRLJUP

2201 W. Howard St., Evanston, Illinois 60202
312/328-8100

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIFIH
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Name
Address
City
State
Zip
Phone (daytime)
Please: Send information El
Preferred Location:
Contact me now El
Kansas City 0 Atlanta D Dallas D Phoenix D
Columbus, OFI D Chicago El Woodbridge, NJ
Toronto, Canada
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GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories has been
a leader in the telecommunications industry
since 1892, and our future never looked better!
In this exciting and rapidly changing industry,
GTE is meeting the challenges and
opportunities of the future by developing
advanced digital telecommunications systems
today. Our new design and development
laboratory in Phoenix will help us maintain our
edge in advanced systems design technology.
If you're looking for technical challenge,
growth opportunity and would like to be apart
of our rapidly growing organization...if you're
looking for the quality of life offered in this
vibrant, emerging technological center, make
the move to GTE.
A degree in Electrical Engineering, Computer
Science, Computer Engineering or related field
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and experience in one of the following will
qualify you fora position with our winning team.
SYSTEMS ENGINEERS -APPLIED RESEARCH
SYSTEMS TEST ENGINEERS
SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS
Send your resume in complete confidence
today. GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories,
Manager of Manpower, Dept. T 519, 2500 W.
Utopia Road, Phoenix, AZ 85027.

GTE Automatic Electric Laboratories

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/H
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INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITY
AUDIO VISUAL
The King Faisal Specialist Hospital and Research Centre in Riyadh,
Saudi Arabia has current openings in its Audio Visual Department.
The AV Department is responsible for the educational and television
needs of the employees and dependents of the 250 bed acute care
referral facility.

NOTICE
TO
EMPLOYERS:

The following positions are available:
CHIEF TV ENGINEER: BSEE, 8yrs. related experience (2 as
supervisor) in the design and maintenance of CCTV systems
and other AV equipment.
TV ENGINEER: BSEE, 5yrs. experience in maintenance and
repair of TV or Video systems. Must be familiar with TV
cameras, monitor systems, video tape recorders and cable.
TV TECHNICIAN: AA Electronics or 2yrs. trade school or
military equivalent plus 5yrs relevant experience—at least 2
of those years maintaining and repairing TV and video
systems. (Single Status)
Benefit package includes attractive salary, 30 day annual leave, free
transportation, furnished lodging, free medical care, bonus pay and
bonus leave. Two year contract.
For further information, please send resume to: Kathleen Langan,
Personnel Consultant, Hospital Corporation of America-International
Division, P.O. Box 550, Nashville, TN. 37202.

HCA
International Division

Engineers
• Design
• Development
• Project
• Software
S20,000-S50,000
Riddick Associates Engineering
Division specializes in placement of
electrical and electronics engineers
with lop companies on the East Coast
and throughout the U S We provide
advice on careers resumes and inter •
views for a position tailored to your
skills Client companies payait fees
For details call or send resume in
strict confidence to Phil Ruddick
President

Riddlck
Associates, Ltd.
13 Koger Executive Center
Norfolk. VA 23502
Area 804-461-3994

TO
ANSWER
BOX
NUMBER ADS
Address
separate
envelopes (smaller than 11" x
5" for each reply to:
Box Number
(As indicated)
Electronics
Box 900, NY 10020
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MCGRAWHILL'S
ELECTRONIC
BOOKSHELF
IS ON THE
AIR!

Ask your computer
to call 212 /9972488 for the latest
info on our computer and electronics
books.
The
system is up daily
from 6 pm to 8 am
and 24 hours on
weekends.

Why
we can recommend
our readers
for the top jobs
The subscribers to this magazine have
qualified professionally to receive it. They
are also paid subscribers —interested
enough in the technological content to have
paid aminimum of $19 for asubscription.
As subscribers to ELECTRONICS, our
readers have told you several things about
themselves. They are ambitious. They are
interested in expanding their knowledge in
specific areas of the technology. And they
are sophisticated in their need for and use
of business and technology information.
Our readers are now in senior engineering or engineering management, or they are
on the road toward those levels. In either
case, they are prime applicants for the top
jobs in almost any area.
If you are interested in recruiting the
best people in electronics, these pages are
open to you for your recruitment advertising.
Our readers are not "job-hoppers". To
interest them you will have to combine
present reward with challenge and opportunity for future career advancement.
The cost of recruitment advertising on
these pages is $119 per advertising inch. For information call or write:

Electronics

Post Office Box 900, New York, NY 10020
Phone 212/997-2556
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Inmos

186,187

Amp, Inc.

12E
114

203

Bussman Division, McGraw Edison Company
Caddock Electronics, Inc.

Cherry Electrical Products

•

Clairex Electronics
Cromemco
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55

Cambion Division Midland Ross Corporation
•
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91

43

Sprague Electric

International Microcircuits

49

Standard Microsystems

195
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120
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Israel Export Institute

18E
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26E
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24E
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Tektronix

Leader Instrument

11E

Telecontrolli
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27E

3M Static Control Systems

219

Teradyne, Inc.

Marconi Instruments

183

Texas Instruments Digital Systems

MOB Systems
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Texas Instruments, Inc. Semiconductor

•

Microtran

116

Textool Products

248

Thermotron

Dam, Seikosha Co., Ltd.
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Minato Electronics, Inc.
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The Destek Group

•
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Digital Equipment Corporation
Microcomputer
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Mini-Circuits Laboratory

5

Mitel Corporation

1

Digital Equipment Corporation
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Digitran Company

204
237
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Electronic Navigation Industries
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Eurotechnique
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Fujitsu Ltd.
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GCA Corporation
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General Instrument Corporation Discrete
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General Instrument Microelectronics
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Computing Devices Company
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Germanium Power Devices
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US Instrument Rentals
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Data Systems Design
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Beckman Instruments EPG
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Rockwell International (Electronic Devices)
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• For more information of complete product line see
advèrtisement in the latest Electronics Buyers Guide

Rohde & Schwarz

19E

• Advertisers in Electronics International
$ Advertisers in Electronics domestic edition

S.E.C.I. S.p.A.

28E
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Data Communications Books.

Advertising Sales Staff
Advertising sales manager: Norman Rosen

Basics of Data Communications
This compilation of essential articles from Data
Communications magazine includes chapters on
terminals, acoustic couplers and modems, communications processors, networking, channel performance, data link controls, network diagnostics,
interfaces, and regulations and policy. Pub. 1976,
303 pages. softcover.
Order No. R-608, $/5.95.

3200 Wilshire Blvd., South Tower
Los Angeles Calif. 90010 [213) 487-1160

Market managers:

Computers & Peripherals: Frank Mitchell, Boston
Test & Measurement: Don Farris. San Francisco
Semiconductors: Norman Rosen, Los Angeles

Atlanta, Ga. 30309: John J. Uphues
100 Colony Square. 1175 Peachtree St., N.E
[404] 892-2868
Boston, Mass. 02118: Frank Mitchell
Paul F McPherson, Jr
607 Boylston St [617] 262-1160
Cleveland, Ohio 44113: William J Higgens Ill
[312] 751-3738
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33306: John J. Uphues
3000 N.E 30th Place. Suite #400
[305] 563-9111
New York, N.Y. 10020
Matthew T. Reseska [2121 997-3617
Albert J. Liedel (212) 997-3616
1221 Avenue of the Americas
Philadelphia, Pa. 19102: Joseph Milroy
Three Parkway, [215] 496-3800
Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222: Joseph Milroy
4Gateway Center. [215) 496-3800
Chicago, 111.60611
Jack Anderson [312] 751-3739
William J Higgens
[312) 751-3738
645 North Michigan Avenue
Southfield, Michigan 48075: Jack Anderson
4000 Town Center. Suite 770, Tower 2
[313] 352-9760

Data Communications Procurement Manual
The information you need to turn data communications procurement into asmoothly running, costeffective operation. Includes sample solicitation
clauses and forms, specification checklists on 38
devices, and 8useful appendixes. By Gilbert Held.
Pub. 1979, 150 pages, clothbound.
Order No. R-925, $24.50.
Fiber Optics and Lightwave
Communications Vocabulary
The basic reference document on fiber optic and
lightwave communications for those who design,
develop, operate, use, manage, or manufacture
data communications or data processing equipment
and components. 1400 entries, with inversions and
cross-references, and index of terms. Edited by
Dennis Bodson. Pub. 1981, 149 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-030, $12.95.

Rer011s

aid
*seen

Dallas, Texas 75201: John J. Uphues
2001 Bryan Tower, Suite 1070
[214] 742-1747
Denver, Colo. 60203: Harry B. Doyle, Jr.
655 Broadway, Suite 325
[303) 825-6731
Houston, Texas 77040: John J. Uphues
7600 West Tidwell, Suite 500
[713) 462-0757
Los Angeles, Calif. 90010: Chuck Crowe
3200 Wilshire Blvd. South Tower
[213) 487-1160
Costa Mesa, Calif. 92626: Edward E Callahan
3001 Red Hill Ave Bldg #1 Suite 222
(714) 557-6292
Palo Alto, Calif. 94303: Don Farris,
Larry Goldstein, Lauren Scott
1000 Elwell Court. [415] 968-0280

Weer..

McGraw-Hill's Compilation of
Data Communications Standards
Presents verbatim reprints of all 123 interface protocol
data communications standards promulgated by International Telegraph and Telephone Consultative
Committee (CCITT), International Organization for
Standardization (ISO), European Computer Manufacturers Association (ECMA), Electronic Industries
Association (EIA), American National Standards Institute (ANSI), and U.S. Government (NCS and NBS).
Special feature for easy access to applicable standards: cross-reference tables of standards produced by
each of these groups corresponding to similar standards published by the others. Edited by Harold C.
Folts. Pub. 1981, 1923 pages, clothbound.
Order No. R-100, $250.00.

Paris: Michael Sales
17 Rue-Georges Bizet, 75116 Paris, France
Tel: 720-16-80
United Kingdom: Simon Smith
34 Dover Street, London W1
Tel: 01-493-1451
Scandinavia: Andrew Kamp and Assoc.
and Simon Smith
Kungsholmsgatan 10
112 27 Stockholm, Sweden
Tel: 08-51-68-70 Telex: 179-51
Milan: Ferruccio Silvera and Elio Gonzaga
1via Baracchini, Italy
Tel 86-90-656
Brussels:
23 Chaussee de Wavre
Brussels 1040, Belgium
Tel 513-73-95
Frankfurt /Main: Fritz Krusebecker
Liebigstrasse 27c, Germany
Tel 72-01-81
Tokyo: Akio Sail()
McGraw-Hill Publications Overseas Corporation.
Kasumigaseki Building 2-5, 3-chome,
Kasumigaseki. Chiyoda-Ku, Tokyo, Japan
[581) 9811

Practical Applications of
Data Communications
Selected articles from Data Communications magazine cover architecture and protocols, data-link performance, distributed data processing, software, data
security, testing and diagnostics. communications
processors, and digitized-voice and data-plus-voice.
Pub. 1980, 424 pages, softcover.
Order No. R-005, $1795.

Business Department
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ELECTRONICS MAGAZINE BOOKS
1221 Ave of the Americas
New York, N Y 10020

trA
1.11

(Telephone 212/997-2996)
McGraw-Hill Intl

Name

Publications Co

European Circulation Center
Maidenhead, Berks SL6 20L. UK
(Tel

Title

10628123431, Telex 848640)
Company

Order

a

Qty

Price
Street/ PO address

City/State/Zip (Outside USA: City/postal code/country)
P. Payment enclosed (Payment must accompany orders
under $25 USA residents add applicable local tax )
Bill my company (or attach company Purchase Order)
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Electronics Buyers' Guide
H.T. Howland, General Manager
[212) 997-6642
Regina Hera, Directory Manager
[2121 997-2544

Classified and Employment Advertising

Bill me
Ten-day money-back guarantee applies on all books

Thomas M. Egan
Production Director
[212) 997-3140
Carol Gallagher
Production Manager
(212) 997-2045
Betty Preis
Production Manager Domestic
[2121 997-2908
Evelyn Dillon
Production Manager Related Products
[212) 997-2044
Sharon Wheeler
Production Assistant
[212) 997-2843
Frances Vallone
Reader Service Manager
[212] 997-6058

[212) 997-2897
EL ,
_1
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Appliabk To Many Uses

CAD

TOOLS FOR
CUSTOM IC DESIGN

Liquid Crystal Displays
ZSP-203(For calculators)

• Schematic entry

11.11.1.11.1.11.
- 1'8 -

• Hierarchical design support
• Automatic layout of standard cell IC's
• Automatic layout of gate arrays

42 00

BSP-202(For measuring instruments etc)

• Mixed mode simulation
• Switched capacitor network simulation

ord
'WI

• Interfaces to logic simulators

'WI

• Interactive color graphics support
• Integrated portable software system available
on Apollo, DEC VAX, IBM and Prime
An integrated set of tools for gate array design.
Full Customer support in U.S., ond Europe.

50 80

25,
<r.

0
..M

O.Û.U.L,
-

IIISP-102(For games and large instruments)

-F

For more Informobon coil or wnte our Morkebng Deportment

içy) SILVAR-LISCO
3172 Porter Dnve. Polo Alto. <A 94304

34 1'11x:retrace. 133030 Leuven. Belgium

415 ,856-2525

(0161 20 00 16

Circle 247 on reader service card

this publication
is available in
microform

43 18

—

45 72

1
Unit(m/m)

Daini Seikosha is one of the world-renowned watch
makers which started commercial production of
quartz watches first in the world. The Company
now is ready to make great strides to become a
manufacturer of precision components using precision processing techniques and experiences obtained and accumulated in quartz watch manufacturing. Here we introduce to you our liquid crystal
display panels specially designed and developed
for calculators, instruments and games applications.
[Features]
• The organic panel construction guarantees clearer contrast
and wider viewing angle.

Please send me additional information.
University Microfilms International
300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. P.R.
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
U.S.A.

18 Bedford Row
Dept. P.R.
London, VVC1R 4EJ
England

Name

We try to meet every customer's

needs

regardless

of

the

volume of the order.

7

SEIKO GROUP

DAINI SEIKOSHA CO, LID.

Sales Division:31-1. 6-chome. Kameda Koto-ku. Tokyo, 136, Japan.

Phone 213-530-8777 Telex 9103477307

Street
City
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• Diverse reflectors are to be provided.

Phone Tokyo 684-2010 Telex 2622410 DSEIKO J
Seiko Instruments U.S.A. Inc. 2990W. Lomita Blvd.. Torrance Calif.. 90505

Institution

State

• High multiplex properties.

Zip

Frankfurt Representative Office:Arabella Center 13 OG Lyoner Strasse 44-48, 6000
Frankfurt/Main 71 W Germany Phone 0611-666971 2. Telex.413045 DSFM D
Precision Engineering LTD. Sales Division:Peninsula Centre
Room 1114. East Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon. Hongkong.
Phone 3-676485, 683160, 683169, 697593 Telex:40211 PELSD HX
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MORE
Introducing the
MCPU-800 one
year anniversary.

POWER, MEMORY, I/O
CAPABILITY AND PERFORMANCE

—Completely STD bus
compatible
—Single

5 supply

—Low power: 5w typical

For over a year now, Miller

—Software support:

Technology has been
delivering a little single
board microcomputer with
some pretty big features.

MONITOR
2K BASIC
8K BASIC

—4 MHz Z80A CPU
—64K or 16K bytes RAM

Both Basics support
ROM-able code.

—4 ROM sockets hold up to
32K bytes ROM or EPROM
(2K, 4K or 8K)

CP/M 'compatible—ask
for tech note #8102

Single Quantity Prices

—Optional RS-232 interface
•5 only

—32 Parallel I/O bits
—Fully programmable serial
port

Shipped Only After
100 Hour Burn-in.

—Software control of

We've got 'em ready to ship

memory configuration
on 16K boundaries

—allow 2 weeks for delivery
on small quantity orders.

—I0EXP line under software

For information on the
only no frills, pure

control. MEMEX and
MCSYNC fully supported

16K

610

64K

695

Phone: (408) 395-2032
performance
single board
microcomputer
get in touch with
Miller Technology
today.

647 N. Santa Cruz Ave.
Los Gatos, CA 95030
Trademark cal:noel Research

MILLER
technology
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Quartz
Noiseless

sunut

INVERTER & U.P.S.

a.

FREQUENCY

CONVERTER

WITH

BATTERY

50-5COVA Miniature UPS
- Noiseless -

with

Serres

- QS -

Sealed.gel Battery

IN

REQUIRED
READING FOR
ELECTRONIC
DESIGN ENGINEERS:
CAMBION CATALOG 800

SPECIFICATIONS OF INVERTER
Output
Model
Input Voltage
Frog Stabrlay

50VA

100VA

200VA

300VA

DA50

DA 100

DA X201)

DA XX0

OCl2V
*

50 601: less than ±1Mt

Output Voltage *
D•storhon

Weight I
kg,

0C480 44-5139

500VA

1000VA

DA X5E0

DAX 1000

When it comes down to selecting the definitive design reference
source in the electronic components field, get Cambion's Catalog
800 listing over 23,000 different components—connectors, terminals, inductive products, handles, and much more associated
hardware. Cambion's reputation for high quality, reliability, and
worldwide off-the-shelf availability, plus our special attention to
custom-designs have made us anear-legend in our own time
The Catalog 800—designed to
make your design concept a
Midland-Ross Corporation
design reality. Get your
Cambion Division
copy today!
445 Concord Avenue
Cambridge, MA 02238
Tel: (617) 491-5400
.
Telex: 92-1480
TWX: (710) 320-6399

* 0C22-30V •DC44-58V

50 60,11 or 400hi less than tXI0'

*

AC1OOV •115V .2(7000. 2300 less than±5% .0—Full Load

•

Domensens rnm•

DC24V-22-30V

Less than 1096•Specral Order

Mmanurn I% or More

176X 1140 213 .1760 153X 713 1160 183X262 *176X 1133X 393 22003500 350 2411X430X470
*

0

56

*

75

•

:20

.9 0

360

U.S.A.
SUNLITPOWER INC.
2931 South Mau' St, Sorte C, Santa Ana. Calif. 92707 U.S A
Phone
(714)641-3013
TWO 910-590-2697 Cable. SUNLITE

NETRERLAND
OKAMOTO ELECTRONICS CORP.
t
Merchandise (enter. t,ch4ek,hle
The Netherlands
Phone 010 123117

109.

feiginf

Rotterdarn3004.

KOJIMA ELECTRIC MFG. CO., LTD.
Main Office

.No. 26.8. 2-chorne, MInannkaneden. Surta-sho, Osaka
Japan
Phone
,06) 385-3523
Telex •5236627 KOJIMA-J
Tokyo Branch: Toyotarna BrIcEg. No. 15-3. 3-chome. Toyotamakda

111111k

Nenmaku.

248

Tokyo

176,

Japan

Phone -(03)948-4312
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See Us In Booth # 102, Electro '82
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WHEN YOU
SUBSCRIBE TO
ELECTRONICS
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54550 -A

Please enter my subscription to

Electronics

L One year @5191

Two years @ S32 L Three years @ S47

Ouahhcabon for above rates is based on answers to ah questions Those not qualifying
may pay higher than basic price ol $34 one year or $79 for three years

D Payment Enclosed
E Bill Me
D Charge my subscription

to

Visa [ 1MasterCard
Acct No

17 American Express

n Diners Club

Interbank No
Expiration Date

Signature

1.
Name

Title

Company

Div or Dept

Co Address

City

State

Zip

City

State

Zip

El Check here il you wish publication to be sent to home address.
Street
Signature

9 Please check which best describes your
—" company's business at your location:
Manutactunng
Distnbution
Retailing
Other

" rilndicate the primary product manufactured
" or service performed at your plant or location
(place applicable letter in box)
A
B
C.
D.
E.
F.

G.
H.
I.

J.
K.
L.
M
N
0
P

Computers. data processing and peripheral equipment. office and
business machines
Communications data communications telecommunications
systems and equipment
Navigation and guidance, aircraft and missile systems or
equipment (oceanography)
Test and measurement equipment
Consumer products (TV. radio,
recorders. home computers,
appliances)
Medical, industrial controls, systems or equipment
Semiconductor production equipment (component insertion, coil
winding. etc I
Electronic sub-assemblies. components and materials (passive,
active components. IC's, discretes, hybrids, power supplies)
Other manufacturers using electronics equipment as part of their
product (machine tools, chemicals, metals, plastics,
pharmaceuticals. etc.)
Government and military
Independent research and development laboratory or consultant
Research and development organizations which are part of an
educational institution
Independent software developers
Operators ol communications equipment (utilities. railroads.
police and airlines broadcasting. etc )
Educational 2-4 year college. university
Other

4

n

Indicate your principal job function,
"occupation and or title (place applicable letter
in box. If letters 0, P. or Q are used. fill in name
of college or university).

A Corporate Management (Owners Partners Presidents VPs etc I
B e
O
t
pe
c r
iating Management iGeneral Managers Group Managers Division Heads.
C Engineenng Management (Prolect Manager Cruel Engineer Section Heads
VP Engineenng VP Research and Development VP Duality Control etc )
D Software Engineenng
E Systems Engineenng Integration
F Ouality Control Engineering (Reliability arid Standards)
G Design Engineenng
H Engineenng Support (Lab Assistants. etc 1
I Test Engineenng (Matenals Test Evaluation)
J Field Service Engineering
K Research and Development (Scientists. Chemists Physicists1
L Manufactunng and Production
M Purchasing and Procurement
N Marketing and Sales
0 Professor Instructor at
P Senior Student at
0 Graduate Student at

g Elndicate

your principal job responsibility
(place the appropriate number in box)

1 Management
2 Engineenng Management
3 Engineenng

A

Estimated number of employees at this location:
(check one)
1to 49
50 to 249

Subscriptions are normally entered within 2weeks
but please allow 4weeks tor shipment

250 to 999
ever 1500
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new literature in which you are
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Subscriptions & Renewals
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use these business reply cards.
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All inquiries from outside the U.S. thal
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directly to the manufacturer. The
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Was Th.s Magaz.ne Personally Addressed to You? 0 Yes 0 No

Industry classification (check one):
a D Computer & Related Equipment
b 0 Communications Equipment & Systems
C D Navigation, Guidance or Control Systems
d O Aerospace, Underseas Ground Support

5Source of Inquiry—DOMESTIC
j O Independent R&D Organizations
k D Government

e 0 Test & Measuring Equipment
f D Consumer Products
g 0 Industrial Controls & Equipment
h O Components & Subassemblies

Your design function (check each letter that applies):
X D Ido electronic design or development engineering work.
y El Isupervise electronic design or development engineering work.
zD Iset standards for, or evaluate electronic components, systems and materials.
Estimate number of employees (at this location):

1. 0 under 20
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136
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181
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196
197
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211
212
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214
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226
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348
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363
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365
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378
379
380
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382

393
394
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408 423 438 453 468
409 424 439 454 469
410 425 440 455 470
411 426 441 456 471
412 427 442 457 472
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7
8
9
10

21
22
23
24
25

36 51
37 52
38 53
39 54
40 55

66
67
68
69
70

81
82
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84
85

96
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The Type 815 Precision Fork is cali
brated in terms of the G-R Primary
Standard of Frequency. A harmonic
of the frequency standard drives a
1,000-cycle motor to which is affixed
a paper stroboscopic disc. The Output of
the Fork is amplified and
flashes a GR STROBOTAC, used to
illuminate the stroboscopic disc. By
counting the number of spots on the
paper disc passing a given index per
unit of time, the frequency of the
fork can be measured to within g
few parts per million.

GENERAL

jA TYPICAL ILLUST
RATION of the care used in
J. manufacturing and tes
ting G-R equipment is the Type
815 Precision Fork, widely used as a low-frequency standard, in geophysical exploration, general laboratory testing, and in rating clocks
and watches. These forks are supplied for frequencies of 50, 60 or 100
cycles. They are calibrated to an accuracy of two parts per million.
The material from which the forks are made is low-temperaturecoefficient stainless steel, received from the supplier in the form of
bars. As the temperature coefficient of different lots of steel varies,
a sample fork is made from each new lot and the coefficient is
obtained after a protracted temperature run.
From previously determined mechanical tolerances, the forks are
then machined in our shop. The average fork as received from the
shop is about two cycles below its nominal frequency. The initial
frequency is measured to within one millicycle. From data previously
obtained, the amount of material to be milled from the ends of the
tines is determined and the fork is returned to the shop for the first
rough adjustment. A second check to within one millicycle is then
made and if necessary the fork is returned to the shop again for
further adjustment. Occasionally a third rough check and adjustment
are required.
The fork is then ready for final adjustment and calibration. A
hole is drilled and tapped in the end of each tine to receive two
adjustable loading screws. The frequency is measured to within
one millicycle with both tine holes empty, with an inner tine screw
in each hole and then with an outer tine screw set up tightly against
the first screw. From these measurements the approximate amount of
material to be cut from the tine screws to bring the frequency very
close to its nominal value is ascertained.
The fork is then allowed to tun for a half-hour at a controlled
temperature of 77 degrees F. after which the final frequency measurement is made. Appropriate adjustments of the tine screws set the
frequency to within 0.001°e of the nominal value. The voltage coefficient of frequency is now obtained. This is approximately 0.005°c per
volt. The output voltage and harmonic content are then measured.
The forks are then placed in stock. When orders are received
the forks are returned to the laboratory and the frequency is measured
at a driving voltage of exactly four volts. A calibration certificate
showing the exact frequency to within 0.002°o at a stated temperature between 70 and 80 degrees F., and showing the temperature
and voltage coefficients of frequency is supplied with each fork.
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Fast Re1
For fast relief from
slow electronic component delivery, just consult
your nearby Beckman
distributor.
You'll get quick
response because Beckman's world-wide sales,
service and distributor
network specializes in
delivering what you need,
when you need it.
Beckman is committed to serving the
electronics industry
with superior quality,
competitive prices, and
reliable delivery. To meet
this commitment,
Beckman continues to
invest in new product
development and
production facilities expansion.
For example,
Beckman's new
computerized
production control
system provides on-line, real-time
status of product availability and
delivery information. Within a
matter of minutes, you'll have a

delivery date you can
depend on.
And Beckman's new
displays facility in Fullerton, California is now
on-line, delivering acomplete line of liquid crystal
and planar gas discharge
displays.
Remember, for just
about any ailment associated with displays, as
well as precision pots and
dials, trimmers, digital
multimeters, precision
resistor networks, and
hybrid microcircuits,
Beckman has the right
prescription.
For timely relief see your
local Beckman distributor today.
Beckman Instruments Inc.,
Electronic Technologies
Group, 2500 Harbor Blvd.,
Fullerton, CA 92634. Or call
(714) 773-8441.

The best medicine
in electronics.

BECKMAN

PHOTOVOLTAIC
DIODES //

from Clair«

with tight specifications and 100% tested...twice
Clairex photodiodes of the CLD series
are designed to optimize the photovoltaic
characteristics of silicon and maintain tight
specifications on all significant parameters.
The four silicon PN planar diodes
presently available all offer high linearity,
low dark current and fast response.for use in
critical measurement applications. Three
hermetically sealed types are available for

use in hostile environments and one epoxy
encapsulated type for lower cost
applications.
And, as is k case with all Clairex optoelectronic devices, these photodi(xles are
100w tested twice.
Try Clairex photodiodes. Call (914)
664-6602 or write Clairex® 560 South Third
Avenue, Mount Vernon, New York 10550.

CLAIREX ELECTRONICS
1 Division of Clairu\ Curporaticn
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